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COSMIC RADIATION 

A.  IHDIA EXPEDITION 

During the entire period oovered by this report, an 

extensive program of Investigations of the properties of 

the oosnio radiation in the upper atmosphere at latitudes 

near the geomagnetic equator has been conducted success- 

fully, A total of 29 balloon flights were released in 

India, 14 at Bangalore (gecsagnetio latitude IT N) and 

15 at Aligarh (gaomagnetio latitude 18° N). 

The experiments involved three different types of 

instrument whloh are arbitrarily designated as A, B, and 

C8 Types A and 3 comprise quadruple coincidence counter 

trains with different geometrical arrangements. These 

were utilised essentially to obtain, as a function of at- 

mospheric depth, measurements of the intensity of those 

oosmio-ray particles at very high altitudes having a 

minimum residual range defined by several differeirt thick- 

nesses of interposed ai>303rt-«r (4 om« ?«5 cm9 18 cm of lead)* 

Tj'pe Oy isrieh ssRsists of a ooincidence counter trais ooii- 

t»i»ir»g an infcerwjsed high jsrsaesare lonisation chamber. 

was designed to provide Information regarding primary slpha» 

particles~ The various individuAl eaeperlmarsts will be des- 

eri'esd is somewhat greater detail is separate sections 
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subsequently, although it is emphasised at the outset 

that moot of the final conclusions must await the com- 

pletion of detailed analyses Tthich are at present in pro= 

grass• 

The cooperation of several Institutions and Organisations 

rendered feasible the performance of these experiments in 

Indiae The development and construction of the instruments, 

and the acquisition since the inception of this balloon- 

flight program at the Bartol Research Foundation of the 

considerable amount of equipment and supplies which it %> 

neoessary to ship to India, were made possible by the sup- 

port of the Office of Naval Research through Contract N6ori-144 

The India Expedition was sponsored by the National Geographic 

Society, under whose generous auspices all our previous field 

trips have been conducted» The home base for the operations 
f 

in India was at Muslim University, Aligarh. Cttsr Pradesh * 

where the author «as privileged to occupy the post of 

L Visiting Professor under the Fulbright Pr*sgrai&~ Tim rather 
> 

0 

I 

considerable assistant© i»hiQh was required to oarry out this 

work was provided by graduate students of the Physios Depart- 

ment 8 of which Professor P. 3* Gill is Chairman• The parti- 

cipation by the University, and the /great interest of the 

Vice Chancellor, Dr3 Sakir Bussain* are gratefully ackr mLedged* 

The flights at Bangalore were conducted at thvi Indian Institute 

of Science* where facilities and assistance were kludiy fur- 

nished by the Physios Department, of which Professor Ro S. 

Xrlshnan is Chairman0 Various arrangements were made by 
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the United States Educational Foundation in India of 

whloh Dr.  Olive I. Roddick is Executive Secretary. Ap- 

preciation is hereby expressed to all of the above, as 

well as to the many Individuals, too numerous to mention, 

from sweepers on up, who helped in one way or another. 

1.)    A FLIGHTS 

r 

a)     Description of Apparatus. 

The type A instruments have previously been described 

in detail1K 2) Humorous measurements*' had. already been 

1) 

2) 
Me A. Pomerants, Electronics 24, S3  (1951)* 

M. A. Pomerants and G. W. MoCinre, Phys. Rev* 86, 536 

(19$2)o This article contains references to earlier 

obtained wish this standard apparatus at SwsrthffiQra, Pa. 

(gsos^snstio latitude 52° N) and Churchill, Manitoba (geo- 

magnetic latitude 69° N)» The advantages of making observa- 

tions at low latitudes with identical instruments, the re- 

liability of which are injured by long experS sr.ee with their 

operation, are obvious. The sole change introduced into 

this series of instruments was the substitution of & storage 

battery pcrsr-supply in plao* of the dry batteries utilised 

previously <, This proved to be a -tremendous advii* f;^ TH 

view of the particular conditions ?eiieh wer* **»"»«nst<ired in 

o 

^ •. 
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the field and the difficulties which would have otherwise 

arisen in attempting to maintain an adequate supply of 

dependable dry cells. A detailed description of the various 

pre-flight preparations and tests of eaoh instrument will 

be omitted c However, it is worth mentioning that eaoh com- 

pleted instrument was carefully tested immediately prior to 

flight far any indication of high voltage break-down or 

oorona discharge in a plastic vacuum chamber specially con- 

structed for this purpose• 

Information regarding atmospheric pressure, temperature 

within the gondola, and cosmic-ray oounts were transmitted 

by radio, as in the past* 

b)  Results* 

Intensity vs. Altitude curves were obtained with verti- 

cal coincidence counter trains of type A containing 4*0 om 

of Fb and 7.5 cm of Pb, respectively0 Data recorded in 

separate flights were in satisfactory agreement • T!tm 

composite results, obtained by combining all of the data 

recorded in a specific altitude interval during both ascent 

and d€3c$iix of the severs! indi^?5ual instruments, are plotted 

in Figures 1 and 2« Measurements of the intensity in the 

horlaontal direction were- also obtained with type A instru- 

merits containing 7*5 «m of Pbn 

Inasmuch as the analysis is now in progress, some of 

tftie interesting aspects will be only briefly mentioned, and 

( 

-- 



Figure 1. Combined data obtained In India 
with coincidence-counter train containing 
4.0 cm of Fb. 

Figure 4a  <$. M. eountar-tantaatlan chambar 
colncldonco train for determination of alpha- 
partlclo flux. 

o 51 
CH 
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Figure 2.  Combined data obtained In India 
with colncldonco-counter train containing 
7.5 cm of Pb. 

Figure 4b  Mock diagram thawing orrongomont 
of circuits associated with counter-ion chamber 
coincidence train. 

Figure 3.  Combined data obtained !n India 
with coincidence -counter train containing 
17.7 cm of Pb. 

Figure 5.   Diagram of high-pressure Ionizer Jon 
chamber. 
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a detailed disoussion of the implications will be postponed. 

The most striking result whioh is immediately apparent in 

Figures 1 and 2 conoems the rather pronounced latitude ef- 

fect which ocoura between 18° H and 3° H. Vertical oolnci= 

denoe measurements made by Heher and Pickering  in 1939-40 

5)   —-—-——————_-----------.-_---—-_-•»_--__««-_-_«. 

H. V. Heher and W. H. Pickering, Phys. Rev. 61, 407 (1942) 

had Indicated no difference between the curves at 3° N and 

17° 3, and this was regarded as direct evidence far a banded 

structure in the primary cosmio-ray spectrum as predioted by 

the atom-annihilation hypothesis for the origin of cosmic 

rays proposed by Millikan, Heher and Pickering . She present 

4' R. A. Millikan, H. V. Heher, and «. H. Pickering, 

Phys, Rev. 61, 397 (1942) 

results are clearly not in accord with this conclusion, but 

reveal a distinct change of intensity with latitude throughout 

the upper portion of the atmosphere. Extrapolation of th*» 

curves in Figures 1 and 2 to the "top of the atmosphere" 

indicates that the primary intensity incident In the vertical 

direction at Aligarh is, in fact, about 43 P«r cent greater 

than the intensity at Bangalore» Independent evidenoe for 

this change with latitude has also been obtained simultaneously 

5) 
by the group at the Tata institute e Insofar as their 

" A. S. Rao, V. K. Balasubrehmanyam, G. s0 Gokhale and 

A. W. Pereira, Phys. Rtsv. 91, 764 (1953). 

v 
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o 

measurements are comparable with outs, the results are in 

good general agreement. 

The experiments performed by Winekler et al°' over » 

6* J, R. Winokler, I. Stix, K, Dwight, and R. Sabin, 

Fhys. Rev, 7§, 656 (1950). 

similar range of latitudes, but at different longitudes, 

yielded a somewhat smaller latitude effeot« lable I sum- 

marizes the pertinent data regarding absolute partiole- 

Intensity and latitude-ratios as determined by different 

observers. It is of Interest to note that the measurements 

within the atmosphere over India differ from those in the 

Western Hemisphere in a sense which is opposite to that 

whloh would be oxpeoted in view of the longitude effect 

introduced by the eccentricity of the dipole. As a con- 

sequence of this effeot, the minimum momentum required for 

a primary to reach the earth In a given dlreotion at the 

equator is presumably higher in the Eastern Hemisphere than 

In the Western Hemisphere* Inasmuch as the total unidirectional 

intensity whloh reaches a given point decreases as the lowest 

permitted energy is raised, the absolute intensity In India 

might be expeoted to be lower than that at the same geo- 

magnetic latitude in the Western Hemisphere. However, when 

a reasonable estimate is made ol the Intensity at the "top 

of the atmosphere" on the basis of the published experimental 

s 
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curves, the apparent discrepancies are considerably re- 

duced* The various values for the primary flux near the 

geomagnetic equator are then in accord at least with 

qualitative expectations involving the influence of the 

eccentricity of the dipole* However, the differences at 

18° have not yet been resolved by similar considerations, 

and evidently represent a real effect. 

The region about geomagnetic latitude 18° is character- 

ised by a great uncertainty regarding the contribution of 
7) 

the penumbral region* The statement is usually made  that 

M. 8. Vallarte. Phys. Rev. 2£» 1857- t1^9* 
 _  

O ttift penumbral region is practically dark at latitudes below 

about 15° i so that the main oone which determines the energy 

limit above which all energies are allowed by the earth's 

magnetic fields is practically the total allowed cone* 

Between 15° and 35°. the allowed and forbidden regions of 

the penumbra are presumed to be of equal Importance, but 

quantitative predictions are exceedingly difficult to pro- 

pound* Detailed investigation has indicated that at 20° 

the main cone* is still quite important in that only energies 

higher than that corresponding to it can actually arrive In 

a vertical direction. At latitudes higher than 35°s the 

limit is practically defined by the Stormer plus shadow oone, 

which determine the least energy which a particle must 

possess to be allowed by th« earth's magnetic field* It 
f 
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is not possible to predict the contribution of the penumbral 

region to the oosraio-ray intensity measured at 18°« However, 
8) 

it i? not expected to be appreciable © 

8) M. So Yallarta, private communication. 

She sola available method for directly determining the 

energy distribution of the primary cosmic-rays in the field- 

sensitive band involves the measurement of the primary in- 

tensity at various latitudes,, and the assignment by geo- 

magnetic theory of a minimum entranoe energy (which, for the 

vertical direction, la independent of the sign of charge, but 

does depend upon the Z and A of the particles) on the basis 

of either the Stormer plus shadow cone or the main ccne* It 

had been customary to express the relationship between 

particle intensity and energy as an empirical power law, 

simple in some instances, and rather complicated in others• 

Actually, the data available in the particular latitude 

range which has been investigated here was quite limited, 

and on a logarlthmio plot, the various suggested laws appear 

to fit the previously available experimental points more or 

lease Our results indicate that in a simple power law 

representation of the fornt 

o \ 

J   3 (B) dB »   k 11 • O (i) 
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the minimum value of the exponent o*" is 1.6 correspond- 

ing to the minimum admittanoe energy of 11.2 Bev for proton* 

at 18° defined by the St'ormer plus shadow cones, and the 

maziman value Is 3.7, corresponding to the admittanoe energy 

of 12 • 5 Bar for protons at 18° defined by the main oone. 

If past practice Is followed, and the contribution by the 

penumbra is regarded as negligible, the upper limit applies. 

Evan if the lower value of V ware assumed to be the correct 

one, this is considerably higher than the average value of 

V » 1.1 as determined in the region of lower energies from 

our measurements at 52° V and 3° ». Thus, there appears to 

be a departure from the assumed simple power Saw, and these 

experiments may Indicate the presence of a considerable I. u 
flux of particles having energies less than that defined 

by the main oone -. 

Detailed considerations of the effects of the eooan- 

triolty of the dipole may partially aooount for these 

results, but It appears that either a departure from the 

simple power-la* spectrum or a contribution from trapped 

orbits (lnoludlng albedo) will still be indicated,, 

There are various other interesting aspects of the 

data obtained in India* For example, it is observed 

(Figures 1. 2 and 3) that for all thicknesses of interposed 

absorber, the intensity vs. altitude corves obtained *t 

low latitudes exhibit a maximum within the atmosphere, 

r whereas at 52° this maximum disappears when the thickness 
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2) 
of lead exceeds 4 om» As has been discussed previously , 

tills Is in accordance with expectation* Although there had 

been some controversy regarding the existence of a maximum 

in the intensity of the penetrating component at high 

latitudes » the experiments of Pullar and Dymond   have 

9) M. L. Vidale, Fhys. Rev* 68, 266 (1952). 

10) J. D* Pullar and £• O. Dymoad, Phil. Mag, ££, 565 (1953). 

new cGEspletsly confirmed our earlier oDserrationa and con- 

clusions to the effect tliat no such maximum exists at lati- 

tudes north of 52°• 

2.) B FLIGHTS 

a)  Description of Apparatus* 

The type B instrument is similar to the type A exoept 

for the dimensions of the counter train* The pertinent 

geometrical data are summarised in Table II• Results ob- 

tained with this Instrument at 52° N have been published 

previously^ « 

M, A. Pomerante, Phys. Rave 8J, 459 (1951)* 

—^immii .I   iiirniurcrtn 
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b)      Re mat 6. 

figure Hln plot of the data obtained at the two 

stations in India«    The maximum in the intensify vso 

altitude curves is quite pronounced, as is the variation 

with latitude between 18° H and 3° H. 

The mean free path of the primary radiation does not 

change when the minimum energy of the incident protons 

changes from 1*3 Bev to 13*8 Bev*   The present measure- 

ments yield a value for the absorption thickness in lead 

of about 290 g/em* at 52° *. 18° *. and 3° S. 

o 

o 

3o)    0 PLIGHTS 

a) Description of Apparatus* 

Figure 4 in a schematic dlngraat of the type 0 appara- 

tus* The four 6* M* counters define the solid angle within 

which a oosmio-ray particle must travel in order to register* 

Interposed within the counter train is the hlgh-prersure 

lonisation ohamber beneath which is 4 cm of lead* Thus* a 

particle which oa^ actuate all of the counters aiust be of 

relativistio velocity* l*ee It produces lonisation at 

practically its minimum rate, when It passes through the 

lonisation chamber* Singly-charged particles (cleotross, 

mesons* protons) which discharge all four counters produce 

a pulse of magnitude 1 1^^* Owing to the statistical fluc- 

tuations in the total number of ions produced in the ohamber 
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by a given partiole (landau spread) and because of the 

variation in the path-langth in the chamber owing to the 

finite dimensions of the counter train, there is a spread 

in the pulse heights associated with a partiole of 

speoified Z, but the shapes of the distributions are suoh 

that essentially no protons ana all alpha partiole s give 

rise to an amount of ionlsatlon exceeding 3 ^mia* *ns& 

this apparatus is biased so that coincidences are produced 

only by pmrtioles which girt rise to a pulse greater than 

3 X^„ in the ioniaatlon chamber, in principle it counts 

only fast particles of Z > 2§ which are predominantly 

primary helium nuclei* There are various other types of 

event which can actuate this apparatus. and these factors 

must certainly be taken into account. The prlnoipal sources 

of spurious counts are nuclear interactions produced, in the 

lead block by incident protons* Secondaries which travel 

upward into the ionisatios chamber can produce a pulse ex- 

ceeding 3 Jfeja* Certain pertinent Information obtained in 

the Galapagos Expedition by Dr. Q. w. MoOlnre, In collabora- 

tion with whom the present experiments were performed „ will 

be of great benefit in She analysis of the data obtained in 

India. 

A diagram of the lonisation chamber is shown in Figure 5* 

The chamber is filled wltb pure argon at a pressure of 300 

pounds per square inch* Slectron collection is employed. 

o 
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During the ground-run of each C-flight instrument, an 

integral pulse-height distribution curve characteristic of 

the cosmic rays near sea level was obtained in a series of 

runs vrith various bias settings* This served to check the 

operation of the instrument, and yielded a calibration curve 

for setting the bias to correspond to pulses of lenient ion 

exceeding 3 ^n* An additional oheok was provided by the 

pulses produced by Bo* cr\ particles emitted from the probe- 

source which, as described earlier, can be -framed "en or 

off" by the application of appropriate voltages« She 

selected bias equivalent to 3 !_£_ corresponds to about 

•18 Bo-alpha* 

3y means of a pressure-actuated switching arrangement, 

the total counting rate due to all partlolos passing through 

the counter train regardless of the specifio ionisatlon was 

measured alternatively In the upper atmosphere during some 

of the flights e The intensity of particles capable of 

penetrating che same thickness of interposed absorber was 

also measured by the type A instruments containing 4*0 on 

of Fb (Figure 1) and the data confirmed the particular 

normalisation -procedure based upon geometrical considerations 

which was invoked to utilise the A-flight data in the inter- 

pretation of the results obtained with the 0-flightSo 

o 
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b)  Resulta• 

The desired data were obtained at both 18° N and 5° H. 

but are not presented herewith pending the completion of 

the analysis which is required for an adequate discussion 

of their significance. Preliminary analysis has indicated 

that at the equator alpha-particles constitute at least 30% 

of the incident primary intensity* The method permits the 

determination of upper and lower limits* However, it is 

interesting to note that the lower limit at the equator is 

considerably higher than that which has been indicated by 
12) observations involving photographic emulsions   at higher 

12) ( ) C. Goldfarb, H. L. Bradt, and B. Peters, Phys. Rev* 
Phys. Rev* XL*  751 (1950), 

latitudes. Furthermore, the present results are not in 

aocord with those of the only published previous attempt to 

derive information regarding the alpha-partiolee at the 
15) geomagnetic equator  * 

I 

15* S. P. Singer, Phys. Rev. 80, 47 (1950). 
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*> 
B.  PHOTOGRAPHIC PIATB EXPOSURES 

A program for studying the distribution in mass of 

heavy primary nuclei of tha Cosmic Radiation nets outlined 

in the Second Annual Report« An expedition similar to 

that described in the report was made during last sunnier 

to the region of the geomagnetic pole. It was deolded by 

the naval personnel concerned that only one flight should 

be attempted, and that emphasis should be placed on waiting 

for favorable conditions for launching and assurance of 

recovery* '2hus, it was Intended that a small number of 

emulsion packets, comprising the major portion of the 

balloon-load, might be successfully flown and recovered in 

the vicinity of the geomagnetic pole. Two packets, each 

containing thiok electron-sensitive emulsions on glass 

backings were prepared as described in the last report and 

delivered to the USS Staten Island in Boston last July* In 

September we were informed by the direct or of the project 

that wind conditions were too unfavorable at launching op- 

portunities available in the scheduled operations of the 

oiitixo task force, and the balloon ms not flown• One 

packet was returned to us and is being used for tests in 

processing techniques, sinoe background of radiation ac- 

cumulated at sea lerel prohibits use of the plates on sub- 

sequent flights• 

• 

O 
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A aeoond set of plates wa« sent with Br. MoOlure on 

the expedition to the geaoegnetio equator deaoribed 

elsewhere* in this report. The particular advantage of ob- 

taining a high altitude flight at the equator la apparent 

fron the fact that in no oase will a heavy primary nucleus 

penetrate the earth J ioagnetlo field if ita energy la leaa 

than 10 Bev/ouelson at thia latitris, A partiole having 

an energy greater than 5*5 Bev/nuolecn will have a apeoifio 

energy-loss in ntvalear emulsion which la essentially ln- 
2 

dependent of velocity, and proportional to Z . where 2 la 

the atonlo number• Measurement of the linear density of 

% -ray production along the trajectory of a partial© 

txaveralng the eanlaion will thus give a direct measure of 

the charge and henoe the mass of the particle. 

Each of the two packets aent on this expedition were 

flown, out In both oases the balloon failed to reach the 

minimum altitude required to obtain an appreciable flux of 

heavy primaries* 

V\ 

ttmm win ••" 

•s - 
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0.    IONIZATIOfl SPECTRUM OP THE PRJMAHY 

0OSKI0 RAPJATIOB AT X - 10° S 

(    ) 

Experiments deeoribed elsewhere in this report have 

been performed at several latitudes C "X * 3° H, 18° H and 

52° V) with a balloon-borne instrument designed to measure 

the intensity of the o^ •partlole component of the primary 

cosmic radiation* This instrument utilises a G-M counter 

train with an Interposed ionlsaticn chamber which is biased 

to respond culy -to those partiolss whose speolflo lonlsatlon 

is greater than 3 I (Throughout this note IQ refers to the 

minimum lonlsatlon of a singly-charged particle*) An instru- 

ment of this type counts o^-partiolss — whose minimum lonlsa- 

tlon Is 4 I - and heavier nuclei with nearly 100 per oent 
o 

efficiency and ezoludes protons and other singly-charged 

part idea with the exception oft 1) a certain calculable 

fraction of the latter which can produce pulses ^ 3 I by 

large statistical fluctuations in lonlsatlon. and 2) en 

unknown fraction which might produce ionisation greater than 

3 IQ by undergoing nuolear interactions In the telescope* 

The most pessimistic estimate of the contribution of effect (2) 

— calculated on the basis of geometrical cross sections for 

proton collisions in ths tslssoops material — showed that 

protons might be responsible far a substantial fraction of 

the oounted events, and that the instrument might therefore 

give an erroneously large indication of the intensity of 

particles with Z >2» 
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In order to investigate the production of looal showers> 

a modified instrument with a shower detector and a special 

reoorder for obtaining a complete ionisation spectrum was con* 

struoted. This instrument and the results obtained with it in 

a recent flight atX * 10° N geomagnetic latitude are described 

herewith. 

o 

Apparatus 

A diagram of the modified counter telescope is shown in 

Fig* 1. The telesoope is essentially the same as those used 

in the earlier experiments exoept that the overfall length is 

slightly increased and a shower detector. S, composed of seven 

small ft-M oounters, is inserted directly below the ionisation 

chamber, A cathode-ray tube osoillosoope and recording camera 

built into the air-borne gondola record each ionisation chamber 

pulse associated with the quadruple coincidence ciC2C3C4* vh)Sn 

less than two of the oounters of tray S accompany a telesoope 

event cicoC5C4 "tho associated ion chamber pulse appears on a 

50|t seco time-base giving a oomplete display of the shape as 

well as the amplitude of the pulse • When two or more counters 

of tray S are discharged simultaneously with the main telesoope 

discharge, the osoillosoope sweep circuit is rendered Inoperative 

but the sweep-lntenslfier circuit operates in the normal way ao 

that the ion chamber pulse appears as a vertical trace with nc 

horizontal extension*. Events of this second type are designated 

as shower events, and are easily identified as such on the film 

record by the distinctive appearance of the pulses. 

it^t:--^<M«W\lBimiiMIWi»Li«l)l« U*»MfclMi 
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Fip. 1.    Instrument for determining rhs specific ionizatton of cosmic rayi. 
C1C2C3C4 - G-M counters, l-lonlzatlon chamber, 5-shower counters, 
A-4   cm    Pb absorber. 

i50- 

t 
100- 

i 
3 

RELATIVE   PVN.se MCWHT 

f) 
Fig- 2.    Differential size dUtrlhutlo" cf !sn chamber pulsos accompanying 
quadruple coincidences (C1CJC3C4).   Atmospheric pressure:   12.5 mm Hg. 
Fi'me:   255 min., Total counts:   1294 

«KiKb&&nm>><*   - • •--,-..,   .. :•- > 
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The 4 OfflPb absorber A stops slow protons and ethsr singly- 

charged partiolss whose speoifio ionisations are greater than 

2 Ic and thus prevents suoh partiolss from contributing (except 

by large ionisatlon fluxuation) to the realm of ionising 

events )3 Ic whioh is "reserved" foro^ -particle and heavy 

nucleus events. 

A thermometer registering the gondola temperature and a 

mercury manometer whioh registers atmospheric pressures in the 

range 0 - 70 mm Hg were photographed at five-minute intervals 

throughout the flight. In the lower part of the atmosphere, 

pressure readings were obtained by means of a radiosonde bero- 

swltoh whioh operated a flashing light so as to mark the film 

record at known pressure-Intervals* Another flashing light 

impressed time-markers upon the film record at one-minute 

intervals- 

In flight, the instrument was housed In an air-tight alumi- 

num sphere oovered with two pliofilm bags. 171th this arrange- 

ment the temperature of the gondola remained above 10° 0 

during a period of four hours at 90,000 feet. 

The ionisatlon chamber has an effeotlve volume measuring 

7 1/2" X 2 1/2" and is filled with argon at a pressure of 

300 p. s* 1. A more complete description of the chamber to- 

gether with a pulse-height distribution obtained with sea-level 

mesons has been published previously • 

1}    6. W. MoOlure, Phys. Rev, 8£, 680 (1952) 
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The differential pulse-height distribution obtained 

at sea level ( X * 52° H) agrees quite well with a cal- 

culated distribution based on the known meson speotrum and 
2) the landau-Simon" theory of lonicatlon fluctuations. 

2) -    See e.g.    B. Roaai,  "High Energy lartioles", Prentice Hell 
(1952) 

Experimental Results 

The differential pulse-height distribution obtained 

during a 255 mia. level flight at 12.5 ma Hg ( X - 10° 5) 

is shown in Fig. 2»    The shaded blocks represent the distri- 

bution of ahower-aeoompanied pulses.   As determined by sea- 

level calibration, the peak of the histogram Ideated at 

h • 6 corresponds closely to the most probable lonisation 

I , of sea-level mesons.    This peak can therefore be roughly 

construed as representing the contribution of relativist!© 

singly-charged particles.   A disappointing feature of the 

histogram is that the principle peak tails-off muoh more 

slowly in the pulse-height interval h * 6 to h » 18 — i.e. 

in the loniaation range I   to 3 I    — than did the eoa-level o     o 
meson distribution and, furthermore, no secondary peak re- 

presentative of relativlstio He nuolel occurs in the neighbor* 

hood of h • 24 (4 I.) »» had been anticipated. 

r The fraotlon of the reoorded events which were accom- 

panied by a shower indication is 0.34. Because of the close 
I » 
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proximity of the ahawer tray S to the lonlsation chamber and 

also the small percentage of shows? events In the neighbor- 

hood of I it would seem that an appreciable fraction of the 

shower events represerrfc instances in which the ion chamber 

was traversed by more than one particle* Considering also 

the fact that not all shower events are detected, it becomes 

clear that the pulse-height distribution must be Interpreted 

with oareful allowance for possible distortion by multiple- 

particle ionising events* 

As the path length through the material above the 

ohaater — inoludlng its upper wall — constitutes only a 

small fraction of the geometrioal mean free path for nuclear 

/') collisions (.052 for protons) one cannot explain the pre- 

ponderance of ahoner events as resulting from looal nuclear 

interactions above the chamber* However, if one includes 

th« Pb absorber and counter walls below the chamber, one 

finds that the total nuclear collision probability is about 

0*72 for protons and nearly unity for 0^ -particlea* If an 

allowance is made for the maximum probability of a shower 

indication resulting frci electron knock-on production in 

the material above the shower tray9 the "shower fraction" 

is reduced from 0*34 to 0*29* It seems likely that most of 

the remaining shower events result from local nuclear incer- 

aotlons in the telescope material and uot to any substantial 

degree from external air showers, for experiments with out- 

( ) of-line counter arrangemsixts have shewn that air showers can 
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aooount for only a few par cent of the counts reourdod 

with ordinary in-line telesoopes of the kind need here• 

The olose agreement between observed fraction of 

shower-events and the over-all collision probability for 

protons in the telescope material suggests the possible 

interpretation that nearly all of the particles counted at 

12 ran Eg were protons and that each proton collision in 

the telescope gave rise to a sufficient number of secondaries 

to produce a shower indication* This interpretation implies 

that nuclear interaction in the Pb have a rather high yield 

of secondaries emerging in the "backward* (upward) direction 

which are capable of leaving the Pb block* 

Although the data do not admit of a very thorough analysis 

of the various components of the radiation, some rather in- 

teresting conclusions may be obtained regarding the intensity 

of extremely relativisti© singly-charged partioles relative 

to the total. In this connection we have oomputed the dis- 

tribution of specific ionisatlons (including fluctuations) 

of protons with an integral energy-spectrum of the form E  * 

with a low energy cut-off of 14 Hev (the vertical geomagnetic 

cut-off energy at X* 10°). When the oomputed distribution 

Is plotted on the histogram so that its peak falls at roughly 

the same position as the maximum of the histogram (pulse** 

height h « 6) it is found that about 5 per oent of the area 

of the eur*e lies above h * 12 • One may therefore take the 

( ) 
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number of events below h • 12 in the histogram as the 

maximum number of events produoed by the protons in 

question exoept for 

1) A 5 per oent correction for large ionisation 

fluctuationso 

2) A 7 per cent correction for pulses rendered larger 

than 2 IQ by knook-on electron production in 

the chamber nails* 

3) A 32 per oent correction to allow for the possibility 

that every ray which suffered a nuclear ccilisi 

in the telescope material above or below the 

; 

a 

chamber gave rise to a pulse > 2 l^. 

When the above corrections — ell of which arc suite conser- 

vative — are made to the number of events <. 2 I it is ^  o 
• 

found that protons of the assumed energy spectrum can con- 

tribute at most 85 per oent of the total intensity at 12 mm Hg. 

From data obtained during the ascent of the flight s 

counting rate vs. altitude ourves have been obtained for 

ionising event8 smaller than 2 IQ and for the total Intensity • 

Extrapolation of these curves to sero pressure indicates that 

relativistic protons comprise a smaller fraction of the total 

intensity at the "top of the atmosphere" than at 12 mm Hge 

The most conservative estimate of this fraction, gotten by 

making a liberal allowance for statistical uncertainties of 

the point8 upon whloh the extrapolations depend, indicates 

V. 
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that high energy protons contribute less than 75 per cent 

of the total primary intensity. 

Any attempt to estimate the d\-particle contribution 

to the observed pulse-height distribution is subject to 

rather grave uncertainties. At 12.5 mm Hg about 40 per oent 

of the ionising events are larger than 3 I. which means that 

not more than 40 per oent of the radiation can be attributed 

to c^ -partioles« If one subtracts the maximum possible con- 

tribution from proton-induced nuolear disintegrations and 

ether effects wliloh might cause singly-charged partioles to 

yield excessively large pulses, there remain about 1/4 of 

the events > 3 I. (at 12 mm Eg) which must be attributed 

either to partioles with 2 >_ 2 or to some form of highly 

ionising event not aooounted for. 

The present results Indicate that if a good c^-flux 

measurement is to be obtained by the ionisatlon chamber 

method, it is at least neoessary to locate any large absorber 

at a considerable distance from the chamber so as to reduce 

the complication introduced by local nuclear disintegrations. 

It is probably unwise to completely eliminate the absorber 

because of the possibility cf interference by low-energy 

singly-charged partioles. 
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II.  NUCLEAR PHYSIOS 

A. THE LARGE YAK DE GRAAFF GENERATOR. 

Following extensive tests performed on the large 

Bartol generator built to one-third of its final contem- 

plated height, the complete machine was assembled during 

November of 1952. Initiallyv the machine was assembled 

without the aooelerating tube in order to oheok the electro- 

static behavior. Approximately 6 Hv was obtained at 12$ psi 

pressure with tank sparks the limitation. Efforts to go to 

higher voltages with increased, pressure were limited by 

failure in getting charge from the needles to the belt* 

Just recently efforts have been made to improve this 

situation but at that time we went ahead with installation 

of the aooelerating tube* 

The tube oonslsts of three sections as described in 

previous reports. Two sets of baffles were placed in eaoh 

tube seotion, thus separating the tube into six seotions 

for suppression of return eleotrons. 

The generator operated very satisfactorily at 5 Mv 

without any beam — with the beam the conditions whereby 

5 Mv oould be obtained resulted in a very weak beam. It 

was observed that the beam was striking one or more of the 

baffles, thereby upsetting the voltage distribution on the 

vJ-W >^g.JtWJMU>«*-'"»>"'«:.1 ."%Zrt+***~- 
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( machine* Prom 2 to 3 Mevs however, 1$ pa of beam were 

available after magnetio analysis• Suspecting that stray 

beam might be the cause of the limitation, a flat baffle 

with a 3/16 inch diameter hole was inserted just under the 

focusing electrodes of the ion source. Shis resulted in a 

beam of only about 1 pa at the lower voltages but improved 

the intensity &t higher voltages* The hole was then opened 

to 1/2 inch, resulting in about 3 pa at the lower voltages 

and about 0*5 |ia at 5 Mev* As a result of these tests It 

became apparent that defoousing of the beam on entering the 

accelerating tube might be the difficulty. Consequently, 

a conical baffle with a 1/2 Inch hole was put in place of 

the flat baffle. As a result up to about 4 Ma have been 

obtained at a voltage of 4 Mev* Charging difficulties have 

made it impossible to achieve higher voltages. 

As it may be recalled, 50 n& of unanalysed beam were ob- 

tained in the one-third height test section. This, however, 

was obtained without the baffles in the tube. When the 

baffles were installed the current was greatly reduced* At 

that time the difficulty was attributed to improper operation 

of the ion source. Although this was in part true, it ap- 

parently was not the oomplete cause. 

Several attempts have been made to improve the charging 

situation. More reoently we installed a wire mesh in place 

of phonograph neediss with -v^xy  poor results. Attempts te 

D 
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wipe the charge on to the belt were unsuccessful in that 

the wire mesh used for this purpose broke up when in oon- 

taot with the belt. Slnoe ire have a cotton belt whioh is 

quite rough, any further attempts with a mesh seem impracti- 

cable unless the belt is changed* We will next attempt use 

of several rows of needles* If this fails, we might try 

oharging on both sides of the belt. 

Some difficulty TS»S -moountered in proper stabilisation 

of the generator voltage originally, but this has been re- 

cently improved greatly* Stabilisation is accomplished in 

the standard way by taking a D* C# signal from the slits at 

the output focal point of the analysing magnet* This is in 

turn amplified and made to control the grid of a triode 

controlling the corona from a eet of needles facing the 

central electrode* Originally a relatively low voltage 

tube was used* It was found that varying the impedance of 

this tube had very little effect on the corona current* At 

present we are using the RCA-5890 oathede-ray tube which 

allows for a J'O Kv swing* For proper operation, however, 

a 60 Kv tube should be used* 

Along with the alterations made above, experimental 

work has been progressing on the excitation curves for the 

7        1*7 7 *    7 14. (p,p  ) Li   and the Id (p.n) Be    reaction*    The energy 
*    7 #7 of the gamma rays from the de-exoite^on of    Li   ard    fle 

are 478 and 4-30 Kev, respectively <,   A Bal crystal nounted 
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( - on a photomoltiplier which actuates a pulse-heigh* 

analyser is being used to observe the pulae-height dis- 

tribution. Since the 430 and 478 Kev gamma rays cannot 

be resolved instrumentally, the shape of the 478 Kev gamma- 

(   \ 

ray distribution below the threshhold for the formation of 
* 7 
Be can be used in separating the two gamma rays above 

the threshhcld. Preliminary curves have been taken but 

no results can be reported at this timee 

In addition to this work, the XI (p.n) reaction is 

being used as a variable energy neutron source for the 

study of the excitation curve for the formation of the 

metastable states In Hg(199,m and Ba(157*". Preliminary 

studies indicate that the metestable state for Hg(199'm 

is formed through*a higher level while that for Ba 

is not* 

• • • • 

-•• 
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B-    RADIOACTIVITY. 

During the past year we were concerned with the study 

of angular oorrelations of even—even nuclei and with the 

development of methods for the investigation of resonance 

fluoreeoenoe of gamma rays. 

I.   Angular Oorrelatioa Measurements* 

The even —even nuclei are especially well-suited for 

angular oorrelatica measurementst    all ground states have 

spin 0* and 98 per cent of the nuclei have spin 2* in the 

first excited etste.    The only unknown parameters affecting 

the angular correlation are* therefore; the J-value of the 

second excited state and the multipole order of the first 

transition.   The angular oorrelations expected for various 

values of J« differ greatly and oan easily be identified 

experimentally.    Sue to the spin value 0 in the ground state 

the second transition is always a pure multipole which means 

that one never has to consider the mixture«-mixture correla- 

tions which make the interpretation of angular correlation 

experiments in odd A nuclei so ambiguous. 

The following isotopes were studiedt 

Mn 52 Or52, Mn 56 56 As 76 Se 76 

Sb 124 Te      « 

.. .. 
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52 52 &aa      u«oays into Or      In a triple cascade <>    The ord*r 

of emission of the gamma-rays is known from Inelastic proton 

scattering experiments and from a recant study of the decay 

All three angular correlations have been measured»    The 

analysis in terms of a unique spin assignment to the three 
52 

excited states of Or  is under way) it is complicated by 

the possibility of mixtures in the first two gamma-rays of 

the tTr:i.pA* fe&aoadeo 

b> *,* - ?.» 

The decay scheme of Her    is given in Figure lo Using 

pulse-height selection for both detectors it was possible 

to separate the contributions of the different oasoadeso 

25 MB 
56 

26 Fa 
56 

2 4 

j ( i 
56 

Figo lo Disintegration Scheme of Mn  (ref. 4*5) 

The Spins and Parities are the Result of 

this paper* 
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The analysis of th* oorrslations leads to the assign- 

ment of spin 2+ to all the three excited levels of Fo56 ia- 
56 

volved in the deoay of Mn . The 2 — 2 transitions are 

mlxoures of 2 per cent (1,8 Mev transition) and 8 per cent 

(2.1 Mar transition) £2 with 98 and 92 per oent Ml, res- 

pectively. Based on these 2+ spin values rnd on considers- 
eg 

tlons concerning the deoay of Co  one can assign spin 2, 

even parity to the ground state of Mn , (Fhys. Rev. 92„ 

Ho. 4, 904-906, 1953). 

o)  As76 - 8a?6 | 

76 Coincidence studies of the gamma raya emitted by Aa 
76 indicate that the deoay scheme of As      is more complicated 

than had baen reported so far*    We observed, for Instance, 

coincidence indicating the presence of a 1*2 — 1*2 Hev 

cascade* 

The angular correlation of the main G.55 — 0.65 Mev 

cascade was investigated using pulse-height selection.    The 

observed correlation^ which, in spite of the pulse-height 

selection, still contains small contributions from other 

cascades, has the form W(8) « l - 0.95 cos2 S * C.99 aoe* 9. 

This unambiguously characterises the spins of the levels in- 

volved aa 2 - 2 - 0 in agreement with the conclusion reaohed 

by Krauahaar and Goldhaber on the basis of the "bulk" cor- 

relation*   Although the determination of the exact B2/M1 

****-wu4. mmmmtaBHm&BHHmmHma& iM*kmtomniswm&+mfii*j***^9vtKm .--**»<»*»»»<»*'' ,**w*'w*1 
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mixing ratio As difficult due to the superposition of 

other cascades, the large values of the coefficients indi- 

cate that E2 accounts for at least 85 per oect of the transi- 

tion o 

ft)  8b1** ~ >» 

.124 

( ) 

Ti» decay scheme of 8b   is so complicated as to alien 

only the measurement of the two most energetic cascades: 

2.1 — 0*6 Mev and 1*7 — 0*6 Mev. The observed correlations 

fit a 3-2-0 assignment with less than C.l p*r cent admixture 

of ^uedrupole radiation* la view of the large admixtures 

usually found between E2 and HI (see Se76, *e56) it was 

concluded that the 3-2 transition in Te12* had to be El with 

possibly some 112 admixture • This was later oonflrsed by 

conversion measurements at Prinoeton. The existence of a 

small admixture of M2 to the El radiation indicates that 

the El transition is probably slowed down by a factor of 

100 while the M2 transition follows Weisskopf »s lifetime 

estimate closely (Fhya, Rev* 90, 1933)* 

A similar transition with <~<J 10** per cent M2 admixture 
88 

was found in Sr  by Staff en and by Varma, Saraf and Toddo 

The angular correlation measurements,, in additiwa to 

giving us the J-value sequences in several even-even nuclei9 

thus yielded information oonoernlng the relative lifetimes 

of E2/te:?? and M1/E2 transitions o Direct measurements of 

the lifetime of some of these transitions would be very 

««;»•.-.•  ... v -» . - - . .._ *    ..   , 

-    . •.' 
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&&df$£« She? :.w©ttli teXl ua whether the mljrfcure ie due 

to the •XcmJje$ «*#*» of thus dipole ooo&oiient oar whether 

t% ie da* t© i&va   speeding £j> of the qu&drupole tranaitiona* 

XX«   Ses^m v\ei $ taoreaeaaae Studio®, :. txif /**.»•;- ^MiWBWIHiWMll 

Jh* Hetiem&«* fl xcreeoeaoe etu&iea were smarted with 

th«s *w>#e of fiwelepiag .* seethed fear the rceaeurei.wiit of 

lifatiaea ehootrter thaa .\0   «* aaeoaAa*    However, ;\t turned 

out that tbHra are vesy •l•'*,, transitiona — at Iti&vt in 

judiofeRtlre decaya »•••• «hl  & «re <&£ **»* as 10** 7 eioonde» 

a? of the reasone 3s the   iba-saoe of Bl tracaitiona going 

to thus grotrad eisate, whioft   ^jarlTua one ©* v> tteateit 

tmveitioa*.   Tttrt'aanm*, •*  - "^ecaifts evMexrt thre  && "1 

tranivfcttatfi &*re e'ujrar t!j*a v^V^oted €a the J   ""J.3 rf 

Weies-rap.;^--*, lifetime •Btlandiu' ^_^ *nl* '• ::^«*2tr-"'-.x .£?>'*' 

ts-ansi'?tea& forced us? t*« 12$$^ *w '?&'* £®thaft a*>* #  iv 

adaptable to tsniuiltloffii 4^-'J»»\';£N:'"iUtt -A& *"    **' '.'.;- 

aaoondft9 tste> «&iat» p^?>^.*r^:.^i\   -^ **** -**«•»?? -'•- — 

transitions! &rA SO -v^^tctf * ;.'^-f * '-3 •    mAie*«s   'v&~~£ta^>;ta 

with As*   *"  -..id B$fy::- :stt?jfrs. ftfcw. tfej« .^trvv-* ejgsu has :: •*»„•, 

rttM&iNIl Niv tbht iWViieaBajMMi Hat\ces<:^\Ctft. a^'~s*3# ean *.« 

t«3iv;*tfd to. U1>^.£T5« sshioh represses- ' tfe#'. >**'&% c£ itf#«**-;*u, 

ts-^^'-Tc^*!-:    $&e >*a&i3 idea off ti» r»t ",«»*»*' Xht4W":« 

^.^,i"Ali i£ lnixatratad in Figure £**!%• 1:**i «**• •« 

Ft        • 
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*r2°5      Tl203 
*1 203 

Plgar* 2« 

O The 280 Kev gamma-ray trans it Ion going to the ground state 
205 90n 

of Tl *  is used to irradiate the stable isotope Tl  « 
205 It is Pxpsnted that some of the Tl        gamma-rays will be 

203 absorbed \>j the Tl       nuclei and then re-emitted in 

rardom directionsa    If one observes at a large angle with 

respect to tl;e exciting beamt the reeonanoe-scattered 

radiation can b? easily separated from the Compton<» 

scattered radiation by snergy discrimination.    The only 

effeot competing with resonance fluoresoenoe which oannot 

bs eliminated using energy discrimination is elastic 

(Rayleigh • Thomson) scattering of gamma-rays.    A first step 

oonaisted in the observation of elastic scattering of the 

Ba        (663 Kev) gamma-rays from materials with different Z0 
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Using the arrangement  shown in Figure 3, in connection 

with a a ingle channel pulse-height analyser,  it was pos- 

sible to observe elastic scattering for Z-valuea as low 

as 30, the elastio scattering from lead being several tiroes 

larger than the cosmic-ray background. 

Source 

An absorber 

Sal - crystal 

Soatterar 

DuMont 
photosEultlplier 

Figure 3. 

A measurement of the elastxo-so&tterlng oroas seotion 

for 280 Kev at an average angle of 110 degrees indicated 

that the theoretical prediction for the cross seotion is 

oorreot to witfcin a faotor of two. 

•s.. < 
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/Ithough th« oross sootiort for resonance fluoresoenoe 
»2i  2 

is of the order of 10   om at exaot resonance, the ob- 

servation of the resonance fluorescence is difficult be- 

cause one never is in exaot resonance due to the recoil 

in the emission as rell as in ths absorption prooess. The 

main endeavor is therefore direoted at finding a nay to 

compensate for the energy loss due to the gamma recoil* 

The methods whiah neve been successful so far all use 

motion in the direction of emission with the idea of im- 

parting vo the gamma-ray some extra energy via the Doppler- 

effeot» 

We hav» tried to use the reooil motion due to the 

radiation preceding the gamma-ray transition as a means of 

compensation for the energy losses in the emission and ab- 

sorption processes* For this method to be successful, the 

lifetime of the gamma-ray transition has to be shorter than 

the time between collisions of the recoiling nuolel with the 

surrounding mattero In solids this time is of the order of 
-15 

10   seconds and therefore strongly limits the range of 

applicability of the method. Prom the absence of any observable 
97 ^ 97 

resonance scattering of Ho  • -rays (from 1Tb ) we were able 
•12 

to set an upper limit of 10   seconds for the lifetime of the 

0.665 Hev excited state in Mo97 (ffcys. Rev. 91» 1953)• This 

indicates that this Ml transition has a lifetime at least 

10 times longer than predicted by feieskopf*s lifetime formula* 

Te&sm*-JW+^t;>^<>>**^*l^l'f«**»r-*< 
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Although a factor of 10 la a email deviation, It seams to 

Indloate that the trend of low energy Ml transition to be 

s\j 100 times slower than predicted Is oontinued at higher 

energies• 

The limitation imposed on the measurements by the short 

oolllslon times In solids can be eliminated by using Tapers* 

In our most recent experiments whloh are still under way, we 
205 

used Hg   in vapor form and have been able to extend the range 
-9 

of applicability to 10  seconds. 

Preliminary lifetime estimates for the 209 Kev state in 
1 and for the 280 Xav stats 

5P10*
10 seoonds, respectively. 

Hg199 and for the 280 Xav state In Tl203 are 5-10*3,0 and 

C\ 
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III.  Searoh for Anamolous PoaItIvaly-Charged Part lo la a from P^2. 

o 

Introduction 

When & p emitter is plaoed in a magnetio oloud 

chamber, there appear among the traoks whioh start or end 

at the source a certain email number which are curved in a 

eenae opposite to that of the majority of the emerging elec- 

tron traokso These traoks have generally been reported to 

comprise between 10  and 10^ of the total number of traoks 

observed and have been attributed to one or more of the fel- 

lowing phenomena • 

* Hef. 1 contains a oomplete bibliography of earlier work 

on the subject. 

1) electron8 eoa-v-^red from the walls back into the 

source, (or electrons returning to the eouroe 

after describing a oomplete circle partially out 

of vlew)o 

2) electrons emerging from the souros and multiply 

scattered in the gas so as t*s assume a reverse 

curvature. 

5) positrons created in the source by the action of 

decay electrons, bremsstrahlung or nuclear 

Y -radiation. 
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( i 

4) positively-charged particles distinot from the 

positron. 

In nearly every investigation so far reported the 

anamolooa tracks have been far too numerous (always at 

least 10~* per decay-electron) to be attributed to 3) and, 

In one oase at least, fairly strong evidence suggests that 

neither 1) nor 2) are capable of accounting far the observa- 

tions. 

A few of the many investigations of this phenomenon 

have attributed the observed tracks to 3) in spite of 

violent oonf Hot with theory and without an exhaustive in- 

vestigation of the possibility of completely accounting for 

their results by the lees interesting alternatives 1) or 2)« 

The moot recent and careful investigation of the ques- 

tion has bees carried out by Groetsinger and Ribe1' who 

l' G. Groetsinger and F. Ribe, Phys. Rev. 8£, 1003, 1932. 

used a F  source (no auolear V'-rays) in a magnetio cloud 

chamber with several different source geometrieso A parti- 

cularly interesting feature of this work is the careful 

analysis and elimination of effect 2) as a substantial con- 

tributor to the observed "positive" tracks« These authors 

also present fairly strong evidence that the tracks are not 

all 1), and suggest that some unknown positively-oharged 

particle is responsible<,    (Possibility 3) was excluded as 

 ii i r nn>»fi»iiiiliWMHill|-rii--i-~Hf~f--'-'-—"-"'-"^"""•'»•—""•"—»»<•-»«»••••»»'-- — 
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( 

C) 

contrary to an independent experimental upper linsit of 

1*3 X 10"*" positrons par P* dcoay slsctroa2 ^) „ 

2)     * •  -—-~-—-—-—-—~-~------- 

K. T. Balnbrldgs (account of Harwell Conference) 
Batura, 160, 492 (1947). 

La attempting to explain why the cloud -ohamber 

positive-partiole yields from P32 (about 10"* "positrives" 

per /9" decay) wars greater by a factor of ten than the 

upper limit observed with a (3 -ray spectrometer2 , 

Oroftsinger and Ktehn*' hypothesised that the tracks might 

5) 6, Groetsinger and D. Kahn, Phys. Rev. 80, 108 (1990). 

be caused by an unstable elementary particle having a half- 

life so short that it could escape detection in instruments 

having a long path between source and deteotor. Evidence 

consistent with this hypothesis has been obtained with small 

sised (3 -ray spectrometers by Groetsinger and Xahn*' and also 

by Tuaaa 
4) The former investigators utilised an unevaou&ted 

4) T. Tuasa, Compt. Rend. 234. 619 (1952). 

180° epeotrometer with 4 oa path-length and the latter an 

evacuated 160° instrument with a 7 cm path-length. 

This communication describes an attempt to verify these 

last-mentioned results with a small spectrometer designed with 
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a 

particular oar© to eliminate earn* of the background ef- 

fcote which oeuld give rise to an arronoous indication of 

positively«oharged particles emitted from the source * 

Two «ro»8-»eoi6iOi»jL v±vm a' tft-i r^^ftrometer are shown 

in Fig* 1* Around the olroumferenee of an aumtlor efcaanel 

machined in the brass 07Under are epaoed a series of fire 

0<4I counters so arranged that particles whloh start at the 

source s and pass completely around the ohannel traverse 

the sensitive volume of each counter* The ohannel has a 

central radius of curvature of 17/52* and a rectangular 

cross section measuring 1/16 by 5/8 Inches0 Between eaoh 

adjacent pair of counters Is machined a rectangular cavity 

Intersecting the channel and forming a sort of slit system 

to reduce glanoing-angle scattering from ths walls • The 

open epaoe formed by the ohannel and counters is sealed at 

one end by a permanent plug and at the other by a Fb block 
_32 e* with an "0" ring gasket*   The P'    source     was evaporated 

**   p32 Qbemioal farms    PO. in weak HOI solution.    Procured 
from ABO» Isotope Division, Oak Ridge, Tenn* 
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into a araail i/32M thick Al boat which nested into the Fb 

blook exposing the bare source directly to the channel* 

The entire instrument was filled with a self-quenching 

G-M counter gaa mixture (9Q£ Argon, 10£ Butane) at a total 

pressure of 5 om Hg<.    la traversing the 6 cm path-length 

around the channel, a particle enowjaters no windows of 

solid material and is required to penetrate only 0.13 mg/cm 

of gaoo 

The lead blocks behind the source and in the center of 

the spectrometer cylinder shield the counters from the source 

bramastrahlnng so as to minimise both the probability of ac- 

cidental coincidences and the production in CU of photo 

electrons which might traverse tne instrument in the back- 

ward direction and give a spurious positive-partiole in- 

dioationo    The instrument was mounted in a magnetic field 

variable from 0 to 2000 gauss supplied by an electromagnet 

with 2o5" diameter pole faoes spaced 2«5" apart•    The field 

was essentially uniform over the volume of the speotrcsstero 

* 

ftroooduro 

The deteotion of five-fold coincidences between all of 

the circumferential G-lfi oounters was originally conoeived 

as a method of obtaining good suppression of cosmic-ray 

background and at the same time of insuring that only 

particles which really traversed the channel would be 
(   • countede    While the former objective was satisfactorily met 

-- 
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by this arrangement, there existed a weak tendency for 

adjacent oounters tc discharge one-another by photo- 

electrio Interaction. Thus, for example, an electron which 

traversed counters Cy 0^,  0_ and not C , 0 could give 

rise to a five-fold ooinoidenoe with probability of about 

10 o Furthermore, when souroes of suffioient strength to 

allow performance of the experiments in a reasonable time 

were used, counters 0. and 0_ counted at such high rates 

that their operation was considered unreliable* 

After several unsuccessful attempts to reduce the inter- 

actions between adjacent oounters it was deoided to perform 

the experiment with two-fold coincidences between oounters 

0, and 0K and to use an antl-ooincidenoe tray of 0-V oounters 

placed directly above the instrument as a means rejecting 

oosmio-ray counts* This tray had a solid sensitive area 

measuring 4" by 8" and was centered 3 inches above the 

central axis of the spectrometer* In this location the tray 

overlapped considerably the solid angle defined by oounters 

0_ and Co 

(  \. 

Experimental Results 

The results of principle interest are shown in Fig* 2* 

Antlooinoldence rates measured with the field oriented to 

favor the detection of (3 particles from the source are in- 

dicated by the (-) curve, and rates with corresponding fields 

of the opposite polarity are indicated by the (+} curve * The 
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speotrura as determined by Agnew. 
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data were obtained over a period of approximately 10 days 

and were corrected for decay of the P52 source during the 

period. The cosmic-ray background anticoincidence rate, 

measured with the eouroe removed, was approximately 
-4   ~i 

5 X 10  min ' or about one-tenth of the average rate re- 

presented by the (4) pointso Within the statistical un- 

certainties the (+) rates are independent of field strength. 

Subsidiary experiments were performed tc seek a cor- 

relation between the recorded (+} rates and the rate at which 

counter 5 was discharged by p5 br«m*s^?sJilusg» It was dis- 

covered that an extra lP£  eouroe placed between the two Pb 

blocks behind tb? i^gular source increased the anti-coincidence 

rate in about the same proportion as the bremastrahlung rate 

of counter five at several different (+) field-settings above 

400 gauss • This indicated that many of the observed (+) 

counts (at least 50£) were caused by bremsstrahlung-produoed 

secondary electrons whioh were released in oounter 5 and 

traversed the channel in the baokward direction to oounter 3o 

Bven without corrections for this effect the (+) to (-) ratios 

in the interval E^> •» 700 to 2700 gauss om« are considerably 

smaller than expected from the cloud ohamber results and the 

prior small-spectrometer data when the latter are taken to 

indicate a real positive-particle effeoto For this reason 

it did not seem worthwhile to attempt a precise evaluation 

of the residual spurious phenomena. 

-• • 
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Because of the 1cm pressure of the gas mixture and 

the short path-length of the £~raya through the G-M 

counters., particles which traversed the channel were not 

counted with 100 per cent efficiency. The efficianoy of 

counter 0- has been determined by taking the ratio of the 

3-fold coincidence rate (0.0 C) to the 2-fold rate (0.0.) 

at several different (-) field settings. The results of 

these measurements are given in Table I. 

The variation of the counting efficiency over the H f 

range investigated together with the scattering introduced 

by the gas and the finite thickness of the souroe render the 

(-) carve in Pig. JLonly a orude approximation to the true 

f-\ (ST spectrum of r « A rough estimate of the multiple 

scattering loss as a function of Hf> has been made by cal- 

culating the probability that a ray leaving the souroe with 

the proper direction and momentum to allorr traversal of the 

center of the channel in vacuum will, in the presence of 

the gas, be scattered so as to miss the entrance slit of 

counter 0e« The results of this calculation^ based upon 

5) 
empirical scattering data for Argon  and an estimate of 

T)      "~ "' ~ ~ 
*" 0« Groetslnger, Mo Berger and P. Ribs, Phys. Rev« 2X» 

584 (1950) 

the Butane scattering is shown in Table II• 

(   ) 
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The measured @ * spectrum corrected for the eff ioiency 

variation of oounters 0- and 0- (the efficiency of 0- Is 

assumed identical tc that of 0, because of the similar 

geometries of the two counters), for the multiple- 

scattering loss as approximated above, and for the variation 

of the Hp aooeptanoe-interral as a function of YLf>  yields 

the dashed ourve shown In Fig* 3„ Comparison with the true 

spectrum of P5 as measured by Agnew6' Indicates fairly good 

i  

6) H. Agnew, Phys. Rev, 21, 655 (1950) 

agreement above Hp - 1200, but considerable departure at 

low momenta where the scattering calculation is least ac- 

curate and where the form of the spectrum Is most sensitive 

to the thickness of the source and the nature of the source* 

backing a 

Discussion 

Slnoe electrons and positrons of the same momentum are 

scattered similarly (if anything, positrons are somewhat less 

strongly scattered), the curves in Fig. 'X give directly at 

each EiO value an upper limit to the ratio of positrons to 

electrons emitted from the source o This ratio varies from 

1*6 X 10"4 at Hf» * 700 gauss cm to 2 X 10*6 at Ef  * 2700 

gaUSS Cffle 
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At Hf> • 1600 the (+) to (•) ratio is 3 X 10~° while 

3) 
the corresponding value measured by Groetsinger and Kahn 

frith a 8oa.ll (unevaouated) spectrometer is 3 X 10 „ For 

partiolee with Hf> > 700 gauss cm the oloud-ohamber data of 

Qroetsinger and Ribe ' indicate an over-all positive-particle 

to negative-particle ratio of /\j 2 X 10~*« if one breaks the 

latter data down into momentum-Intervals and assumes that the 

oloud-ohamber electron speotrum is the same as that measured 

with a (3-ray speotrograph. it is found that the positive-to- 

negative ratios in each of the HA> Intervals 700 - 1400, 1400 • 

2100 and 2100 to 2800 gauss om exceeds the corresponding value 

measured with the present Instrument by at least a factor of 

30. (Most of the •positive* trades observed in the cloud 

chambers investigation are inoluded in the Eft  intervals 

selected for comparison.) The smell-speotrograph measurements 

of Yuasa*' yield positive-to-negative ratios which are in 

agreement with the o loud-chamber data of the same author and 

also in rough agreement with the Groetslnger and Ribe results* 

If one chooses to adapt the point of view that the larger 

upper limits given by other investigators for the positive- 
's 

partiole yield from P" reflect the presence of a real 

positively -charged partiole and not just a spurious effect, 

one must at the same time endow the partiole with properties 

which might cause it to esoape detection in the present in- 

strument. One may envision, for example» a partiole that is 

muoh more strongly scattered or has a much lower specifla 

V, 
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ionisation than an electron of the Bam« momentum.    Although 

the existing data on multiple-scattering of the oloud«ohambar 

ia of scmewhat Halted etatistioal accuracy. "positives" 

7) 0. Groetslnger and F. Ribe0 FhjSo Rev, 2£, 904 (1950) 

the tracks do not seem to be sufficiently more strongly scat- 

tered than electrons to seriously suppress their detection 

In the present instrument* 

The question of a lower speoiflo-ionlsatiori may be ap- 

proached as follows* 

Using a theoretical expression for the variation of G-M 
a) 

oounter-effieienoy     with the specifio lonlzatlon of a tra- 

8) see e.g. 0. MoGlure, Fhys. Rev. 9J>, 796 (1953) 

traversing ray, one finds that a specific ionisation less than 

1/4 that of an electron of the same Hp must be attributed to 

the particle in question in order that its detection-efficiency 

be suppressed the required amount in the present instrument* 

Although there is no specific mention of the ionisation of the 

cloud-chamber "positives" relative to electrons, a ratio of 

1 to 4 could hardly have escaped notice, for electron traces 

themselves are quite thin and are difficult to photograph 

clearly* 

i 

o 
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32 ( Ihe fact that the positive partlola yields from P    , 

a* observed here,,  is fat least 50 tiir««» smaller than the 

anaiBOlous-traok yield determined by cloud-chamber observe* 

tlons, oen hardly be explained on any other grounds than 

that the majority of the oloud-ohaaber tracks in question 

are really electrons returning to the source* 

0 

( l 
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IV. The Disintegration of Mo 

Introduction 

Earlier ooinoidenoe studies  showed the disintegration 

11 C. E. Mandevllle and M. V. Scherb, Phys. Rev. 72. 848 (1948) 

99 2-6) 
soheme of Mo  to be rather oomplex. Subsequent measurements 

2) 
Re Medious, !)• Kaeder and S. Schneider, Helv. Phys. Aota 

22, 603 (1949) 

•" J. M. Cork, H. B. Keller and A. £• Stoddard, Phys. Rev. 76, 

986 (1949) 

*' M. £• Bunker and R. Canada, Phys. Rev. 80, 961 (1950) 

J      H. Hedious, Do Maeder and H. Schneider, Helv. Phys. Aota 
24, 72 (1951); Phys. Rev. 81, 652 (1951) 

6) J. W. Mihelioh, M. Goldhaber and E. Wilsop, Phys. Rev. 82, 

972 (1951) 

99 have led to the conclusion that Mo  decays with the emission 

of two, or possibly three, groups of bete-rays, and gamma-rays 

having energies of 1.8, 40, 140, 142, 181, 367, 741, and 
eg) 

780 Kev. A careful study7*9' of the disintegration of the 
99 6-hour isomer of 'lo  has revealed that it decays with cascade 

emission of the 1.8 Kev and 140 Kev quanta, and th»t the 142 Kev 

gamma-ray is the associated cross-over transition. The 
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QQ 5) 
disintegration aohe,,e or Mo"» as advanced by tedious et al , 

la based upon coincidence measurement, Mtween epeotrosMitrioally 

selected beta-ray a and gamma-raya dataotad in an antlaraeena 

solntillation counter. However, the problam of the preoiee 

location in tha aoheme of tha 181 and 36? Kev gamma-raya has 

remained unresolved. Accordingly, with tha utilization of two 

single channel pulse-height analysers in coincidence, tha gamma- 

ray spectrum and the various oaseade relationships have been 

re-investigated• 

Tha Measurements 

r~ For tha purposes of the present investigations, a source 
QQ 

of Mo  was obtained when a quantity of MbO_ was Irradiated 

by alow neutrons In tha Oak Ridge piioo Baoausa no gamma- 

rays other than those already reported ware observede exten- 

slva ohemloal purification was deemed unnecessary. On oo- 
QQm 

oasion, however, To   was separated from its parent element 
7) 

by the method of Coryell and Sugars*" * « 

7) 
Char lea D. Coryell and Nathan Sugarman "Radioohemic&JL 

Studiess The Fission Products"o (National Nuclear 

Series/ McGraw-Hill Book Company• 

In Figure 1 is shown tha pulse-height distribution gen- 

erated by tha gamma-ray a of Mo" in a crystal of thelliua- 

("\ aotivated aodium iodide which la three centimeters thick* la 

•• 



Rg. 1.   Puke-height distribution from 
Nol~Tl irradiated by gamma mys emit* 
ted In the disintegration of Mo "in 
equilibrium with Tc "m.  The radtotiem 
have bMn filtered by load ( 2g/cm 2 )to 
reduce the Intoralty of tho 140 Kev 
radiation. 
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Rg. 3.  Coincidence study of tho 741 
Kev - 181 Kev cascade.   Ihe data show 
that the 780 Kev line is non-coincident 
with any 181 Kev radiation. 

Rg. 5.   Gamma ray spectrum in the region 
of lower energies of Mo °° and Tc "m 

( Tc v^m partially removed by chemical 
ieparcition).   The spectrum of "singlet" Is 
to be compared with the spectrum of soft 
gamma toys In coincidence with the 741 
Kev rodlati *—•? 
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the oase of the particular curve of Figure 1, the radiation 

incident upon the detecting crystal had been filtered by a 

lead absorber of thickness about 2 g/cm to reduoe in intensity 

the 140-142 Kev radiation relative to the harder gamma-rays. 

The radiation at 70 Kev arises from the emission from the 

absorber of the K-line of lead, following photoeleotrlo 

absorption of the intense 140 Kev gamma-ray. To observe 

carefully the region of lower energies and to detect ths 

41 Kev radiation, without lead absorber and without inter- 

ference from the X-line, an additional curve, net illustrated 

in this paper, was obtained• In this case, to reduce the 

intensity of the 140 Kev line, approximately two-thirds of 

the 6-hour To activity was removed from the molybdenum by 

chemical separation. Unless the intensity of the 140 Kev line 

99 line is reduced somewhat, a source of Mo  strong enough to 

give a clear picture of the spectral region below 140 Kev 

will at the same time give rise to a piling up of 140 Kev 

pulses at the linear amplifier, distorting the spectral 

region above 140 Kev. From the pulse-height spectrogram 

of Figure 1, it is clear that only those gamma-rays which 

have been previously reported are present in the sample of 
99 

Mo  under study. Thesa gamma-rays were observed many times 

doling twelve half-periods of 5«cay and were found to deoay 

with the same half-period. 
99 

To study the disintegration scheme of Mo , gamma- 

gamma coincidence rates were measured between the two 

members of all possible pairs of gamma-rays. 
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To ascertain the relation between the 140 Kev radiation 

and the harder gamma-rays, the data of the curves of 

Figure 2 were collected. The single oounting rate in the 

•vicinity of 760 Kev la plotted along with a coincidence 

rate which was obtained with two pulse-height analysers In 

coincidence by setting one analyser at the photo-peak of the 

140 Kev radiation and moving the window of the seoond through 

the region of 760 Kev. On comparing the haIf-widths and lo- 

cations in the energy of the two peaks, it is seen that the 

140 Kev radiation is coincident only with the 741 Kev line* 

The difference curve, also shown in Figure 2, is peaked at 

780 Kev, showing that the 780 Kev radiation is non-coincident 

with the 140 Kev line. A similar curve Is shown In Figure 3 

in whioh coincidences have been recorded between the 741 Kev 

gamma-ray and the 181 Kev line. A third set of curves, not 

shown as a figure, was obtained relative to coincidences be- 

tween the 41 Kev gamma-ray and the hard radiations* Again 

it was found that coincidences were present only between the 

741 Kev radiation and the softer quantum. To avoid dif- 

ficulties growing from the presence of the intense 140 Kev 

radiation associated with the deoay of the 6-hr. metastable 

level, a partial separation of To from Mo was performed 

before obtaining the data of the curves of Figures 2 and 3o 

The soft gamma-ray at 41 Kev was also found to be coincident 

with the 140 Kev quantum. In performing coincidence measure- 

ments between the gamma-rays of energies 140 and 41 Kev. 

0 

•S'v* 
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was takan that the back-scattered quanta from one 

crystal did not enter the other crystal,, A proper choice 

of absorbers placed between the two crystals eliminated any 

back-scattering effects. 

No coincidences ware detected between the 372 Kev 

gamma-ray and any other gamma-rays in the spectrum • A 

search was also carried out to find two 372 Kev quanta in 

coincidence, but none were found. The resolving time of 

the coincidence circuit was 10**' see. Absence cf coinci- 

dences may, therefore, be Interpreted as evidence that the 

372 Kev transition terminates at a metastable level of 

lifetime long compared with 10  second or that the 372 

Kev line arises from the presenoe of a radioactive impurity. 

The foregoing coincidence data are consistent with the 

interpretation that the 780 Kev gamma-ray terminates at the 
QQ 

6-hr. metastable level in To t 142 Kev above the ground 

state and that the 741 Kev gamma-ray loads to a level 
99 

181 Kev above the ground state of To • The level at 181 Kev 

decays with the emission of the 181 Kev quantum or with cas- 

cade emission of the gamma-rays of energy 41 and 140 Kev0 

The cascade relation among the various gamma-rays is ds- 

pioted in the disintegat ion scheme of Figure 4o To de- 

termine the per cent of the total beta-ray emission whloh 
99 

leads to the level at 922 Kev in To , beta-gamma coincidences 

were measured. The beta-ray counter was an anthracene crystal 

and photo-tube biased to oount pulses generated by beta-rays 
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of energy greater than 50 Kev. It should also be men- 

tioned that the harder bettt-apeotrum was found to be.non- 

colnoldent with gamma-rays, in agreement with earlier 

findings » '*• Prom the .samma-ray counter, all pulsee cor- 

responding to a gamma-ray energy greater than 400 Kev were 

accepted. Prom a carefully calculated solid angle and the 

eounting-efflolenoy of the gamma-ray counter9  the o„5 Mev 

beta-rays were found to constitute 14c5 per cent of the 

total beta emission* This result is in olose agreement 
5) 

with the data obtained by Medieus, et al . 

The level at 181 Kev can de-excite by way of either of 

two modes of gamma-ray emission t by the emission of a single 

gamma-ray of energy ittl Kev or the 41 and 140 Kev quanta In 

cascade. To determine the probability of de-excitation of 

the 180 Kev level by either mode, coincidences were measured 

between the 741 Kev gamma-ray and the entire low energy 

spectrum* The pulse-height distribution of single counts in 

the region of low energy is plotted along with the coinci- 

dences between the low energy gamma-rays and those of energy 

741 Kev as shown in Figure 5* In actuality, all pulse heights 

corresponding to energies greater than 400 Kev were aooepted 

in the high energy gamma-ray counter. The low energy gamma- 

ray counter was shielded from recoil quanta by a lead ab- 

sorber of thickness 5 g/oa » The aluminum-magnesium oxide 

jacket in which the crystal of the low energy gamma-ray 

counter was encased, was estimated to reduce the intensity 

1 
***.•.•_.-. ..,-.,.......«.i.....  >v»w— •....-•- . 5 Hsm-m*!***•* 
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of the 41 Kev ganuna-r«y by 30 per cent. If the conversion 

coefficients of the 140 Kev and 181 Kev radiations are 

neglected, It is evident from a consideration of the areas 

tinder the peaks of the oolnoidenoe curve that the number of 

disintegrations proceeding by way of the 181 Kev branch is 

about equal to the number in which de-excitation occurs by 

way of the 41 Kev-140 Kev transitions* If the conversion 

coefficient ( a » 5(e"*)/N(v )) of the 140 Kev gamma-ray is 

taken to be 10 per oent* , the branching ratio of the 

41 Kev-140 Kev and 181 Kev transitions is i.2/l» A one-to- 

one ratio should exist for the areas under the 41 Kev and 

140 Kev peaks of the oolnoidenoe curve. The actual area 

of the 41 Kev peak recorded in Figure 5 is considerably 

smaller, indicating a relatively large conversion coef- 

ficient for the 41 Kev line. From the areas and the con- 

version coefficient of the 140 Kev radiation, the total 

conversion coefficient for the 41 Kev radiation is calculated 

to bc\S'5c From the determined efficiency for detection of 

181 Kev radiation, the solid angle of its detector, and the 

data of Figure 5, the ratio of intensities of the 741 and 

780 Kev gamma-rays was calculated to be 2.6e 

• V 

Discussion of Hgsuits 

.99 
The ground state of To  has the orbital 8q/2" Ih* 

two levels immediately above the ground state at 140 Kev 
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3,8) and 142 Xev are characterised3,0' by 7/2+ and Pj/©' Tht t"0 

speotra (AI • • 1, noj A-£» • 2). The ground state of Mo99 

(N * 57, Z • 42) may bare any one of several orbital*9* 10'j 

*" Mayer, Mosakowski and Hordhelm, Rev* Hod. Fhys. gj, 
315 C1S51) 

10J M. Gs Mayer, Phys. Rev. 78, 16 (1950) 

&7/2• d5/?» *3/2* or 8l/2° ** tes l)aen Pr*vlou8ly shown that 
qg 

the harder beta-speotrum of Mo ^ is non-coincident with 
1 \ 5) gamma-rays'" and terminates  at the level of orbital P£/2° 

QQ 
Were the ground state of Mo" a d^ >2 configuration, an al- 

lowed beta transition, d-/2-"*7/2+ would be present rather 

than the forbidden transition d5/2"~*pi/2* Similarly, if 

the ground eta** of Mo  be assumed to be a Bn/2  i*vels 

transitions to 7/2+ or Sq/o nCTuld ke dominant • None of the 

above mentioned allowed transitions are observed} therefore, 

SLR/2 an* an/9 &re rojeoted as possible orbital designations 
99 for the ground state of Mo . The orbital assignment of 

4U/2 oan also be eliminated. It is, however, first neces- 

sary to establish the characteristics of tho 181 Kev level 

8* M. Ooldhaber and R. D. Hill, Rev, Mod, Phys. 2£, 179 (1952) 

beta spectra have values of log ft suoh that both of them may 

be considered to fall in the category of either first- 

forbidden spectra (AI * 0, + 1; yes*) or -£-forbidden 
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r 99 In To o The conversion ooofflolent of the 41 K«v gamma- 

ray identifies it aa magnetic dipole radiation 

(Al • 0( 4 if nol)0 Since thia tranaition tenninataa at 

7/2+, possible orbital values for the 181 Kev level are 

*5/2» I/***  and 9/2 •* Assignment of 7/2• or 9/2* to the 

181 Kev level is ruled out by the absenoe of a gamma-ray 

transition from the 922 Kev level to either the ground state 

or the level at 140 Kev leaving the orbital of the 181 Kev 

Itvel to be d^yg ° 1* "tl18 ground state of Mo  were of 

orbital dj/2» 
an allowed beta tranaition terminating at the 

161 Kev level would be present* This speotrum is not ob- 

served e 

The remaining possible orbital assignment for the 

( ground state of Mo" la e-^o If the softer beta speotrum 

were given a first-forbidden classification, the level at 

922 Kev in To" would have orbitale of p^ or p_^    If the 

speotrum is Interpreted aa -*• -forbidden, the assignment of 

the 922 Kev level would be d-/«• Th* measurement a of the 

present investigation show that the 741 Kev and 780 Kev 

gamma-ray -transitions to leva la of orbitals 4e /« and P1/9 

have the same order of magnitude of probability of ooourrenoe* 

If the 922 Kev level la described aa P*/«* the multipolarities 

of the 741 and 780 Kev gamma-rays are respectively El and Ml* 

If instead of V-BM* ****  lev°l assignment Is taken ae &%&* 

the multipole properties of the two hard gamma-rays are 

Interchanged* Sinoe the measurements of the present investi- 
( L 

gation have shown the 741 Kev gamma-ray to be more Intense 

*. • > 
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than the 780 Kev liaef an orbital assigwasnt of p->„ for 

the 922 Kev level ia favored. 

This faot excludes the possibility that the 922 Kev 

level have the orbital P}/2» because were it so, the 741 

and 780 Kev ganma-rays would be classified respectively as 

112 and Ml which transitions are known to have greatly dif- 

faring lifetimes. 

( 
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( 
0.  PHOSPHORESCENCE STUDIES 

The Storage of Energy In gong Activated Alkali 

Halide Phosphors 

Introduction 

The alkali halldes are universally known as efficient 

phosphors for use In scintillation counting. A particuXar 

example is, of course, Bal-Tl© There are other properties 

of these materials whi-sh are useful though indirectly r©=* 

lated to the fluorescent emission. Two such characteristics 

are* 

(1) Phosphorescent afterglow, emission of light from 

('" •, the excited phosphor after cessation of irradiation. 

(2) Energy storage in the irradiated phosphor. 

The phosphoresoenoe of item (1) above results from the 

escape of electrons from shallow traps. The kinetio energy 

of escape la supplied by the temperature of the surroundings 

in which the phosphor finds itself. Thus, the phosphor*scent 

emission at liquid nitrogen temperature ia far less than that 

encountered at room temperature (25°)« If the trap depths 

are sufficiently great9 thermal agitation at room temperature 

may be insufficient to dislodge the trapped electrons which 

will remain "stored" in excited states in the solid. They 

O 

H^'.<M»l «iAMH*«Wt-J 
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Till escape, however s If the phosphor is heated (thenac- 

stlraulation) or irradiated by near ultraviolet, visible, 

or red light (phot©stimulation). 

The primary excitant may take any one of several forms s 

X-rays, beta rays, gamma rays, alpha partioles, or ultraviolet 

light. Irradiation by the more energetio ezoitants removes 

the electrons from the filled band, plaoing them in the con- 

duction band of the phosphor* These electrons may be sub- 

sequently trapped in imperfections, forming, for example, 

P-centera, ?'-centers, etc* The ultraviolet light, however, 

is not energetio enough to bring about this ooznition through 

absorption of a single photon* It may, however, excite to 

metastable states bound electrons in the heavy activator ion* 

Whether metastable state or imperfection trap, the 

potential barrier for escape may be so great that thermal 

liberation at room temperature is very rare* The idea im- 

mediately presents Itself that the alkali halides whioh exhibit 

storage Could serve as dosimeters for nuclear radiation* After 

receipt of an initial burst of nuolear radiation, the irradiated 

phosphor oan be interrogated days,,, weeks, or months afterwards 

to ascertain the previously reoeived dosage* 

Various aspects of the crystal dosimeter problem have 

been discussed in several previous publications by other 

authors* The use of alkali halides as the dosimetrlo material 

has already been considered in some detail* In particular, 

<  • 
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Kallmann et ai~ have reported on many oharaotaristioa of tha 

1J H. Purat and H. Kallaann, Phya. Heva 82, 964 (1931) 

ibid, 8J, 674 (1951), 

Kallaann, Purat and Sidran, Nucleonioe ^0, So* 99 13 (1952), 

Blttnan, Purat and Kallmann, Phya. Rav* 87, 83 (1952). 

have been reported to hava particularly good storage proper - 

ties, though storage la not limited to them alone. 

Many of tha alkali hallde phosphors are double-banded| 

that is, emission is to be found in both ultraviolet and 

visible bandso Under certain olroumstanoaa, the two bands 

can be studied separately in photomultiplier tubas with the 

aid of properly chosen filters. However,, a more convenient 

method of separating the two bands Is to use a photosensitive 

Gelger counter for ultraviolet detection and a photomultiplier 

tube such as the RCA-5819 for measurement of the visible 

emission. Tha RCA-1P28 is also of considerable value, beoause 

it responds to both visible and ultraviolet • When enclosed in 

a cylinder of soft glass, the 1P28 will, of course, respond to 

the visible radiation alone• The Gelger oountar is of partic- 

ular value In measurement of the photostimulated release of 

( 

silver-aotlvated alkali halidee, and the measurement of 

dotages by them has also been similarly described by 
2) Friedman and Glover    •    The silver-activated alkali halides 

 , . _  

H. Friedman and C. P. Glover, Nucleonics, 10, Ho<> 6, 24 (1952) » 

«i<Wii»»»i-i. v. iv»w^**<M«aww!aa^BM<iM»»- »«»"- «•• 
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the "stored" ultraviolet„ because It does not respond to the 

stimulating radiation* Measurement of the photostimulated 

emission oan proceed simultaneously with stimulation* This 

advantageous feature of the photosensitive Gelger oounter has 

been previously emphasised *  •  « 

5) 0* E. Mandevllle and H. 0. Albreoht, Phys. Rev* <Jlt 566 (1953K 

*» I 
*' Mikao KatOj Sol. Papers, Inet. Phys* and Chem. Res. (Tokyo) 

£1, 113 (1944), 

lbid0 41. 135 (1944)* 

ibid. J£. 35 (1944), 

ibid. 42, 95 (1944). 

It should be remarked that the present Investigation as 

well as those described in referenoes I, 2 and 3 are concerned 

with flucresoenoe, phosphorescence, and energy storage as 

related to irradiation by nuolear particles. Similar and 

closely-related phenomena are to be associated with Ir- 

radiation by ultraviolet. Silver and thallium-activated 

alkali hallde phosphors were intensively studied by Kato 

and more recently by Etsel, Sohulman, Glnther and Claffy' « 

•" Etsel, Sohulman, Ginther and Claffy, Phys. Rev. 8J>, 1063 

(1952). 

• ill    i   ii i—n—wiitmni   IMWB—•        •    ''•   •'    —•——.•• — — i •••" ' •'       "•MIII'I.I. m»ni.i» •*!!•—W.MII..I   ••— • • ••n.rf 

Many referenoes to earlier papers in which ultraviolet was 

employed as the primary excitant can be found in the accounts 
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of these litter Investigations.    In particular,  it should be 

said that Eato used a photosensitive Geiger counter throughout 

the course of his work and pointed out speoifioally in the 

fourth paper of his series the advantages of the spectral 

response of the Geiger counter in observing the photo- 

stimulated emission of ultraviolet while the stimulating 

near ultraviolet light Is on. 

All of the measurements described below, whether re- 

lating to spontaneous phosphorescence or long-period energy 

storage, were carried out at room tempera-cure (25° C). 

The Thallium-Activated Alkali E&lidea 

A logical starting point for this disoussion is the be- 

{' havlor of the thallium-activated alkali ha1ides, because they 
6    7    8) have already received so much attention •    •       «    In Particular9 

6)    W. Buenger and W. Pleohsig, Z. Physlk 6J,  637 (1932). 

7) 

8) 

P. Prlngsheim, Revs. Modern Phys. 1£9 132 (1942). 

Johnson and Williams, J. Chem. Phys- 21, 123 (1953). 

This paper oontalns many references tn earlier work of 

Williams and associates. 

the phosphoresoenoe of K01-T1 at room temperature is considered 

to be dominated by a phosphorescent emission related to a trap 

depth of 0.67 ev and to excited states of Tl In close proximity 

to other Tl Ions, probably Tl ions adjacent In the crystal 

• 
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9) lattice • Since -the exolted electron never leaves the "Shallow* 

9' P. Belts, J. Chem. Pbys. 6, 150 (1938). 

persisting above background far several hundred minutes* This 

tjpe of betevior is exceptional to the usual in that exponential 

decay laws are commonly associated with half ^periods of a fen 

microseconds or less and seldom with a decay-time of hourso 

She results of ultraviolet irradiation of KC1-T1 and HaOl-Tl 

(thallium concentration 0.1 per oent by weight in either 

specimen) are shorn In Figure l(a)~« The decay law is 

Host of the phosphors employed to obtain the data of this 
r paper were polyorystalllne masses produoed by fusion in 

a platinum crucible and subsequent rapid cooling on a 
glass plate. The oharaoterlstlos of these phosphors 
were found to be much the same as those of single 
crystals. This has also been the experience of others 
(see referenoe 8). 

entirely different in the two canes. The curves for BaCl-Tl 

oould be considered a combination of exponentials and power 

laws* The curves for XD1-T1 are sore nearly exponential on 

the log I-log t plot than are similar ourves of many other 

phosphors studied at this laboratory. However, the ourve 

atone ig not that of a singls pure exponential Plot. £$y 

way of explanation it should be said that to obtain the 

/ ) curves of Figure 1(a), the irradiated phosphorescing material 

I 
Ion of which it is a part, the decay is exponential in character, i 
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was plaaed between two 1P28 photo-tubes,  ens oovered by a 

cylinder of soft glasso    la this way ths dsoay of ths visibla 

band alcae oould bs measured In one tubs and that of ths visibls 

«* »U*.violet Matter in th. oth«:3 Par th. KD1-TJ ph..ph«r. 

ths dsoay law appsars to bs esssntially ths easts in both spso- 

tral rsgioas.    Ths tims of irradiation by ultraviolat from a 

hydrogen aro is given on ths Figure for each sst of two dsoay 

curves.    Ths slopss of dsoay on ths log I-log t plot ars indi- 

oatsd at various points*   Por example, at t <vlOO mia, ths dsoay 

of K01-T1 has assumed a slops of n * 2»21.    It is to bs parti- 

ths slops on ths log I-log t plot of ths dsoay curve of ths 

visibls band of HaOl-Tl is grsatsr than is ths same quantity 

assooiatsd with ths dsoay of ths ultraviolet band; that is, 

ths slops is "stsspsr".   This sffsot is studisd ftorthsr in 

Plgurs 1(b) whsrs additional ourvss oonosrning HaCl-Tl ars 

presented9    To obtain thsss ourrss, ths 1P28 tubs detecting 

uv and visible light together was replaced by a G-M tubs 

responding only to ths ultravioleto    Ths relative "flatness" 

of ths purs ultraviolet dsoay on ths abovs mentioned tins* 

interval is thus enhanced    0 

In an earlier publication (see rsfsrsnos 11) ths writers 
described experiments whioh wars designed to show that 
ths ultraviolet band of HaOl-Ag follows a jaw sf decay 
whioh diffsrw from that of ths vis ibis bando    Ths pub* 
lishsd msa8uremsnts wars performed with the use of a 
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photosensitive G-M tube as the ultraviolet detector 
and a photonultlplier as the deteotor of visible 
light* In the oouree of the measurements (referenoe 
11). the question arose whether the differing decay 
laws were real or were purely instrumental in nature* 

It was thought that perhaps the'photosensltlvity of 
the (MS tube could vary with counting rate* To test 
this point, after the paper of referenoe 11 was sub- 

mitted for publication, the G-M tube was replaced by 
an RCA-1F38 phototube* The decaying KaCl-Ag was placed 
between the two RGA«lP28*st one filtered by a soft 
glass filter, the other unfiltered* The decay curve of 
ultraviolet and visible together was found to be "steeper* 
than the curve of visible light alone , When the soft 
glass jacket was transferred from one phototube to the 
other, the differing deoay laws were again encountered, 

attesting the reproduoibllity and general validity of 
the phototube measurement and confirming the earlier 

measurement with the photosensitive G-M tube* 

In the oase of all of the ultraviolet excited curves 

concerning HaCl-Tl in Figures 1(a) and Kb), a rapid deoay 

is in evidence at times below one minute* This mode of 

deoay does not appear, however, in the oase of the alpha- 

partiole ezoited curve of Figure 1(b)* From the various 

curves of Figures 1(a) and Kb) it is apparent that the in- 

tensity of the snort-period deoay relative to the remainder 

of the deoay ourve is reduced ae the ezoitation-time is in- 

creased e 

In Figure 1(c). the alpha-partlole ezoited phosphores- 

cence of KC1-T1 is compared with the ultraviolet-ezoited 
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phosphoresoenoe • From the very similar appearance of the 

two sets of curves, it can be oonoluded that the phosphores- 

cence osn be very probably attributed to the same mechanism. 

Moreover, the visible and ultraviolet decay laws appear to 

be vary nearly the same. Again, it should be pointed out 

that the ultraviolet meastsrements cf Curve 1(c) were ob- 

tained with a photosensitive G-M tube, whereas using the 

RCA«1P28, ultraviolet and visible bands were deteoted 

simultaneously la the unfiltered curves of Figure 1(a) 

The two curves of each set of curves of Figures 1(a), 
Kb) and 1(c) were always recorded simultaneously 

by plaolng the phosphorescing material between the 
two detectors* For example, when the detectors were 
RGA-1P28 with soft glass filter and photosensitive 
0-u tubs, the visible band was recorded In the 1P28 

and the ultraviolet bend was recorded simultaneously 
with it In the G-M tubs. 

m 

A new crystalline melt was used in obtaining the data 

of eaoh of the separate Figures of Figure 1.    Fox* example, 

to obtain the measurements of Figure Kb), a epeolman cf 

KaCi-Il was twice excited by ultraviolet and finally by 

alpha particles.    She Irradiated material was, of course, 

completely de-exoited by photostlmulatlon between the sue* 

oessivsly obtained sets of curves. 

Irradiated samples of KG1-T1 and NaCl-Tl were examined 

at a time many hours after Initial excitation to ascertain 
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f 

f) 

the extant of energy storage of "light storage" in the 

crystalline material• In this instanoe samples of K01-T1 

and NeCl-Tl were irradiated for about one hour with X-rays 

to receive a tot"! dosage of A^20r0 The excited samples 

were then placed in a dark cavity at a dlstanoe of 7 am 

from a one-watt tungsten lamp. The photo stimulated emission 

of ultraviolet was recorded in a Gelger counter during a 

period of 6 seoonds while the stimulating light was on* 

This observation of phot©stimulated ultraviolet, emitted 

in six-second bursts, was repeated at intervals of several 

hours over e time of about 96 hours to obtain the curves 

ni  Piguze 2o From the ourves it is clear that after three 

days a counting rate of several thousand counts par minute 

is obtainable from either phosphor with the use of the 

relatively weak source of stimulating light• Measurements 

have shown that the number of stored electrons are appreci- 

ably reduced by the six-second period of photostimulatlon 

so that the ourves of Figure 2 may be taken as only an ap- 

proximate indication of the rate of decay of the stored 

light in K01-T1 and HaCl-Tlo 

La another experiment, samples of KOI + Od per cent 

T1C1 and NaCl +0.1 per cent T1C1 (percentages by weight) 

were irradiated for one hour by X-rays of maximum energy 

25 Kev to receive a total dosage of -*v>20r« The Irradiated 

materials were then stored in darkness for twenty-four hours» 

At the end of this time the samples were removed from storage,. 

I 
. •.-..".. . . . -_ *.-  •. .. 
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C. placed In a dark oavity, end Irradiated with light of wave- 
o 

length greater than 3600 A from the tungsten lamp*    The photo- 

stimulated emission of ultraviolet was recorded in a photo- 

sensitive Geiger counter as shown in Figure 3o    The ultra- 

violet emission of NaCl-Tl is seen to rise sharply, remain 

high while the stimulating light is on and drop to essentially 

nothing when the stimulating light is extinguished at the end 

of one minute.    In contrast with this behavior, KC1-T1 exhibits 

after one minute of photostlmulation, a very considerable post- 

stimulation afterglowc    The situation is just the reverse of 

that encountered in the ease of the Ag-aetivated alkali 

halides    i    then, the post-stimulation afterglow is asso- 

ciated with BaOl-Ag, and the ultraviolet emission of KOl-Ag 

drops sharply with cessation of irradiation by the stimulat- 

ing light3 \ 

The Silver-Activated Alkali Halides 

Copious light emission and good storage properties 

are to be found among the Ag-aotivated alkali halideso 

When KOl-Ag is Irradiated by ultraviolet or by nuclear 

particles the spectrum of luminescence is composed ox two 
o o 

bands centered respectively at <\>280G A and /U4350 Ac    An 

emission spectrum resulting from alphas on KOl-Ag is shown 

in Figure 4 as obtained with the use of a small Hilger quart a 

spe otrographo 

A polyoryatallim. melt of K01«Ag (AgOl content 
( ) 

Ool par oent by weight), dimensions 1 om x 1 cm x 0e5 cm. 

V, 
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weighing one gram, was Irradiated in darkness by 25 mo of 

polonium alpha partloles for thirty minutes. Immediately 

after cessation of bombardment by alphas, the sample of 
o 

KOl-Ag was irradiated by filtered light (A >5600 A) from 

the tungsten leap having a total power dissipation of only 

one watt a The lamp was located eeven oentimeters from the 

KOl-Ag whioh was maintained at a o on scant temperature of 

25° 0 by water-cooling. The decay of KOl-Ag under continuous 

photostlmulation la shown in Curve A of Figure 5o The 

detector wan a photosensitive Geiger countero In the early 

stages of the phot oatisolated decay, a considerable dead- 

time loss was encountered because of the high Initial count- 

ing rate a The aotual counting rate is roughly indicated by 

the broken line. From Curve A, it is clear that the crystal 

was exhausted of stored energy In about one thousand minutes 

of photostlmulation by the one-watt tungsten lamps After 

complete de-excitation, the same crystal was again Irradiated 

by polonium alpha partloles, and the normal unstlmulated 

phosphorescence was measured as a function of the time, as 

shown In Figure 5, Curve B« It was estimated that 1.76 z 10 

counts lay under Curve A and that 3*6 x 10 counts are under 

Curve B, only 2*6 per cent of Curve A* When the crystal cf 

Curve B was exhausted by photostlmulation oommenolng at 

1500 minutes, an additional 5 x 10 oounts were observed* 

According to Curve A, rv/10 counts should have been recorded. 
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Thii result indicates that /u 7 x 10* oounts or 70 per oent 

of the stored energy was lest through thermal processes 

la about 1500 minutes.    ID the course of the 30-mlnute 

bombardment by alphas, which preceded both Ourva A and 

Curve B of Figure 4, 2«06 x 10    oounts were recorded in 

the 0-4! tube In the form of short-lived fluoreeoenoe and 

unstlmulatsd phosphorescence•   The excitation, photo- 

stimulation, and counting were carried out with adequate 

exclusion of extraneous light. 

A comparison of the storage properties of KOI • 0ol 

per cent AgCl and Haul • 0.1 per cent AgOl is shown in 

Figure 6.    The respective polyorystalline masses (equivalent 

in weight) of either phosphor had received a dosage of 3r 

during an excitation time of 10 mlnuteso    The "stored light" 

was subsequently released, in six-second bursts by photo- 

stimulation at intervals of twenty-four hours.    The obser- 

vation of photostimulated ultraviolet was made during the 

slx-seoond stimulation period.    The counting rate thus ob- 

tained and plotted In Figure 6 may be taken as a rough 

measure of the amount of stored energy remaining In the 

crystal after an elapse of time speolfied by the axis of 

absolssas of the curves.    From these two curves,  It is clear 

that better storage properties are exhibited by HBCl-Ag 

than by KCl-Ag.    There is, however, the post-stimulation 
3) afterglow     of HaCl-Ag whloh from the viewpoint of practical 

f") application oould present a problem.    This matter will be 

discussed latero 

r 

N 
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( To ascertain what silvor concentration leads to the 

best "light storage", polycrystalline molts of BaGl-Ag 

waro prepared in whioh tha silver oonosntration varied from 

0,5 par oent AgOl by weight to 8 x 10~* per cent AgOl by 

weight*    Identical quantities of eaoh phosphor were Ir- 

radiated for one hour to receive «*uP 20ar of X-rays1 

Tfc* volume of the irradiated phosphors was usually 
loaxlonx 0*5 osi* 

O 

( 

They were stored in darkness and photosticiulated toy the 

one-watt tungsten lamp for 6 seoonds daily«    The counting 

rate observed during the six-seoond stimulation period is 

plotted in Figure 7*    The measurements were continued 

over a period of thirty dayso    From the curves of Figure 7, 

it is clear that a Oliver concentration corresponding to 

addition of about 0.1 per oent AgOl by weight yields the 

maximum light emission during photostimulatlon*    Bare 

again, it should be made clear that as in tha ease of 

Figure 2, the curves of Figure 7 do not represent tha 

actual decay of the stored energy in Ha01«Ago    The amount 

of stored energy is perturbed by the measurements them- 

selvese    Eaoh six-second burst of photostlmulatad light 

drawn from the phosphor reduces in not negligible amounts 

the total of remaining stored er-r-y«,    One sample of 

BaOl +0,1 psr oent AgOl showed, after 5 six-second 

periods of photostlmulatlon, about 15 per oent lass 

7 

•s 
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activity than an identical specimen, which had net been 

previously photostimulated at all. The appreciable re* 

duotion of the stored light by the brief periods of photo- 

stimulation could be, of course, eliminated by uiilng a 

weaker tungsten bulb* 

A second baton of polyorystalllna samples of HaCi-Ag 

of differing silver concentration were similarly tested 

as shown in Figure 8* In this case, the crystals were 

again Irradiated to reoeive ru20r and stored in darkness• 

Twenty^fcur hours after excitation, each phosphor was 

photostisolated for about one minute? The ultraviolet 

emission was recorded during the one minute of photo- 

stimulation as well as afterwards to measure the post- 

stlmulAtion afterglow. Here again, the initial rise in 

counting rate upon onset of photostimulatlon is greatest 

when the added AgOl is 0*1 per cent by weight* The various 

values of the initial counting rate (t » 1 minute, time sero 

is taken as one minute before the photostlmulatlng light is 

turned on) are plotted in Figure 9* The marl mum of ultra* 

violet emission between AgCl concentrations of 0*02 and 0*10 

per cent by weight is olearly evident« In Figure 9, the 

AgOl oonottrtratlon is given m mol* per oento Another Quan- 

tity obtainable from Figure 8 is also plotted* This is 

CL/0- where CL is the counting rate at t * 2 minutes arising 

from the post-stisolation afterglow and C^ is the oc- 

stimulation emission of ultraviolet at the instant of initial 
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photostimulatlon at t/Vl minute* The quantity 0^/0. is 

•••n to inorease with silver oontanto These data ara shown 

in Figure 10» 

Discussion of Results 

From the standpoint of pxaotioal doslmotry, the data 

of the foregoing discussion should be of some 'value. It 

has been emphasised that the entire investigation lnoludlng 

excitation and all measuremsnts has been carried out at 

room temperature (25° 0), the situation whioh is met in 

practice. many phosphors store energy at liquid nitrogen 

temperatures, their filled traps emptying during the ap- 

proach to room temperaturee These materials would obviously 

have no praotioal value© 

The curves of Figure 7 show that certainly the storage 

is effeotlve enough for aoourate measurementss For example, 

the ourve oorresponding to an AgOl concentration of 0,10 

per oent by weight, ourve 0, indicates a counting rate of 

forty thousand oounts per minute obtainable during photo* 

stimulation at the end of thirty days. Using a sufficiently 

weak stimulating light, oountlng rates of certainly several 

thousand oounts per minute might be obtained without ap- 

preciably altering the amount of stored energyo Thus, in 

the event of an error in making a first reading of the 

dosage, the phosphor could be "re-read"* If successive 

readings are separated by only short-time intervals, it is 

> «,• 
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obvious that the post-stimulation afterglow suoh as that 

exhibited by NaCl-Ag3) and by K01-T1 (see Figure 3>, could 
1) 

yinld misleading results. It has been previously shown , 

that HaCl-A.g can be re-used after having received a dosage 

of millions of roentgenso Thus, after having received a slse- 

able initial dose, the phosphor dosimeter can be de-excited 

and made ready for receipt of another dose of nuclear radiation. 

It is easy to visualise the collection of small light-tight 

capsules containing aotivated alkali halide dosimeters which 

had been previously located in an area subjected to atomic 

attack. These containers could be opened and read under 

standard oonditions of photosiimuxatioa ax'iC  detection to 

ascertain the previously received dosage. Knowing the time 

of the disaster, curves similar to those of Figure 7 oould 

be used to calculate the initial dose„ It is evident that 

considerable work of a developmental nature must be carried 

out to standardise a phosphor dosimeter of the type des- 

cribed above. It would probably be necessary to develop 

single crystals of uniform response as well as a detection 

"kit", the components of whioh (countert etc.) oould be 

manufactured reproduoibly in quantity* 

Turning to the more teohnloal aspects of the data, it 

might be said that it would be difficult to ascribe the 

bands of emission of th* silver-activated alkali halides 

to definite excited states of the silver ion without; de- 
JLO) 1 

tailed calculations«. The ground state   of Ag+ is SQ» 

0 
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R, F. Baoher and Samuel Goudsmit, Atomio Energy State a. 
(MoGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., Haw York) p. 38 (1932)* 

The first group of excited states are D states which are suf- 

ficiently separated in energy from the ground state to account 

for the emission bands. However9  dlreot transitions between 

S and D states are forbidden by parity considerations, if 

speotrosoopio selection rules are to be followed. In an 

earlier paper11', an attempt was made to explain the behavior 

11) 
**' C. E. Mandeville and H. 0. Albmaht. Phys* Rev, 90, 25 (1953)* 

cf the phosphoresoenoe of KaCl-Ag only by the presence of 

( ) imperfection traps» This discussion cannot be regarded as 

a full interpretation, because the formation of metastable 

excited Ag+ was not considered* The exoited states of T1+ 

giving rise to the emission bands of K01-T1 have been ao~ 
S) ourately Identified 0 

It should perhaps also be remarked that the ourve of 

Figure 9 is very similar in general shape to the curves 

for luminescent efficiency versus activator concentration 
12) which have been calculated for various other phosphors  • 

12) See for example Johnson and Williams, •!« Ohem9 Fhys. 18, 
1477 (1950)o 

The specific ease of HaGl-Ag has not yet been treated with 

a quantitative theoretical approach. 
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('",. Bo  CONCSRHIHG 0OUNTER8. 

Observation of the Positive Ion Plug at the Cathode of a 

G-M Counter* 

Introduction 

In discussing features of G-V. counter-behavior related 

to the motion of the positive-Ion sheath, many investigators 

have represented the ion sheath in cylindrical counters as a 

lamina of oharge which remains infinitely thin during the 

entire process of formation and radial expansion toward the 

cathode. Recently Wilkinson*' has shown theoretically that 

1) D. H. Wilkinson, Rev. Sol. Instr. 2J, 463 (1952). 

; owing to mutual repulsion between ions, the sheath can puff 

itself up while in transit to the cathode until it nay occupy 

as much as half the volume of the counter before the first 

ions are collected* While the thin-sheath approximation is 

entirely adequate for calculating dead-times, a more precise 

description of the sheath must be utilised in any attempt to 

correlate the time'-distributions of delayed spurious-counts 

with the arrival of positive ions at the cathode* 

In preparation for a detailed study of the origin of 

spurious count8f we have devised a technique (independently 

suggested by Wilkinson) for observing the rate of impingement 
( 
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of positive ions upon the cathode of a G~M counter as a 

function of tine after a discharge0 The main purpose of 

this paper Is to describe this technique and to compare 

the measured oathode ion-fluxes In typical oounters with 

Wilkinson's theory. 

Apparatus 

The experimental arrangement Is diagramed sohesaatioally 

In the upper portion of Figure !• A copper-wall ocunter of 

0,738 In. internal diameter and having a Tungsten wire 0.003 ln< 

diameter sas used in all of the experiments. In the cylinder 

wall, a 3/16 in. hole was drilled and wire screening of mesh 

( ) 325 was soldered over this hols. To receive positive lone 

Supplied by W. S. Tyler Company 

passing through the grid, a centimeter square collecting- 

plate curved to oonform te the oathode cylinder was placed 

.080 in. outside the geld. The probe was connected directly 

to the first grid of a local preamplifier and shunted to 

ground with a resistance of such -value as to yield an input 

HO time=ccnstaut of 10 neeoo As the current-impulses to the 

probe lasted approximately 100 useo., the chosen input time- 

constant yielded an amplifier input-voltage olosely oomparablo 

In shape to the ion-flux Impulse arriving at the counter 

.v oathode. The amplifier output pulses were viewed on a 
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Fig. I.   Schematic diagrams of circuits used 
for observing the positive ton flow (above) 
and total charge developed in fho discharge 
(bo low). 

Fig. 2.   TypKal positive ion flux puts** 
displayed on a horizontal otciiiotcopo 
time bat*.  Above—Argon-alcohol mixture 
Bolow—Argon-otnor mixture.  Dependence 
of pulso shop* upon prcbe-voltago it tndle- 

<;> 

VOLTMZ 

Fig. 3.   Lower curves — variation of q and m with counter operating potential f->r 
several gas mixtures.   Upper curves — calculated ion mobilities in corresponding 
mixtures. 
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Tektronix oscilloscope with its horizontal sweep triggered 

by the current impulses through a 500 -/"L resistance con- 

nected in series with the counter wire. This method of 

triggering initiated the sweep within 10*6 sec after the 

start of each discharge. 

For the purpose of measuring the average charge per 
• 

pulse, (a quantity required for computation of the ion 

sheath motion from the theory) a simplified version of a 
2) method used by Stever  was employed. In the lower section 

2) H. 0. Stever, Phya. Rev. 61. 38 (1942). 

of Figure 1 is shown a diagram of the circuit used for the 

f~\ charge-measuremento The components are a 0.5 jifd. mica 

condenser, a Central Scientific Company electrometer, a 

sealer, and a shorting switch. The potential was applied 

to the counter with the switch across the condenser closed. 

At some arbitrary time called t K 0, the shortlng-switoh was 

opened simultaneously with a switch that turned the sealer 

ono When the voltage across the oondenser reached 1«0 volts, 

the sealer was turned off and the number of counts n on the 

sealer recorded. The relation —==— therefore gives the n 
average positive-ion space charge per pulse in coulombs. 

4') 

sr 
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The following three gas mixtures were uaed Is the 

ooursa of the investigation. 

A« 80 mm Argon, 20 ma athyl aloohol 

Bo 103 mm Argon, 17 mm butane 

0e 551 mi Argon,  9 mm ethyl atbar 

She counter was filled on a glass vacuum system evacuated 
•3 l»y lama* of a fore pump to approximately 10 " am Eg before 

admission of mixture B.    In the oase of mixtures A and 0V 

however, satisfactory counter performance oould not be 
-6 attained without prior evacuation of the system to 10     mm Hg« 

o 
Tfrrr^yimiMital Basalts 

Osoillograms of the ion-flux pulses obtained with 

mixture A and C are shown in Figure 2«    These photographs 

are each triple exposures obtained by applying potentials 

of 300, 600, and 900 volts between the cathode and collection 

probe while maintaining fixed cathode-to-anode potentials of 

1440 and 1170 volts with mixtures A and C respectively •    The 

euooesslve increases in pulse height associated with 300 volt 

increases in the probe potential indicate that the ion-flux 

is partially intercepted by the grid in this range of 

collection-potentials*    Owing to the occurrence of sparking 

between the grid and probe, it was not possible to utilise 

oolleotion-potentials greater than 900 voltSo    While this 

O 
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limitation Introduoed some shape-distortion In the re- 

corded pulses, the starting and ending-tirne of the pulses 

were little affected by probe potential chargeso 

With the collection-potential applied between the 

cathode and the ion probe reduced to eero, no probe-pulses 

were visible on the osoillosoope time-base0    This was a 

sufficient indication that the positive-ions dlreoted 

toward the grid induced practically no charge upon the 

collecting probe until they passed through the grld0 

The pulses shown in Figure A (traced from photographs) 

indioate the effect of counter-voltage variation upon the 

ion-pulse obtained with mixture Co    Sets of curves similar 

to those shown in Figure 4 were obtained also with the 

argon-alcohol and the argon-butane mixtures a    The use of 

these curves together with Wilkinson's theory permits one 

to estimate the mobilities of positive ions in the various 

mixtures, as will be described belowo 

In the lower section of Figure 3 are plotted measured 

values of the positive-ion spaoe°oharge q„  created per unit 

length of the wire per discharge as a funotion of counter- 

operating potential Vo    Curves are shown for each of the gas 

mixtures investigated.    The ratio m * q/Q , where Q    is the 

calculated, charge per unit-length on the central wire in the 

quiescent condition,,  is also plotted as a funotion of V for 

each gaso    The quantities m and Q    are used in calculating 

ion-mobilities and in comjiutlng the theoretical ion-flux at 

the counter cathode as a function of timeo 
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Fig. 4.   Positive ion flux at various 
operating potentials.   Argon-ether mix- 
ture. 

'*   *  * Ju. *L>-~iu * 

Fig. 5.  Comparison of observed and theo- 
rotical ion flux. 

Fig. 6.   Double exposure shewing normal 
Son poise and superimposed double pulse 
resulting from two discharges in rapid 
succession. 

I- h 
I I  L I I 

Fig. 7.   Statistical distribution of delayed 
spurious counts (histogram) and positive 
ion flux (upper curve) ecch measured under 
the same counter oneratiiic conditions. 
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Theory 

Consider a oylindrioal G-M oounter with wire radius a, 

cathode radius b and an applied potential VQ The external 

circuit resistance will be assumed sufficiently snail that 

the wire-to-cathode potential remains essentially constant 

during the discharge* We concern ourselves with the behavior 

of the ion sheath subsequent to the instant when gas amplifi- 

cation ceases„ assuming that from this time onward the sheath 

consists of ions of one kind, all having the same mobility e 

We neglect diffusion, which has a relatively slight effect 

on the special development of the ion sheath, and consider 

each ion to move with a radial velocity v proportional to the 

field strength X„ Letting QQ devote the charge per unit 

length en the wire in the absence of space-charge, q the 

charge per unit length in the ion sheath (a constant along 

the axial dimension) and f(r9t) the fraction of the spaoe- 

oharge lying between the wire and radius r at time t, we 

have for the general specification of the field? 

Qc « V / 2 log b/a 

Applying the condition of oharge^oontinuity one obtains 

the equation 

iJL&lY- x^L -iU •5*T&   (2) 

«h«rs K is ths ion mobility. 
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Substitution of X from Equation 1 into Equation 2 yields 

a rather complex integrodifferential equation for f (r Pt) 

whose general solution is a matter of extreme difficulty«> 

By neglecting the integral term in Equation 1, one obtains 

a much simpler equation, whose solution has been shown by 

Wilkinson to predict ion transit times differing in practical 

oases by only e few per cent from those given by the more 

precise equationo  (The integral term in Equation 1 represent* 

the oharge induced on the wire by the ion sheath o) 

The solution to the simplified problem yields the follow- 

ing result for the cathode ion-flux F as a function of time T 

after the discharge« 

( p (a?) "       b2 

4Kt2 

ft 4.T, 
(T) -= Oj     x 

(*>*o 

(3) 

T^ and T represent the collection times of the outermost 

and innermost ions, respectively, and are given by 

Tx • b2 In  ^a •] 2 KY (1 + m> I (4) 

v«. 
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It will be noted that the above relations contain no para- 

meters descriptive of the sheath configuration at time t «= 00 

This oomes about beoause of the neglect of terms which are 

vanishingly small in the practical case where all ionization 

occurs within a very short distance from the central wire« 

Assuming that the initial ionisation occurs within a few 

wire-diameters away from the central axis of a counter of 

typical construction one can show that P (T) is practically 

unaffected by the choice of the initial distribution of ions 

and raduoes essentially to the form given above«  (Experiments 

( , with beaded-wire counters have clearly shown that in self- 

quenohlng mixtures, the ionieation is confined to a region of 

the order of that assumed hereo) 

Comparison of Observed and Calculated Ion Fluxes 

By inspection of Equations 3 and 4 it is evident that 

the specification of T. (the transit time of the outer ions) 

together with the quantities a, b? V and m completely deter- 

mines the shape of the ion-flux F (T). the end-point T , and 

the ion mobility K„ In Figure 5 we have plotted an observed 

pulse (mixture A; V • 1485 V, M • 1<>3) together with the 

theoretical flux F (T) fitted by matohing ffi. with the leading 

f edge of the observed pulse• (The amplitude of the theoretical 

pulse is chosen arbitrarily*} 
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While there are several definite points of similarity 

between the observed and oaloulated pulse shapes, there is 

a considerable difference between the two shapes near the 

leading and trailing edges.    The nature and magnitude of 

the discrepancy is quite similar for the various gas mixtures 

and oan be explained partially by considering the effects of 

diffusion, amplifier distortion and grid-to-probe transit 

tinea 

Aooording to the kinetio theory of gasos the following 

general relationship exists between the coefficient of 

diffusion !D and the mobility K of singly-oharged heavy ions. 

D -    o0235 K (6) 

where D is expressed in ogs units and K it in oo/seoo 

Neglecting the effeot of inhomogsneous field upon the dif- 

fusion, the ions contained at time T •= 0 in an elementary 

lamina of the sheath will, upon reaching the cathode, be 

disbursed into a nearly gaussian radial distribution with 

an rms thickness "V2 KD  (where T is the averag* transit- 

time of the ions of the lamina under consideration)> Upon 

integrating the spreading of the individual lamina over the 

entire sheath, one finds that the trailing edge of the sheath 

Vaich :.s sharply defined in the absence of diffusion — be- 

comes umeared out over a distance of approximately 

- Ar • 3«?"V2 D T» Then the tail of the ion-flux pulse 
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should be smeared out over a time-Interval 

AT    -    *X &r    «    3o3 KE"V2 DT (7) o o o 

1 
where K Is the Ion mobility and X    is the electric field 

at the cathode when the ion sheath is completely collected«, 

Using tLe K= value arrived at in the fitting shown in 

Figure 5 the evaluation of the Equations 6 and 7 yields 

/\ T * 26 jiiseoo for the tail of the theoretical pulse • 

The AT value of the observed pulse-tail (the time- 

interval between "he break at 470 useoe and the end of the 

pulse-tall at 580 jtseo) is approximately 4 times greater 

than the^T expected to arise from diffusion.    In estimat- 

ing the diffusion spread by the above over-simplified pro- 

cedure we have used approximations which tend to exaggerate 

the distortion of the pulse-tallo    This may be understood 

by noting that ions which diffuse behind the inner boundary 

of the sheath find themselves in a field of higher intensity 

than those nearer the boundary*    Consequently, there is a 

tendency for the lagging ions to "catch up" with the sheath 

and to reduoe the over-all diffusion spread to a value less 

than that calculated above. 

An analysis of the distortion introduced by the finite 

grid-to-probe transit-time and the imperfect differentiation 

of the amplifier input oirouit shows that a^I of approxi- 

mately 30 |iseo.9 in addition to that introduced by diffusion, 

should be imposed upon the rise and fall time=intervals of the 

theoretical pulse plotted in Figure 5o 
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The arguments presented here9 although admittedly 

rough, seem to exclude the possibility that a precise 

treatment of diffusion and instrumental effects would com- 

pletely explain the discrepancies between the observed pulse 

in Figure 5 and the theoretical shape• There exists, however, 

the possibility that additional broadening might be introduced 

by the mixed character of the ions immediately after the dis- 

charge, and/or by the formation of ions belonging to two 

or more distinct mobility groups (by the attachment of im- 

purity molecules to ions of the quenohing vapors )a 

Spurious Counts 

The photograph shown in Figure 6 is a double-exposure 

showing a normal ion-pulse of the type discussed above, 

together with a pulse with a double-peaked structuree The 

double pulse represents an event in which the counter was 

discharged twice in rapid succession6 The first discharge 

triggered the sweep and before the ions generated In this 

discharge were completely collected, a seoond discharge 

oocurredo According to expectation, the ion sheath of the 

seoond discbarge so increased the eleotrio field in the 

outer regions of the counter that the oclleotlon of the 

remainder of the first sheath was greatly accelerated,, 

This is indicated by the less-then-normal width of the first 

pul»Cc Also worthy of note is the fact that the seoond 

sheath contains fewer ions than a normal sheath.. This is a 
( 
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result of the fa.ot that the Later diooharge occurred at a 

time when the field at the central wire urns reduced by the 

presence of unoollected spaoe-oharge from the prior discharge. 

The study of a large number of events of the double- 

peaked variety photographed on a continuously moving film 

yielded the statistical distribution of spurious oounts 

shown in Figure 7o The histogram in the lower portion of the 

figure represents the relative probability that a spurious 

count occurred in eaoh 50 iiseoe Interval of a time-base 

triggered by a non-spurious pulse. The time of spurious 

oount Initiation was determined by the location of a small 

inductive pip on the time-base o The upper portion of 

Figure 7 is a normal ion-pulse obtained under the same 

operating conditions as the histogram and is plotted on the 

same time-scale 0 In obtaining the spurious oount data the 

counter was operated at a rate such that the chance of a 

random oount occurring in the first 1000 tiseco of any trace 

was negligibleo 

The distribution of spurious oounts displays several 

points of interests In the first place, it is evident that 

a number of such counts occurred before the first ions from 

the preceding discharge had reaohed the cathode (i.e. sooner 

than 250 (iseoo after the sweep was triggered)« This dearly 

indicates that not all spurious counts are related to the 

neutralization of positive ions at the cathode f  and would 

seem to be a result either cf the Auger effect, or of the 
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omission from excited gas atoms of photons sufficiently 

energetic to eject photo-electrons from the counter walls• 

The occurrence of spurious counts in the interval from 0 to 

100 JIB«O. is prohibited by the 100 |iseo* dead-time of the 

counter* 

A seoond point of interest is that the histogram has 

a maximum at a time coincident with the peak of the cathode 

ion-flux (/"%-/300 |xseo.)e This indicates that a part of the 

spurious counts are associated with ion-impact upon the 

oathode. It is, however, of consida-ravoe iinp^rtanee to note 

that the histogram cuts off sharply at 450 useoo wher*a<* the 

ion-••••flux of a normal discharge proceeds with gradual abatement 

until about 700 jiseco This observation is very difficult to 

explain on any basis other than that the sheath contains ions 

of at least two distinct mobilities 0 The outer edge of the 

sheath seems to oontain ions of a tTPe whioh has a relatively 

strong tendency to produce spurious counts upon impact whereas 

the tail of the sheath is comprised of another olass of ions 

exhibiting a much smaller tendency to release electrons from 

the cathode o If the sheath is indeed not homogeneous in 

ionic composition, as this indicates, there is very good 

reason for expecting the observed Ion-flux to depart more 

from the calculated shape than the prior considerations imply. 
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Positive Ion-Mobilities 

( 

The above discussion Indicates that one should not 

expect to obtain precise values of ion-mobilities with data 

of the present kind. However, one may get some rough esti- 

mates by Inserting in Equation 4 measured-values of Y. a, b, 

m and setting T, equal to the time-axis interseot of a 

straight line drawn along the leading edge of the ion-pulse 

(see extrapolations plotted in Figure 4)<» In the upper part 

of Figure 3 are plotted values of the mobility computed in 

this mariner for gas mixtures A, B, and C at various operating 

voltages* The K-values remain constant against voltage 

variations of the order of 20 per cent. It Is a well-known 

fact that the mobilities of ions in a given mixture of pure 

gases can be drastically altered by adding impurities in 

concentration no greater than a few parts per million, and 

can also depend upon the age of the ionso As no drastic 

precautions were taken to avoid impurity-contamination in 

this work, there is a considerable likelihood that impurity 

concentrations of a magnitude sufficient to interfere with 

the mobility of the quenching gas-ions were present• For 

this and other reasons the mobility-values given here must 

be regarded as rether crude approximations« 

f : 
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Conclusions 

The experimental results directly oonfirm Wilkinson's 

prediction that the ion-sheath in a G-M counter is drastically 

thickened during its transit to the oathodeo    Within the un- 

certainties associated with factors neglected in the theory 

(sogo  diffusion and inhomogeneous ionic composition) the 

observed ion-flux pulses are in accord with the predictions 

of the theory. 

The ion-probe method utilised in the present work is a 

sensitive means of determining what proportion spurious counts 

in a given type of counter are associated with positive ion- 

impaot at the cathode and under certain conditions the method 

oan indioate the presence of two or more groups of positive 

iona possessing different mobilitieso 

I  ) 
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IIIo       UKEAR ACCELERATOR. 

By virtue of Improvements which have been Introduced 

during the past ye*r, the linear aooelerator is now a 

-very satisfactory tool for studies of the Interactions 

with natter of electrons having energies up to 1*5 Meva 

During this period the beaa-ourrent has been increased 

approximately a hundred-fold, and the overall stability of 

the machine has been improved to such an extent that it can 

now be maintained In almost constant operation with a 

minimum of attention. 

The linear aooelerator is now being utilised primarily 

for investigating seoondary electron emission from thin 

targets•    Various aspects of this phenomenon have been con- 

sldered from the theoretical and experimental points of 

view with the support of Contract Honr 198(00) with the 

Offioe of Haval Research and Contract DA-36-034-ORD-1216RD 

with the Office of Ordnance Research •   Although certain 

phases, for example, the production of delta rays by high 

energy electron bombardment of metals, are of immediate 

interest in the broad field of nuclear physios, the sroport 

previously provided by Contract H6orl-144 is not required 

at the present time.    The detailed description of this 

work as a portion of this Annual Report has therefore been 

discontinued in view of the fact that periodic reports are 

i submitted under the aforesaid oontraots. 
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REVIEW HOCLEOHICS, JOURNAL 0? CHEMICAL PHYSIOS, or the 
JOURNAL OP TEE FRANKLIN INSTITUTE. 

Reoently published works oarrled out under this 
Oontraot arst 
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"Gamma-Rays from Sn *L  by 0. E. Manderille, E. Shapiro, 

R. I. Meadenhall, is. R* Zuoker. and G. L.  Oonklln. 
Fhys. ReTo, Vol. 88, Ho. 3, 554-555, November 1, 1952. 

"Radiations from Zr97 and lb97", by C. E. MandeviUe, 
E. Shapiro. R. I. Mendenhall. E. R. Zuoker and 
G. L. Conklln, Jour, of the Franklin Institute, 
Yol* 254, Ho. 5, November, 1952• 

"Gamma-Radiations from Zr  and Nb9*", by C. E. Manderille, 
E. Shapiro. R. I« Mendenhall, E. R. Zuoker, and 
G. L. Oonklln. Fhys. Rev., Yolo 89, Ho. 3, 559-561, 
February 1, 1953- 

"Extending the Efficient Range of G=M Counters", by 
1. 0. Porter, Nucleonics» Yolo 11, No. 3, 32-55, 
March, 1953, 

"Thct Alpha-Particle Induced Phosphorescence of Silver- 
Activated Sodium Chloride", by C. E. Manderille and 
H. 0. Albreoht, Fhys. Rev., Yol. 90, Ho. 1, 25-28, 
April 1, 1953. 

124 
"Spin and Parity of the 2,3-Mev Exoited State of Te  ", 

by Fran* R. Metsger, Phys. Rev., Yol. 90, Ho. 2, 
328-329, April 15, 1953. 

"The Phosphors scenes of Thar la", by C. E, Manderille and 
H. 09 Albreoht, Phys. Rev,, Yol. 90, So* 5» 392-993, 
June 1, 1953o 

"Specific Primary Ionisation of Eg, He. He, and A by. High 

Energy Electrons", by 0. W* MoClure. Phys. Rev., 
Vol. 90, Ho. 5, 796-803, June 1, 1953. 



PUBLICATIONS    (Continued) 

"The Storage of Energy In Silver Activated Potassium 
Chloride1'    by C. E. Mandevllle and H. 0. Albreoht, 
Phys. Rev*, Vol. 91, Ho. 3f  566-567, August 1,  1953- 

"The "Chemical Knife"; Preservation of Osone far Thirty-' 
Six Days", by H. 0. Albreoht,  Jour, of Chemical 
Physios, Vol. 21, No. 8,  1421-1422, August,  1953. 

s Lower Limit for the Lifetime of the 665-Kev Exoited 
State of Mo97", by P. R. Metsger and W. B. lodd, 
Phys. Rev., Vol. 91, Ho. 5,  1286-1287, September 1, 
1953 o 

T7 7"" "Radiations from Arsenic     and Germanium *"• by B. L. 
Saraf,  J. Varma and C. E. Mandevllle, Phys. Rev., 
Vol. 91, Ho. 5, 1216-1218, September 1,  1955. 
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ON  H.   ALFVfSins THEORY OF THE EFFECT  OF MAGNETIC  STORMS  ON COSMIC 

RAY INTENSITY 

by W.  P.   G,   Swarm 

Director, Bartol Research Foundation of The Franklin institute, 
Swarthmore, Penna. 

introduction 

H. Alfvan  has proposed an ingenious theory to explain 

1) H. AlfVen, Phys. Rev., £2, 1732 (19U9), 

the effect of magnetic storms on cosmic ray intensity.  It is founded 

upon the assumption that a mass of highly oondvicting gas originating 

in a region where there is a large magnetic field emerges as a stream, 

carrying the magnetic field with it as a result of its high conductivity. 

The case is considered in which the magnetisation is perpendicular to 

the velocity of the stream, in which case the motion of the matter, 

in its own magnetic field brings about a condition in which a stationary 

observer sees a change displacement in a direction perpendicular to the 
2) 

velocity and to the magnetic field.  Alfven's theory, as presented, is 
 ,  

2) In all that follows, we shall denote by S the so-called laboratory 
system with raspect to which the motion is observed.  3* shall 
denote a system moving with the ga».  The velocity, v, shall be 
parallel to the axis of x. The magnetic field, H, shall be 
along the axis of z which shall be perpendicular to the plane 
of the paper, so that the axis of y shall be in the plane of the 
paper and perpendicular to the velocity. 

confined to the oase where the stream of gas moves in a non-conducting 

{ medium, and our disoussion will be limited, in the first instanoe, to 

this oase.  The argument of Alfven is to the effect that the field 

along the axis of y is-vfi/C, and the potential change of a cosmic ray 
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In crossing the beam  la  vhB/c,  where h is  the width of the beam and 

C ia the velocity of light.     It is thus concluded that  if T is the 

kinetic  energy,   the ohaage in kinetic energy in crossing the beam ia 

d* T,   where 

rfT «  vbHe/C (1) 

where e la the  charge on the particle. 

The change of kinetic  energy leada to  an expression for the 

ohaage of cosmic ray intensity,   in a manner which does not concern us 
3) 

here,     since our problem involves  the change ir?  kinetic  energy,   and in 
• 

3)     Incidentally*   there appears to be an error in Alfven'8 calculation 
of the relation between change of  intensity and change of energy. 
This matter is discussed in the present writer's paper  "Cosmic 
Rays",  Journ.  Prank.   Inat.   2gL,  120-155  (1951).     See  in particular 
pages 114.6-114.7. ~~~~~ 

( particular the relation  (1). 

/ \ 

Discussion of the Theory 

Relatlvistlo Considerations; 

In connection with the derivation and implications of 

equation (1), one must observe that we are here dealing with a problem 

 > y 
<-*-* 

1 n&~\ 

in which the magnetic field moves 

with the matter.  It will be con- 

venient to concentrate our attention 

upon a finite slab, as represented 

in Pig. 1. 

Now we must observe that 

in the system S< which moves with 

the slab, there is no electric 

field, but only a magnetio field,, 



As a oonsequenoe, the cosmic ray particle never ^alna any energy in 
k) 

terms of measurements made in S'.IfW is the enerpy of the particle 
   

I4.)  It is to be observed that T • W - mQ  C 

and M the momentum, we have that M » M , M  iw/C constitutes a k-vector„ 
5) *  y  a 

Thus  WU - WU, WU , iw/C constitutes a k-vector where U is the velocity 

5) The essentials of the derivation immediately following are given 
in my paper cited under footnote 3)„  see page 13k. 

of the cosmic ray particle in S.  Thus if dashed letters refer to the 

system 3«„ and if 8 = (1 - v2/C2)-1^2, 

W « JJ(W' + vU' W ) (2) 

If, in the system S', the particle experiences a change in 

U*, from U»  to U* , then since W* does not change in S«, we shall 

have a change in W, given by Wp - w^» whsre 

w - w, = Pw.(u^-uk)v (3) 

Kow the greatest possible value of U'  • U1  is • 2C.  Thus, 
x2 xl        "* 

if I Wj, - Wit   is the absolute  value of the  change of w,   we have 

IW2 . Wll <MJ: (k) 
Prom  (2) 

vUxl 

so that 

W,   = 0W'(1 + —£± ) 

c(i + vU& ) 

If) ^r 
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Now the  smallest possible  value of  (1 + vTJ«,/C2)  la   (1 -   v2/c2) = p~2. 

Henoe 

!w0 - VLK2*2 wi v 

lT2 - TJ  <«£ (Tl • ^ C2> (5) 

and unless  v is comparable with G 

JT2 - *,)<§* (Tl  •mo C2) (6) 

Alfvjnla Numerical Conclusions: 
 " Tl  

Now Alfven       considers  a  cosmic ray of  energy ?.JC10       e.v., 

and demands*   through his formula (1)  a ten percent ohanpe,   with 

h = 5x1012,   • = 2xl08 cms/sec.     He finds H = 3x10"^. 

With the above value of v,   the quantity p  is practically 

unity,   and our formula  (b)  elves 

T2 - T 

Ti       V300 J\  +3^:o10y 

< 1.37xl0"2 

Thus, Alfven, from the aforesaid data, calculates a 

10 percent change in T, and we have shown that the maximum possible 

change is 1.37 percent.  Moreover, in calculating the value we have 

not had occasion to utilize any quantity but v.  What is the origin 

of the discrepancy in this matter? 

» 
Origin of the Discrepancy; 

It will be shown that the aforesaid discrepancy lies chiefly 

in the fact that Alfven' «• magnetic fisld H • 3x10"^ would never allow 

a oosmlc ray particle to pass through the slab.  The easiest way to 

see this is from consideration of radius of curvature.  Let us consider 

X 
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matters  in S1.     If /> is  the radius of curvature of our coomic ray in 

the field  H»t   we have,   if m ia the  relatlviatic roaas, 

re U'2        H»e U» 
/>       ** —  

/>= * p' c   c2Lc£/£M=   w«    /ut\ m 
' H«« H'e    lc/ WeVj-/ 

/* <   W«/H«e 

For      W«  = 3xl010 e.v.   and H « 3X10"14- 
i 

3xio10        101* 

! 

300x3xicr*      3 

6) We need net concern ourselves with the difference between W* and W 
in the calculation. 

Thus the radius of curvature ia fifteen tinea less than the 

thickness (^xlO1^ ema) assumed for the slab.  A particle entering the 

slab in 3' could not possibly travel a distance greater than 2/>   para- 

llel to the axia of y before returning and emerging from the 

slab.  Thus, no particle can penetrate right through the slab under the 

conditions cited.  No second or third "try" in the event of the 

particle's seeking re-entry can be any mare successful.  Thus, the 

example cited by Alfven represents a situation impossible of realization, 

It is of interest to trace the above story by another path 

starting with Alfven*s eTpreasion (1), viz. 

rfT « T*158 
C 

which we must assume to certainly fail If h>2/o   .     since 

Ht = 0<H2'  - jEy') - pH,' (8) 

4 T = pvhH'e 
C 
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t 

Now we oan substitute for He'In terms or/> by using (7)..  Thus 

rfT-*-^  

<f T increases with increase of h, and its maximum value is reached when 

tx * 2. p , thus 

f < V (Bw'< ¥w" <9, 
whioh is the same as  the  result   (4)  obtained directly from the rela- 

tivity transformation. 

Correction between relativigtie formula and Alfyen's formula when the 

latter la applicable* 

On the other hand,  we can show that if the  conditions  of 

•tfuallnesa of change of energy is  satisfied,   then Alfver.*s result follows 

from the relativity transformation.    Thus  if 0    is the angle made by 

the oosmio ray with the plane of the slab at entrance  in 3s   find ©~ is 

the angle made at emergence,   when emergence occurs*   we have,   referring 

to  (3) 

U^ - U^ = U*   Cos  ©£ - U»   Cos ©' 

Now,   if ds'  is an element- of path in the slab 

dy • Sin ©«   da« *   ^Sin ©•   d©« 

where p is the radius of curvature,   whioh,   in this  case,   is constant. 

Thus 

-h *  yO(Cos ©J - Cos ©j^) = £ (D^ -  U^> 

m ir   _ H'e q»* 

(10) 

(11) 
Hence, from (10) and (11) 

U 1 . u 1  - 3» h - He h C ux2  uxl   mC    ^fi— 

so that (3), which is derived from relativity, yields 

W, - W, - 6 H» e h v 
* C 
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or, since, from (8), H - p K 

I T2 - 1X\ -\*2  - Wx\ - H V V (12) 

which is Alfventg result limited however, as aforesaid, to an upper 

limit defined by (£), a limit which amounts to a fraction 2v/C of 

the energy itself, and which is in general much less than 10 percent. 

Wo assxmptlon of large magnetle field or large value of h can enable 

(Wp - VL ) to assume a value larger than that determined by (5)» 

It is of some interest to inquire how the relativity trans- 
the 

formation symbolised by its results in (5) seems to "know" of/irp«po«si~ 

bility of penetrating the slab under the conditions stated.  The fact 

is that the transformation from the pwi-e magnetic field in 3* to the 

combined eleotrio and magnetic f ielda E and H in. S is one obeying 

relativity. Also the force equation of electrodynamics whioh tells 

us that there is no gain of energy of the particle in S' while there 

may be a loss or gain in S is also an equation obeying relativity; 

and if these equations had permitted the passage of the particle through 

the slab under conditions in which (1£) had given a greater value of 

W2 " wl than waa Papmit;ted by (5), an algebraical inconsistency would 

have been involved. 

Case of a Continuous Beam. 

In Alfven's paper,  he assumes a continuous  stream of gas 

emerging from the sun.     If such a  gas spreads on its  Journey,   the 

value of v will vary.    This appears at first sight to introduce a 

complication,,     Hoviever,  the complication is obviously trivial as 

regards its practical  effects.    Thus,  consider any portion of the beam 

through whioh the path of a cosmic ray particle is contemplated,     if 
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S* applies to this portion of the beam* and if v is its velocity, ths 

©o^iea is 3* will be determined by the aagnetio field in S< and by an 

alsotrio field which oomss esssntially from the ohango dlsplaoenent 
7) 

in other parts of the beam which do not more with the veloolty v.  The 

7) Share is, of oourse. no charge dlsplaoement la S*v 

field productd in S* by tliese displacements amounting as it doea to the 

field produced by the charges on a "oondenser" when evaluated outside 

of the region between the plates of the oondenser will be negligible 

for our purposeso A formal, exaot, analysis of all that is here 

involved would result in a lengthy presentation whose end point would, 

in the nature of things, involve but a small oorreotlon on the con- 

clusions whioh would bs drawn by ignoring it* 

: 
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( ) 

CASE WHERE THE SLAB MOyES IN A CONDUCTING MEDIUM 

Limiting case of Infinite conductivity.  The fact that we 

have supposed the slab to carry Its Internal magnetic field with It 

demands, for logical consistency, that the external median, If 

Infinitely conducting, shall resist change of magnetic field within 
• 

Itself to the extent that the magnetic field H remains aero everywhere 

outside of the slab as viewed in the system S.  If the conductivity 

of the region external to the slab is ohmic as viewed in s, then even 

though in the limit it tends to infinity, no space charge will arise 
8) 

in S, and consequently  by thei relativity transformation, there will 

8) Some care is neoessary In drawing this conclusion, as is 

evidenoed by the fact that a system which viewed from S appears as 

a uniformly magnetized sphere, appears in the other system as having 

in addition equal and opposite charge densities displaced along a line 

perpendicular to the magnetic induction in the sphere and to the 

velocity, v.  It will, in fact, be recalled that if U is the vector 

potential, and <f> the scalar potential, U, 1$ constitute a 1^-vector, 

so that the zero value of $ in one system does not guaranteed = 0 

for the other system.  The apparent paradox in relation to the invarianoe 

of total charge becomes resolved as follows? 

The densities p andyfl1 for a given sign of electricity, let 

us say negative, are related In the two systems by 

Uxl v 

where u.   is the  velocity in the system x. 

Suppose now we superpose a positive density   />+ in S,   such 

that ^a  +/<£  • 0.    we shall have 

....      • • 
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«3t2   v 

Then 

*• o~ c 

"^   -?    (/$Ux2+£    Uxl3 

Hence,  if,  and only If  ( ^o u^ •*"/£ ^xi) • 0,  can we oonoluda that 

/O  +^g = 0 follows from { {>•¥ & ) » 0,     In our present problem,  since 

H * 0 in S,  curl H • 0 and the total ourrent density ( /> u _ -f ^£ uxi) 

is ze.fo,   and the desired result follows. 

be no space density la S'.    The only charge of any kind will be on 

the  surfaoe of th.» slab.    Prom symmetry the only possible surface 
9)    , 

charge will be a density     or at y » h/2 and -<y* at y « -h/2. 

9) or' will be sensibly constant exoept near the edges of the slab. 

The field component E  '  in 3*   Just outside the slab at its 

mid-point will be a small negative fraction -£   of the field inside 

the slab which is -haio-1 .    Thus    E * * Ustor*. yo 

If X^ is the  conductivity within the slab,  the y component 

of the current density at x « h/2 will be -ifsiar* "K-,.    The corresponding 
10) v 

component outside will be        (B '  • <f H ' )Xg.    Thus 

10)    Observe that v   • -• 

we must have 

-Ija <r Xx -   (I45C o-'e + £   H^}X2. (12) 
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Now since1" K is zero at e.ll points outside the slab as mea- 

sured in S, we have for a point outside the slab 

P<V -•cV) 

Thus 

Thus from 112) 

2 H  • C  *v 02 V 
v2 

(13) 

r 

-Uai cr« Xx « l]3l £> cr-» (1 * ) dU) 

However, this is a relation between X, and \ which depends upon t and 

v only, end these quantities have nothing to do with the conductivity 
11) 

of the media.   The only possibility is represented by sr« * 0, which 

permits (li|.) to hold with any assignment of the ratio X./X-. 

11)' We again remark that such a relation as (12) has sense as X-j. and 

\p both tend to infinity. 

o 

If   a*'  = 0,  we have,  of course E,=E8=E»=0at  all x    y    z 
points outside the slab.  As a consequence,, in the same region H ' = 0 

z 
on account of (13)» and H* m  0 because 

0 « Hy = p(iy • £ Es») 

Moreover H '•  = H » 0. x    x 

The fact that the state of no electric or magnetic-field 

outside of the alab in either 3 or S» constitutes a solution of the 

problem is obvious by direct inspection, since it calls for no currents 

outside the slab in S' resulting from the motion of that slab.  Inside 

the slab itself there is nothing bat & magnetic field, and the whole 

problem reverts completely to the problam we have already considered 

when we attributed zero conductivity to the medium outside of the slab. 
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Tha oonaluaiona are exactly the sains. 

How Is the condition of aero external fieldreallzod In 3'? 

It is of Interest to Inquire how it can come about that the 

"magnetized" slab can exist in the external medium which itself shows 
in the simple case, 

no magnetic field in either 3 or S'.  The fact is that,/;*1© magnetic 

field in the slab demands a current aheet circulating around its 

bount'ary in planes perpendicular to the axis of z.  This sheet 

in itself would call for a return magnetic flux outside the slab, a 

flux which was small in amount at any point but widely spread out so 

that its total integrated value was equal to the total flux through 

the slab,,  Now the phenomenon which provides for the cancellation of 

the magnetio field outside the slab is another current sheet flowing in 

the reverse sense outside the first one and again in planes perpendi- 

cular to the axes of 8.  If these two current sheets have different 
12) 

cross-sectional areas.   they can cancel as regards production of 

magnetic field outside the intermost, but give a resultant uniform 

field inside the smaller.  In the limit, when the curzents are 

infinitely large, their cross-sections can afford to differ by only 

12} We refer here to the cross-section of the whole-solenoid 

structure" which constitutes such a sheet.  This cross-sectional 

area is, of course, sensibly equal to that of the slab. 

infinitesimal amounts, and this condition represents the limiting one 

applicable for infinite conduction in the medium external to the slab. 

In case this above picture presents any difficulty, we may 

cite the particular simple example of a uniformly oharged rotating 
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13. 

sphere.  We shall not trace the details of oalculation for this case, 

which are elementary, and generally known,  Suoh a sphere gives, at 

points outside a magnetic potential-TL, whsre 

r\ M Cos e 

Here M * crwaU,   where a-is  the surface  density  in e.m„u., w  is the 

angular velocity and a is  the  radius. 

The field  inside  is uniform and is  n*ven by H,   where 

H = -w 
a-3 

It will thus be seen that if we have two spheres of rad*1 a , and a 
J-      2 

with cr's adjusted so that M, « ~M£ these spheres will cancel as 

regards magnetic field outside of the larger, while Inside the smaller 

they will have a resultant magnetic field jiven by 

HX - H2 = 2M (^ - -±j) 
2 

al • a£ Is small (=<fa) we may write 

w H    -  -6M l" a 
h - H2 - ~Tir" 

:iS) 
Case where conductivities X-,   and \~ are finite. 

13)    The effect of finite conductivity has been discussed in the 

writers paper "Cosmic Rays%   Joum.  Franklin Inst.   2ffl,   120-1^5  H95l)«> 

The conclusions  drawn at the bottom of p.   13ij. and the  top of p.   135 

require correction in the light of the development in the present paper, 

The complete problem here involved can become one of conslder= 

able complexity0    The currents arising from the motion will affect the 

magnetic field,  moreover the charge distributions arising on the slab 

to provide for continuity of current flow across the slab boundaries 

will bring abort a-components of the current density at any rate in 
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3) 
regions remote from the central regions and  will destroy even the 

conclusion that the volume charge density shall be aero in 3 if it is 

sero in S1 and vloe-versa. 

line Integral of the external field from A to B is V. The line Integral 

of the internal total foroe per unit charge from B to A is -V - vHh/c, 

Suppose Re is the ordinary external resistanoe which would 

be measured between the two surf aoes of the slab, if the slab itself 

were of -ero conductivity, snd R. the resistanoe which would be 

measured if the conductivity of the external medium were sero. Then 

we have V    - v «• vHh/C 
1=—- R~ (15) 

Hence, 
1    1    -vHh 

v( Rft • Sp - TR1 

\ • R. } -7T 

The field E inside the slab is 

E - t    R«  \ JE 
Rt • R.  c (16) 

-> 

We shall not attempt an exhaustive solution of the problem, 

but shall content ourselves with a kind of model founded upon the 

considerations represented in equation (13), but without the restric- 

tion that the magnetic field shall be sero in s for points external to 

the slab. 

We have in s a slab with faoe A at potential v/2 and face B 

at potential -v/2 respectively. A and B being at z * h/2 and x • -h/2 

respectively. Outside the slab, the current density is determined 

entirely by the field arising from this potential difference.  Inside 

(       the slab we have a foroe per unit charge given by E - vH . The 
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Tlxia has its largest value E « vE/c when R_ •» w whloh represents the 

case first discussed in this paper and the result given by Alf ven. We 

have already studied the other extreme where R_ •» 0 and where there is 
9 

no magnetic field external to the slab as observed in S.    In this oase 

the result E « vfi/C also evolves.    We oan form a quaai-quantative 

pioture of the Intermediate as follows! 

It is easy to see that the induced ourrenta external to the 

slab tend to reduce the field which would have been present in their 

absence.    They reduce the field not only in the lateral region,  but in 
- 

the interior of the slab. Thus the field E in (16) is really too large, 

and it represents the field actually in the slab, (16) should be 

multiplied by a factor greater then unity.  While we have not traced 

everything in detail, it is reasonably obvious that the net effect will 

result in a value of E whloh is never greater than the value vH/C 

where H is the actual field in the slab. This result being attained 

exactly in the two unity oases where R «oo and where R_ • 0 respeotivel: 
Cl 9 
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Radiations from Arsenic 77 and Germanium 71 *f 
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The raciior.u-lide As" has been shown by scintillation spectrometry to emit gamma rays of energies 
32, 87,160, 247, 270, and 520 kev. It is estimated that these quanta are associated with beta-ray branches 
totaling about 2.5 percent of the total beta rad'aiaon The continuous gamma-ray spectrum accompanying 
orbital electron capture in Ge" has been shown to hav: an eid point at 2254:12 kev. Log/.' h calculated to be 
4.4(A/»0, 1; no), consistent with an assignment o' spir i to the ground state of Ge" In accord with the 
theory of the shell model. 

Some data relative to gamma rays from Osl" and Ge" are included. 

INTRODUCTION 

WITH the advent of scintillation counting, 
sensitivities of detection have become available 

for nuclear investigations which make possible the 
detection df gamma rays of intensity several orders of 
magnitude less than that previously observable by the 
earlier methods. Accordingly, it has been decided to 
reexamine "pure" beia-ray cffiiUeis in search of faint 
gamma radiation. The results of some researches in 
this direction are presented in connection with the decay 
of the 40-hr As77 along with some measurements 
relating to the continuous gamma-ray spectrum of the 
11-day Ge71. 

ARSENIC 77 

The beta rays of As'7 have been shown to have a 
maximum energy of O.7OO±0.0O7 Mev.1 Very early 
measurements*1' gave evidence of no detectable gamma 
radiation. The residual nucleus is Se", which is also 
produced4 by orbital electron capture in Brn. Gamma 
rays having quantum energies of 160, 237, 284, 298, 
520, 641, and 813 kev have been observed4 to follow 

* Assisted by the joint program of the U. S. Office of Naval 
Research and the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

f A preliminary account of these results was presented at the 
Conference on Nuclear Spectroscopy and the Shell Model of the 
Nucleus, Indiana University, May 14-16, 1953, and also in Dull. 
Am. Phys. Soc. 28, No. 4, 12 (1953). 

1 On leave of absence tram Agra College, Agra, India. 
i Permanent address, Morena (M.B.), India. 
1R. Canada and A. C. G. Mitchell, Phys. Rev. 81, 485 (1951). 
* U. S. Atomic Energy Commission Catalog and Price List No. 3, 

March !. J947, September 1,1947, and No. 3, July, 1949, describe 
the number of gamma rays emitted by As77 as "none." This de- 
scription may be based upon the measurements of E. P. Steinberg 
and D. W. Engelkemir, Rodiockemical Studies: The Fission Prod- 
wets (McGraw-Hill Book Company, New York, 1950), Paper No. 
54, National Nuclear Energy Senes, Plutonium Project Record, 
Vol. 9, Div. IV, who mention no detectable gamma rays from As". 

* MandeviUe, Woo, Scherb, Keighton, and Shapiro, Phys. Rev. 
75, 1528 (1949), stated in the introduction of their paper that 
As77 emits no gamma rays. This remark was a citation c' the 
comments of reference 2. There are no published data in the paper 
by M«Lndc.vi!le el at. relating to the gamma rays of As77. However, 
an unpublished beta-ray absorption curve was obtained by Mande- 
viUe et ai. to find the absorpf•'••»> limit, and no gamma-rays were 
detected in a Geiger counter beyond the beta-ray end point. The 
present writers couid detect several hundred counts per minute, 
gamma rays from As17, in a Geiger counter shielded from the 
beta rays in the presence of a relatively intense pile-produced 
source. 

«R. Canada and A. C G. Mitchell, Phys. Rev. 83, 955 (195i). 

K capture in Br77, indicating energy levels in Se77 as 
shown in Fig. 1. 

For the purposes of the present investigation, As77 

was grown from its 12-hr parent, Ge", when GeOs was 
irradiated by slow neutrons in the Oak Ridge pile. 
The energy spectrum of the gamma rays of As77 as 
determined from the pulse height distribution resulting 
from gamma rays on Nal(Tl) is shown in Fig. 2. This 
distribution was observed on twelve occasions over a 
time of four haif-periods, and the ordinates of the spec- 
trum were found to decay at all points with a half- 
period oi 40 hr, that of As77. Measurements were not 
commenced until sufficient time had elapsed to make 
negligible the 12-hr Ge77. Moreover, the measurements 
on As77 were always preceded by a chemical separation 
of arsenic from germanium. The energies, with an 
estimated accuracy of five percent, are 87. 160, 247, 
and 520 kev, with approximate relative intensities of 
3, 1, 20, and 6, respectively. 

Fro. 1. Disintegration scheme for As77 and Br'7. 

1216 



1217 RADIATIONS    FROM    An"    AND    Ge" 

Gamma-gamma coincidences were measured in two 
scintillation counters in coincidence. The coincidence 
rate was noted for various settings of integral pulse- 
height discriminators in either channel. From the data, 
it was found that the coincidence rate decreased as the 
discriminator setting in one channel was increased, 
until when the discrimination level was greater than the 
height of pulses in the photoelectric peak of a 270-kev 
gamma ray, all genuine gamma-gamma coincidences 
ceased. With both integral pulse-height discriminators 
set to pass pulses only of height corresponding to 247 
kev or more, a considerable number of genuine gamma- 
gamma coincidences remained, suggesting that the 
intense 247-kev line is complex. To locate accurately 
the photoelectric peak of the radiation in cascade with 
the 247-kev gamma ray, the pulses from either photo- 
tube were passed through single channel differential 
pulse-height discriminators, one set at the photopeak 
of the 247-kev line. As the base line of the coincident 

FIG. 2. I*ulse-height distribution of gamma rays 
from As" on Nal-Tl. 

differential pulse-height discriminator was raised above 
247 kev, the gamma-gamma coincidence rate was 
found to have a maximum at 270 kev, giving the loca- 
tion in energy of the photopeak of the gamma ray in 
cascade with the 247-kev line. From the single counting 
rates in either channel and the gamma-gamma coin- 
cidence rate, the intensity of the 270-kev gamma ray 
relative to that of the 247-kev line was estimated to be 
two percent. In subsequent measurements, a gamma 
ray at 32 kev, not shown in Fig. 2, was detected. The 
gamma ray at 520 kev was found to be noncoincident 
with the other quantum radiations. The cascade 
relation between the various gamma rays as indicated 
by the coincidence experiments Is shown in Fig. 1. 

The absolute intensity of the beta rays of As" was 
measured in a thin-walled Geiger counter (window 
thickness 3 mg/cm"), end the intensities of the gamma 
rays were estimated from the areas under the photo- 
electric peaks and the calculated efficiency of the 
sodium iodide crystal. From the energies and relative 

Fio. 3. Pulse-height distribution  arising from the gamma-ray 
continuum of Ge"+«--»Ga"-H+Y. 

intensities of the gamma rays, the values of log ft for 
the associated beta-ray spectra were calculated in the 
order of ascending energy to be 6.6, 7.2, and 5.7, the 
latter value referring to the beta spectrum leading to 
the ground state of Se". Thus, the ground-state 
transition is allowed, and the remaining two spectra are 
first forbidden. Beta-gamma coincidences were meas- 
urable between the inner spectrum at 0.44 Mev and the 
247-lfAV  CT31Yir«*«»   TJIV. *       .    0 •—  .     ^ 

As previously indicated, the gamma-ray energy 
measurements and coincidence data have been combined 
with those of Canada and Mitchell4 to give the decay 
scheme of Fig. 1. As7* is known to have a spin of f. 
Since As" differs from Asn by two neutrons, its ground 
state orbital is assumed to be p\ in agreement with the 
prediction of the nuclear shell model. The spin of Se77 

has been shown* to be |. Therefore, the beta spectrum 
at 0.70O±O.0O7 Mev (noncoincident with gamma rays, 
log //=5.7) is properly characterized by' p%—»^j(A/= 1, 
no). Tlie l&O-kev rnetastable state has been classified7 as 
being the initial state of an £3 transition with spin 7/2+. 
The values of log ft for the two inner beta spectra 
correspond to (A/=0. \; yes,) ruling out the possibility 
that either of them terminate at a level in Se77 of 3pin 
9/2. Assignment of spins to the remaining exe'ted leveis 
of Se77 shown in Fig. 1 is road*: difficult, because of the 
great number of configuration levels which can result 
from (gi/»)'. 

GERMANIUM 71 

The radiations of Ge71 have been shown to include 
no charged particles or monoenergic nuclear gamma 
rays.M'* This activity decays solely by orbital electron 

» S. P. Davis and F. A. Jenkins, Phys. Rev. 83, 1269 (1941) 
* Mayer, Moszlcovvski and Nordheim, Revs. Modern Phvs. 23, 

315 (1951). 
' M. GoWhaber and A. W. Sunyar, Phys. Rev. 83, 906 (1951). 
' Seren, Friedlander, and Turkel. Phys. Rev. 72, &$& (1947). 
• McCown, Woodward, and Pool, Phys. Rev. U, 1311 (1948). 
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FIG. 4. Fermi plot sf the gamma ray spectrum of Ge". 

capture. It has been shewn theoretically16 that a small 
fraction of K-capture disir.tegi&tions are accompanied 
by emission of a continuum of quanta and corresponding 
continuum of neutrinos rather than the usual mono- 
energic neutrino. Examples of this mode of decay have 
been found11 •" in FnM and in argon 37." Since GeT1 

decays only by X capture and always to the ground 
state of Ga". it was thought to offer an excellent 
opportunity for the detection of its related gamma-ray 
continuum. Accordingly, Ge71 produced by slow neutron 
capture in the Oak Ridge pile was studied. 

The pulse-height distribution of the continuous 
gamma-ray spectrum of Ge71 is shown in Fig. 3. The 
Fermi plot of the data of Fig. 3, given in Fig. 4, yields 
an end point of 22S±12 kev. Because of the low specific 
gamma-ray activity of the source of Ge71, it was 
necessary to employ a relatively thick, broad, source of 
irradiated GeOj. Consequently, the points of Fig. 3 
were not corrected for absorption, instrumental resolu- 
tion, or detection efficiency as a function of gamma-ray 
energy. The energy of disintegration of Ge'1 to Ga71 by 
K capture is, of course, equal to the end point of the 
continuum. 

The spin of the ground state of Ga71 has been meas- 
ured14 and found to be §. The spin of Ge71 is predicted 
by the shell model16 to be ft. From the end point of 
Fig. 4, log/* is 4.4, and the transition is allowed (A/=»0, 
±1; no), consistent with the shell model prediction. 
These interpretations and data are summarized in ihe 
decay scheme of Fig. S. 

If the ground-state spin of Ge" is Ukv:« io be J>J, the 
shell model theory indicates that an isomeric level 
should be present in Ge71 of spin g»/», giving rise to an 

»P. Morrison and L. I. Schi<T, Phys. Rev. 58, 24 (1940): J. M. 
Jauch, Oak Ridge National Laboratory Report 1102 (1951). 

11 Bradt, Gugelot, Huber, Medicus, Preiswerk, Scherrer, and 
Steffen, Helv. Phys. Acta 19, 222 (1946); D. Maeder and P. 
PTMSWPXIC, Phys Rev  84, 595 (1951). 

a Sell, Janch, and Cass'idv, Sc-ence 115, 12 (ivS2). 
» C. E. Anderson Phys. Rev 87, 668 (1952). 
wj. S. Campbell, Nature 131, 204 (1933). 
'» M. G. Mayer, Phys. Rev. 78, 16 (1950). 
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Fie. 5. Decay of Ge". 

MX transition. This gamma ray has apparently not 
yet been observer!. 

OSMIUM 193 AND GERMANIUM 77 

The gamma rays of Oslw(T=32 hr) have been 
studied by Swan and Hill,1* who find a gamma ray at 
72.4 kev. Indications of gamma rays at 215, 323, and 
460 kev were reported by them,1* but they were not 
definitely assigned to Os,M. Very recently,17 Cork el al. 
have re-examined the gamma rays of Os1** and found 
in a magnetic spectrograph nine lines, ranging in 
energy from 73 kev to 557.8 kev. Three of these reported 
gamma rays have also been observed in a scintillation 
spectrometer by the writers. The measured quantum 
energies were in the interval 200kev<jJ.,<600kev at 
280,460, and 560 kev, differing little in energy from the 
values reported by Cork el al.11 

The gamma rays of 0s'M were also measured periodi- 
cally over a time of about 80 hours by the method of 
coincidence absorption. The hard gamma ray previously 
reported at 1.58 Mev" was again found to be present, 
but its intensity decayed with a half-period of ~20 hr, 
suggesting it to be the 1.43-Mev quantum of Ir1*4. 

In the course of studying the gamma rays of As77, 
the gamma spectrum of the parent element, Ge77, 
was also noted The results were essentially the same as 
those of Smith,1* except that two high-energy quanta 
at 2.3 and 2.7 Mev, respectively, unobserved by Smith, 
were present and decayed in intensity with the 12-hr 
half-period of Ge77. 
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Lower Limit for the Lifetime of the 665-kev 
Excited State of Mo"f 
F. K. MBTK.HR AND W. H. TODD 

Barlol Rrjtarch Foundation, of tin Franklin Inslilnlt, 
Swartkmo't, hnnsytnaAia 
(Received July 13. 1933) 

ACCORDING to Goldhaber and Hill1 the 665-kev gamma ray 
emitted in the decay of No" is probably a magnetic dipole 

transition between states with orbitals gm and dm- As the Nb" 
decay involves a rather energetic bet* ray which can compensate 
for the gamma-ray recoil, Nb" seemed to be a favorable case for 
a lifetime measurement using resonance scattering.' 

A measurement of the nuclear resonance scattering of a gamma 
•SSi ray is a determination of the width of the initial nuclear level 
jL involved in the transition. The resonance scattering technique is 

especially well suited for lifetimes of the order of 10~" second and 
shorter (widths>6X10~* ev). This is just the region into which, 
according to Weisskopf's lifetime formula,' the magnetic dipole 
transitions of <=>»«? energy should fait. The only A/1 transition 
in this energy range whose lifetime is known is the 478-kev transi- 
tion in Li7. From an observation of the Doppler broadening due 
to the motion of the Li" nucleus in the B(»,a) reaction, Elliott 
and Bell4 deduced a lifetime of 7X10~" second, which is even 
somewhat shorter than expected from Weisskopf's formula. On 
the other hand, the lifetimes of several low-energy MX transitions 
have been measured by Graham and Bell' using delayed coin- 
cidence techniques. Most of these lifetimes were found to be 
~100 times longer than predicted from Weisskopf's formula. If 
the 665-kev Mo" gamma ray belonged to this "slow" group, 
resonance scattering would not be observable with our present 
means; if, however, the 665-kev gamma ray followed Weisskopf's 
formula, a large nuclear resonance scattering effect could be e» 
pected. 

Ten milligrams of ZrOt enriched* in Zr** wer..- bombarded in 
the Brookhaven pile and yielded a 0.3-milucurie source of Zr" and 
its daughter Nb'7. The gamma rays from this source were scat- 
tered alternately from Mo and Zr scatterers. The scattered radia- 
tion was observed with a scintillation spectrometer which accepted 

only pulses corresponding to the 665-kev photoelectron line. As 
the difference in atomic number between Zr and Mo is small, 
Rayleigh scattering from the two scatterers was almost the same. 
The small difference in Rayleigh scattering was determined in a 
separate experiment using the 665-kev gamma ray from Cs"7. 

After correcting for the difference in Rayleigh scattering the 
counting rates for the Nb" source -rith the Mo and Zr scatterers 
were identical, the experimental uncertainty being two percent. 

If one assumes the contribution of the resonance scattering 
from the Mo scatterer to be two percent of the counting rate 
(i.e., equal to the uncertainty), and if one takes into account that 
only a small percentage of the gamma rays is emitted while the 
nucleus still has the momentum imparted to it by the beta ray, 
one arrives at an upper limit for the width of the 665-kev excited 
state of Mo", r<5X 10~* ev, and at a lower limit for the lifetime 
of this state of 1.5X10*~B second. This lifetime is one order of 
magnitude longer than the one expected from the Weisskopf 
formula. Thus, the Ml transition in Mo" shows the same behavior 
as the low-energy MVt. 

It should be mentioned that the Mo" transition, as well as 
most of the low-energy transitions measured by the Canadian 
group, involve a change of two units of orbital angular momentum, 
whereas the Li7 gamma ray presumably leads from a ^ to a p% 
state. 

t Assisted by the joint program of the U. S. Office of Naval Research 
and the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

•• M. Goldhaber and R. U. Hill. Revc. Modern Fhys. 24. 179 (1032). 
_«W. Kuhn, Phil. Mag. 8, 623  (1924);  P.  B. Moon. Proc. Phys. Soc. 

' • V. Weisskopf. Phys. Rev. 83. 1073 (1931). 
'L. G. Elliott and R. E. Bell. Phys. Rev. 76. 168 (1949). 
« K. L. Graham and R. E  Bell, Can. J. Phys. 31. 377 (1933). 
•Obtained from Y12 ?Iant, Catbon and Carbide Corporation, Oak 

Ridge. Tennessee. 
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The "Chemical Knife"; Preservation of Ozone 
for Thirty-Six Days 

H. o. Auassrr 
Barlol Riuar.h Foundation of The Franklin Institute. 

Swarlhmoee. Pennsylvania 
(R«riv«1 May IS. \9Si) 

ABOUT 1933 I noticed more particularly the action of ozone 
on rubber. The facts are widely familiar, I assume, hut 

seemingly no emphasis to date has been given to a curious aspect 
of this reaction and its interpretation. 

A tube of thick and new rubber broke off where stretched 
slightly over a metal nipple, in a matter of minutes after producing 
ozone in the vicinity. This occurred several times before I realized 
the cause. The broken ends were traversed by a sharp cracks as 
though slashed by a razor blade, but the rubber was not visibly 
deteriorated. I later found that a rubber band stretched in the 
p&tb of a stream of ozonized oxygen (ca 8 percent ozone) parted 
almost instantly, whereas no effect, even superficial, was seen on 
an unstretched band in so short a time. 

An interesting explanation of these effects is "mechanical 
activation" of the double bonds h the rubber structure at the 
point of high stress, namely, the bottom of the forming crack. A 

more orthodox, perhaps equivalent, view is that the "newly 
formed surface," unprotected by ordinary oxidation or gas 
absorption, is responsible for this extreme local rate of penetration 
of a reaction into a solid. The amount of ozone involved is infini- 
tesimal, compared to the conspicuous effect—accurately likened to 
that of a knife. In either case, the result has some practical (and 
not always realized) significance in connection with the deteriora- 
tion of rubber connections, when a Testa leak detector is used. 

Another, unconnected, observation made on ozone at the time, 
was its stability for thirty-six days at fairly high concentration, 
in a one-liter sealed Pyres bulb containing KMnO«— HtS04 
solution (same 8 percent OZOIK- in oxygen). The bulb lay in full 
sunlight during summer weather. I have never heard of ozone 
being preserved for this length of time and ascribe the stability to 
the absence of nitrogen oxides, as well as organic matter, because 
of the KMn04. 

I    f      ' 
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567 STORAGE   OF   ENERGY   IN   Ag-ACTIVATED   KC1 

Fio. 1. Photoatisn- 
ulation for one min- 
ute of NaCl-Ag and 
KCl-Ag twenty-four 
hours after irradia- 
tion by three 
roentgens of x-rays. 
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counting rate rose to ~10* counts per minute, decreased 
to 2.5X10* counts per minute during one minute of 
photo»tinial2.tion: and dropped very nearly to zero 
when the stimulating light was turned off. 

Thirty seconds after ihe one-minute period of photo- 
stimulation, the counting rate arising from NaCl-Ag 
was 7600 counts per minute, whereas that of KCl-Ag 
was ~35 counts per minute. The large difference in 
the two curves at l=2.5min explains why Bittman, 
Furst, and Kallmann* reported the T>ost-9timuiation 
photophorescence of KCl-Ag to be essentially zero 
which led to the conclusion that only NaCl-Ag exhibits 
good storage properties. The fact is that KCl-Ag 
exhibits light storage which can be measured by co- 
stimulation phosphorescence, but not by puotslinvuiaticn 
phosphorescence. 

In Fig. 2 is shown a comparison of the co-stimulation 
phosphorescence of NaCl-Ag and KCl-Ag, the AgCl 
concentrations being the same as previously given. 
To obtain the data of Fig. 2, equal volumes of the two 
materials were irradiated in an x-ray field of intensity 
twenty roentgens per hour for a period of ten minutes. 
The irradiated materials were immediately stored in 
darkness and subsequently suiiiulcleu by the one-watt 
tungsten lamp for a period of six seconds every twenty- 

«Bittman, Furat, and Kallmann, Phys. Rev. 87, 83 (1952). 

up 
TIMC-HOUH* 

Fio. 2. Decay of co-stimulation phosphorescence of KCl-Ag 
and NaCl-Ag. The sample of NaCl-Ag was a single crystal 
(Harshaw). 

four hours. The counting rate during the six-second 
period of photostimulation is recorded. 

Note addsi in proof:—Particular attention should be called to 
the papers of Mikao Kato, Sci. Papers Inst. Phys. and Chem. 
Research (Tokyo) 41, 113 (1944); 41, 135 (1944); 42. 35 (1*44); 
42,95 (1944). In the fourth publication of the series, he describes 
many of the storage properties of KCl-Ag and comments on the 
spectr&l response of the Geiger counter and its importance in photo- 
stimulation studies. Kato a measurements uiuer from those of 
the writers in that his means of primary excitation were limited to 
ultraviolet light. Copies of Kato's papers have been difficult to 
obtain in the United States and were not available to the writers 
until after this manuscript had beer, submitted fcr publication. 
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The Storage of Energy in Silver Activated Potassium Chloride* 
C. E. MANDEVILLE AND H. O. ALBRECHT 

Borlol Research Foundation of The Franklin Institute, Swartkmot e, Pennsylvania 
(Received February 2, 1953; revised copy received April 20, 1953) 

Crystals of KCI-Ag and NaCi-Ag have been excited by x-ray irradiation. Hie photostimulated light 
yield of the ultraviolet emission bund has been observed simultaneously with application of the stimulating 
near-ultraviolet light. The decay with time ot the stored energy in the two phosphors is compared. 

THE  energy  storage  properties  of  some  silver 
activated alkaii haiides have been discussed in 

several recent publications.12 The procedure outlined 
in references 1 and 2 has been to irradiate an excited 
phosphor with long wave light and observe in a photo- 
tube (RCA-1P28) what may be described as a "post • 
stimulation phosphorescence" of the ultraviolet emis- 
sion band after the stimulating long wave light has 
been extinguished. In using the 1P28 as a detector, 
difficulties are encountered if attempts are made to 
measure the stimulated emission while the stimulating 
light is on, because the phototube's spectral response 
is such as to respond to the stimulating light as well. 
The stimulated light emitted while the stimulating 
light is on might be called "co-stimulation phosphores- 
cence." To avoid this problem, the writers haye em- 
ployed photosensitive Geiger counters to detect the 
stimulated emission. It has long been known* that 
photosensitive Geiger counters can be produced which 
have an excellent sensitivity at 2500A but no response 
to near-ultraviolet or visible radiations. Accordingly, 
in   the   present   investigation,   photosensitive   Geiger 
counters have been employed to detect the photo- 
stimulated emission of the ultraviolet bands of KCI-Ag 
and NaCl-Ag, the ultraviolet band of KCI-Ag being 
centered at 2800A and that of NaCl-Ag at 2500A. 
Irradiation, storage, and measurements relating to all 
phosphor samples were carried out at toom tempera- 
ture (25°C). 

To study the photostimulated emission from NaCl-Ag 

* Assisted by the joint program of the U. S. Office of Naval 
Research and the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

«M. Furst and H. G. Kallmann, Phys. Rev. 82, 964 (195!); 
83, 674 (1951); Kallmann, Furst, and Sidran, Nucleonics 10, 
No. 9 15 (1952V 

1 Bittman, Furst, and Kallmann, Phvs. Rev. 87, 83 (1952). 
'P. B. Weisr, Electronics 19, No. 7, 106 (1946); H. Friedman 

\ and C. P. Glover, Nucleonics 10, No. 6. 24 (1952); C E. Mar.de- 
' ville and H. 0. Albrecht, Phys. Rev. 79, 1010 (1950). 

and KCI-Ag, a polycrystalline mass of KCI-Ag (AgCl 
concentration 0.10±Q.02 percent by weight)  and a 
single crystal of NaCl-Ag prepared by The Harshaw 
Chemical Company   (AgCl concentration O.37db0.06 
percent by weight) were irradiated by x-rays of max- 
imum energy  25 kev for ten  minutes to receive a 
dosage   of   three   roentgens.   The   irradiations   were 
carried out in toUl darkness, and the materials were 
stored for twenty-four hours in light-tight containers. 
At the end of that time, the crystals were each stim- 
ulated by a one-watt tungsten lamp at a distance of 
seven centimeters for a period of one minute. The 
counting rates of NaCl-Ag and KCI-Ag before, during, 
and after the one-minule period of photostimulation 
are shown in Fig. 1. A time of one minute before the 
stimulating light was turned on was taken arbitrarily 
as time zero. Prior to stimulation, the slow normal 
unphotostimulated phosphorescence of NaCl-Ag was 
~35 counts per minute, rising immediately to ~50 000 
counts per minute in the form of co-stimulation phos- 
phorescence. After one minute of photostimulation, 
the stimulating tungsten lamp was extinguished, and 
the luminescence from NaCl-Ag dropped immediately 
to a post-stimuiation phosphorescence count of about 
9000 per minute. Thus, photostimulation with  the 
one-watt bulb of NaCl-Ag twenty-four hours after 
receipt of n dosage of three roentgens gave rise to a 
co-stimulation phosphorescence i400 times greater than 
the residual unphotostimulated phosphorescence  (35 
counts per minute) existing prior to stimulation, and 
to  a  post-stimulation  phosphorescence  greater  than 
the same quantity by a factor of 257. The similarly 
exposed KCI-Ag gave no evidence of slow unphoto- 
stimulated   phosphorescence   at   25CC,   twenty-four 
hours after excitation. The counting rate in the photo- 
sensitive Geiger counter was only the natural hack- 
ground count. However, upon photostimulation. the 
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Specific Primary Ionization of H2, He, Ne, and A by High Energy Electrons* 
G. W. MCCLURX 

Bartd Research Foundation of the Franklin Intitule, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania 
(Received January 28,1953) 

Mcsaenergetic electrons, magnetically separated from the continuous spectrum of a radioactive 0-ray 
source, are directed through a series of 3 thin-window G-M counters. A measurement of the efficiency of 
the first counter by the coincidence method yields information from which the specific primary ionization 
of its contained gc: is calculated. 

Measurements of H,, He, Ne, and A over the range of incident electron energies 0.2 to 1.6 Mev have 
been made and the data compared with the Pc'.he theory of primary ionization. By adjustment of two 
constant* contained in the theoretical formula, it is possible to fit the data for etch of the four gases within 
the experimental uncertainties. The adjusted formulas yield extrapolated values d the specific primary 
ioniaation which arc fairly consistent with the work of others at lower and higher energies. 

INTRODUCTION 

MEASUREMENTS of the specific primary ion- 
ization of gases by charged particles have been 

conducted by a number of investigators1-7 over a 
considerable range of incident-particle energies. There 
have been large discrepancies between the results 
obtained with different methods of measurement, 
particularly for electrons in the neighborhood of mini- 
mum ionization, and the experimental errors have thus 
far precluded a critical quantitative comparison between 
the measurements and the theory. 

In view of the many applications of knowledge 
concerning the ionization of gases in various fields of 
experimental physics, it was considered worth while to 
conduct a new set of precise measurements on several 
gases in the neighborhood of minimum ionization using 
0-particles from a radioactive source as the primary 
ionizing radiation. The measurements reported here 
extend over a sufficient range of energies to make 
possible a determination of the parameters which enter 
into the Bethe theory of primary ionization and indicate 
the degree to which the theory may be relied upon as a 
tool for extrapolating experimental data. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experimental procedure consists of measuring 
the probability that a G-M counter filled with the gas 
under investigation will be discharged by a 0-ray having 
a known energy and a well-defined path length is the 
counter. Given the discharge probability (or efficiency) 
of the counter together with the path length and the 
gas pressure, one may calculate the specific primary 
ionization of the contained gas. A discussion of the 

• Assisted by the joint program of the U. S. Office of Naval 
Research and the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

1 E. J. Williams and F. R. Terroux. Proc. Roy. Soc. (London) 
126, 289 (1929). 

• P. T. Smith, Phvs. Rev. 36, 1293 (1930). 
«J. T. Tatc and P. T. Smith, Phys. Rev. 39, 272 (1V32). 
• W. E. Danforth and V,'. E. Ramsey, Phys. Rev. 49,854 (1936). 
» M. G. E. Cos>x3, Nature 138, 284 (1936) 
• M. G. E. Cosyns, Nature 139, 802 (1937). 
7 F. L. He'dord, Phys. Rev. ?4, 5?4 (!94*V 

required calculations will be found near the end of this 
section of the paper. 

The experimental arrangement (as shown in Fig. 1) 
consists essentially of a 180° 0-ray spectrograph 
(evacuated to 10~* mm Hg) and a set of G-M counters 
Ci, Ct, and G. A radioactive source at 5 (Prm in 
equilibrium with Ce*4*) gives rise to a continuous 
spectrum of 0-rays ranging in energy from zero to 3 
Mev. The series of baffles, B, selects from the con- 
tinuous spectrum a beam of 0-rays with a ±5 percent 
energy spread which pass through the counter twin 
via a series of 1-mil aluminum windows W,, Wt, and 
Wt. The magnetic field, which determines the momen- 
tum of the 0-rBys entering Wh is measured by means 
of a ballistic galvanometer connected to a flip coil F. 

The counter G was filled with a gas or mixture of 
gases whose primary ionization was to be measured. 
The gas pressure was chosen so that the /3-rays in the 
spectrograph energy range were counted with an effi- 
ciency of about 0.5, a condition which results in the 
least required operating time for determining the pri- 
mary ionization to a given statistical accuracy. Counters 
Ci and G filled with a self-quenching argon-butane 
mixture served to count the number of #-ray trans- 
versals of counter Cs. 

The counters were connected to an external circuit 
which simultaneously recorded the threefold coinci- 
dences (CiCiCi) and twofold coincidences (CsC»). As 
the walls of G permit the penetration of /J-rays only 
through windows W\ and Wt, any ray which is to give 
rise to either type of coincidence must traverse Ct 
within the solid angle subtended by the two windows. 
The efficiency of G for counting rays of this selected 
group is given by 

(CiCfCt)-(Ci(7iCt)o 

(CsQ-tGOn 
(1) 

where the quantities with "0" subscripts represent the 
cosmic-ray background coincidence rates recorded with 
the magnetic field of the spectrograph reduced to zero. 
The background rates were less than 10 percent of the 

796 
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0-ray counting rates during all of the measurements 
reported here. 

It was necessary *o operate the counter C, as a 
resistance-quenched counter with all of the gases used 
b the investigation. As a series resistance of the order 
of 10* ohms was required for proper quenching, the 
dead time of C. ^as of the order of 10~* sec. In order 
to obviate the necessity of correcting the measured 
efficiencies for the dead-time effect, a dc coupled anti- 
coincidence circuit was introduced between the wire of 
G and the coincidence selection circuits so as to prevent 
the recording of any coincidence (C«G) or (GGG) 
which occurred at a time when the wire potential of G 
was more than 5 volts below its normal (quiescent) 
potential. This imposed the condition that counter G 
be completely recovered from any preceding discharge 
before a coincidence couid be recorded and thus 
rendered the experimentally determined efficiencies 
independent of the dead time of G. 

The background rates used in Eq. (1) to evaluate the 
efficiencies were corrected to compensate for the frac- 
tional inactive time of the recouiing circuit* imposed 
by the anticoincidence circuit during the ,6-ray data 
runs. This correction was accomplished by multiplying 
the measured background rates by the ratio between 
the coincidence rates (GG) measured at each field 
setting with and without the anticoincidence circuit in 
operation. 

As mentioned above, only those,"? rays which traverse 
G within the solid angle of windows Wi and W% 
contribute to the measured counting rates. These 
windows are 0.250 in. in diameter and the plane surfaces 
on which they are mounted are separated by a distance, 
Lo=0.688". For £-rays of the energy range considered 
here, the mean scattering angle in W i is sufficiently 
large that one may consider each point of the window 
as an isotropic soutue of rays emanating into the 
counter. Calculated on this basis, the mean path length 
L, of rays traveling between windows Wx and Wt turns 
out to be only 1.3 percent greater than the direct 
pathlength La. 

A second path-length perturbation arises from a 
slight, approximately spherical distortion of window 
Wit which resulted from subjecting the window to a 
one atmosphere pressure differential before the counter 
assembly was attached to the spectrograph. This dis- 
tortion has the effect, of reducing the average path 
length to a value approximately 0.5 percent less than 
that calculated on the basis of scattering alone. The 
combined effects of scattering and window curvature 
yield a mean path length differing from the value Lo 
by less than 0.8 percent. Since the error introduced 
into the final result by setting the effective mean i>ath 
equal to £o is of the same order of magnitude as the 
statistical errors, the path-length correction has been 
neglected in all of the calculation. 

Correction* for the energy loss suffered by the 0-rays 
in penetrating the first window were made on the basis 

f*» vitv 

"h d 4 P 
e. fit 

—n. 

HI  «»— HltW   »• 

' iTTB • 

FIG. 1. Apparatus for determining the specific primary iort- 
irstion of gases. 5—beta-ray source; B—spectrograph baffles; 
F—flip coil for measuring magnetic field; Ci, C», Cr--GM coun- 
ters, Wi, Wt, Wt—O.CSi in. Al window* neparating counters: 
V—forcpunip connection for evacuating spectrograph; O—"O" 
ring seals. 

of the range vs energy curves for electrons in Al. For 
the lowest energy /8-rays considered in the present 
investigation (0.2 Mev), this correction amounts to 
approximately 9 percent, while for the highest energy 
rays (1.6 Mev), the correction is approximately one 
percent. 

The statistical distribution of the number of ions 
produced by monoenergetic rays traversing the well- 
defined path length between the collimating windows 
W\ and W% is given by the Poisson law. Accordingly, 
if x denotes the average number of ionizing collisions 
per traversal, the probability that no ion pair will be 
produced in a traversal is equal to <r*. Provided that 
(1) the counter undergoes a complete discharge when- 
ever at least one free electron is present within its 
volume, and (2) no secondaries are Pleased from the 
wall material by the primary rays, the counting 
efficiency t is 

•«l-*-. (2) 

The specific primary ionization S (at N.T.P.) is 
given in terms of x by the formula 

S~xT/273LP. (3) 

) 

where L is the path length in cm, P the gas pressure in 
atmospheres, and T the temperature of the gas in 
degrees IT. 
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Fio. 2. Variation of the quantity (1—<) as a function of the 
pleasure of Ht contained in counter G (0.855 Mev 0-rays). 

In order to insure the fulfillment of provision (1), 
the investigation was restricted to gases known to have 
electron attachment coefficient sufficiently small to be 
neglected. In addition, care was taken to ascertain that 
the counter C\ was operated in a region of its character- 
istics where increases of from 50 to 100 volts in operating 
potential yielded no significant change in the measured 
efficiency. 

Spectroscopically pure gases supplied by the Linde 
Air Products Company were used throughout the 
investigation. The pressures of gases introduced in*o 
the counter C\ were measured with a mercury ma- 
nometer constructed of glass tubing of sufficiently large 
diameter (0.5 in.) to eliminate errors arising from 
unequal meniscus shapes in the two columns of the 
manometer. An antipars.llax method was used in 
comparing the heights of the mercury columns with a 
fixed scale, graduated in mm. Errors in the measured 
specific primary ionization values, caused by inaccu- 
racies in pressure readings, were less than or equal to 
the statistical errors. 

Counter Ci exhibited very flat efficiency vs voltage 
curves (slopes less than 1 percent per 100 volts) with 
pure Hi fillings but yielded unsatisfactory performance 
when operated with the rare gases unmixed with a 
secondary gas component. (With pure rare-gas fillings, 
the counter broke down into continuous discharge under 
applied potentials only slightly above the starting 
threshold.) It was found, however, that the addition of 
a small percentage of H» to any of the rare-gas fillings 
permitted the counter to function as well as when filled 
with pure Hj. Therefore, to avoid the difficulties 
encountered with the pure rare gases, the specific 
primary ionization measurements on the latter were 
performed with small partial pressures of H* added to 

Ci. With the mixtures employed, the corrections 
required to compensate the measurements for the added 
quantities of Hi amounted to approximately 10 percent, 
16 percent, and 5 percent for He, Ne, and A respectively. 
The precise percentages, of course, vary slightly with 
the 0-ray energy. 

As a test of the over-all reliability of the experimental 
procedure, a curve of efficiency vs pressure was taker. 
on the counter C\ with Hi as the filling gas. Figure 2 
is a semilogarithmic plot of the measured values of 
(1—e) as a function of the hydrogen pressure. It is seen 
that within the statistical errors the experimental points 
lie along a straight line which extrapolates to (i —«)» 0 
at P—0 as expected from Eqs. (2) and (3). If secondary 
electrons from the walls of C\ contributed any signifi- 
cant amount to the counting rate of &, the efficiency 
M pressure data would be expected to extrapolate to a 
value (1—«) less than unity at ?«0, On the basis of 
these results, the experimental errors due to wall-effect 
are considered to be negligible. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The results of the specific primary ionization measure- 
ments on Hi, He, Ne, and A are presented in Table I. 
The experimental errors indicated in the table are the 
statistical standard deviations which in all cases are 
closely comparable with the independent uncertainties 
associated with the pressure and path-length determi- 
nations. The relative magnitude of the specific primary 
ionization values obtained for any individual gas are 
considered to be accurate within the statistical errors. 
Uncertainties in the absolute values, which depend 
upon the precision of the pressure and path-length 
determinations, are conservatively estimated at ±3 
percent Repeat runs on H», He, and A, after removing 
the original gas filling and introducing new fillings of 
the same pressures, indicated that the measurements 
were reproducible within the statistical uncertainty. 

COMPARISON OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
WITH THE THEORY 

The theory of primary ionization has been treated 
both classically and quantum mechanically in various 
degrees of approximation by a number of authors. The 
most recent and comprehensive treatment of the subject 
—given by Bethe*—yields the following formula for 

TABLE I. Measured values of the specific primary ioniaation of 
Ht, He, Ne, and A for various (S-ray energies. 

energy 
iMev)   p/Mc 

Specific primary ionliatlon-foni/cm at N.T.P. 
Hi He Ne A 

0.205 0.98 8.454:0.095 7.564:0.16 18.454:0.36 41.74:0.77 
0.500 1.71 6.044:0.065 5.584:0.066 13.4 4:0.i7 30.54:0.34 
0.855 2.49 5.444:0.054 5.084:0.043 12.5 4:0.14 27.74=0.31 
1.17 3.15 5.30±0.053 
1.55 390 5.324:0.059 5.02±'-».G60 12.4 A0.!3 27.84:0.31 

• H. A. Bethe, Handbuch dot Physik (Julius Springer Verlag, 
Berlin, 1933), Vol. 24, No. 1, p. 515, 
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the variation of specific primary ionization with the 
velocity of the incident particle: 

Za Za lr     Imtp I 
 In— \-b-fP , 
7o ffi   7o(l-/S«) J 

(4) 

where S« number of primary ions per cm of path, 
ro^r/mc1 (classical electron radius), m»electron rest 
mass, c—velocity of light, N—number of atoms per cc 
at N.T.P., »= incident particle charge, Z» atomic 
number of gas, 0- ratio of incident particle velocity to 
the velocity of light, To- ionization potential of the gas, 
and a, b «• dimension less constants dependent upon the 
electronic structure of the gas. 

For the particular case of atomic hydrogen [h~13.5 
ev, Z«l), Bethe has calculated the values of the 
constants in this equation to be: a—0.28.5, fc—3.04. 
For gases other than atomic hydrogen, the calculation 
of the constants cannot be readily accomplished without 
introducing rather rough approximations regarding the 
form of the wave functions of the bound electrons. 

In the derivation of Eq. (4) the assumption is made 
that the incident particle is undeviited by individual 
collision with the atoms of the gas. This approximation 

TABLE II. 

Hi He Ne A 
A 
c 

0.356^0.03 
4.35 =F0.02 

0.4224:0.038 
3.98 =F0.02 

1.13±0.09 
9.64=F0.11 

2.37±0.27 
21.8 =F0.20 

leads to rather large errors at low energies but should 
not seriously affect the validity of the formula at 
electron energies greater than a few kv. 

The form of Eq. (4) indicates that for a given gas, 
S depends only upon the velocity v and the charge z of 
the incident ionizing particle. By making the substi- 
tution, 

fi-(P/Mc)l(p/McY+l**, (5) 
where p is the momentum and M the rest mass of the 
incident particle, and lumping the constant coefficients 
in Eq. (4), one obtains the expression: 

\\Mc)   IKlFc/       J    \Mc)       I 

) 

•"(SHCEM • 

FlO. 3. Experimental 
results on hydrogen 
plotted M P/Mc. The 
deta of Williams and 
Terroux,1 Tate and 
Smith,' Danforth and 
Ramsey4 and CosynsM 

are shown for compari- 
son. The solid ^urvc 
represents the least- 
«::u»res St of the Hcthe 
formula fJEq. (6)'J to 
the present results. The 
dashed curves neighbor- 
ing the solid curve are 
the extremei of the 
family of theoretical 
curve* which fit aii 
points of the present 
data within oue stand- 
ard deviation. 
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FlO. 4. Experimental 
result* on helium plotted 
w piM%.. The data of 
Smith' and Cosyns* are 
alto shown. The same 
remarks as in the cap- 
tion of Fig. 3 apply to 
the solid and dashed 
curves. 
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P/MC 

The above form of the Bethe formula is preferred for 
ease in comparison with the experimental data. In 
terms of the constants of Eq. (4) the lumped constants 
A and C in Eq. (6) have the form: 

C=i4[6+ln(2f7W*//0)]. 

(7) 

(8) 

In order to compare the theory with the experimental 
results the constants A and C have been empirically 
determined for each of the gases investigated so that 
Eq. (6) yields the best agreement with the experimental 
results. The values of A and C determined by leas*: 
squares fits are given in Table II, and plots of Eq. (6) 
evaluated with the tabulated constants are shown in 
Figs. 3-6 (solid curves). The dashed curves also shown 
in the figures indicate the extremes of a family of 
theoretical curves which fit ail of the experimental 
values determined in the present investigation within 
one standard deviation. The amounts by which the 
constants corresponding to the two extreme curves 
deviate from the least squares values are indicated in 
Table II by the increments to the right of the ± and 
=F signs. The parameters for one of the extreme curves 

are obtained by taking the upper signs and those for 
the other extreme curve by taking the lower signs. It 
should be noted that the two extreme curves in each of 
Figs. 3-6 cross over one another in the neighborhood of 
p/Mc=2. 

The parameters A and C calculated for atomic 
hydrogen from Eqs. (7) and (8) using the theoretical 
values of a and b are 4=0.145, C-2.08. If the above 
values are multiplied by the factor 2 (to give the effect 
of doubling the number of atoms/cm') the resulting 
constants 4=0.290 and C=4.15 should represent a 
rather gross approximation to the constants for mo- 
lecular hydrogen. Comparison with the empirical con- 
stants for H» given in Table II indicates that the A's 
agree within 25 percent and the C's within 5 percent. 
The discrepancy between the A's is not at all surprising 
in view of the difference in the electronic structures of 
atomic and molecular hydrogen. 

DISCUSSION 

(a) Hydrogen 
The least squares fit of the Bethe formula (solid 

curve Fig. 3) to the Hi data obtained in the present 
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investigation merges smoothly with the experimental 
data of Tate and Smith* at p/Mc 0.054 (electron 
energy of 750 v) but diverges gradually at lower 
energies toward primary ionization values in excess of 
the Tate and Smith values. The experimental points of 
Cosyns* and of Danforth and Ramsey4 for cosmic-ray 
mesons (average value of p/Mtx^\9) agree with the 
solid curve within the experimental errors. The cloud- 
chamber data of Williams and Terroux1 scatter some- 
what broadly above and below the .curve indicating 
the presence of relatively large experimental uncer- 
tainties, however, the over-all consistency with the 
present results is quite satisfactory. 

Hereford7 has conducted a low pressure counter 
study of the primary ionization of Hi by 0-rays and 
cosmic-ray mesons. These results (not plotted in Fig. 3) 
are consistent .with the other work as regards the 
ionization of cosmic rays but show considerable dis- 
crepancies with the present work in the 0-ray energy 
range. A value obtained by Hereford for a continuous 
spectrum of /S-rays of near-minimum ionization (2.6 
<p/Mc<S.S) is about 15 percent lower than the 
present data in the same range. On the other hand, a 

point obtained by Cosyns* for 1-Mev dectrons (P/Mc 
— 2.8) is about 50 percent higher than the present value. 
The most likely explanation for these discrepancies 
seems to be that in the earlier low pressure counter 
work dealing with /9-rays the path length was not well 
defined and that scattering was not adequately treated 
in calculations of the effective pathlengtn. 

(b) Helium 

In the case of helium, there is a rather large dis- 
crepancy between the solid curve and the low energy 
data of Smith.1 This seems rather surprising in view of 
the relatively high accuracy with which the formula 
joins the high energy data with the low energy data 
for the other gases. The cosmic-ray point obtained by 
Cosyns* for helium agrees with the solid curve within 
the experimental uncertainties. 

The gradual relativistic increase in primary ionization 
(at high energies) predicted by the Bethe formula is 
confirmed in both H» and He by the consistency of the 
cosmic-ray data of Cosyns1 and of Danforth and 
Ramsey,4 with the theoretical extrapolation of the 
p-ray data. 

Fio. 5. Experimental 
results on neon plotted 
vs p/itt. A plot of 
Smith's data' adjusted 
as indicated in the text 
is also shown. The same 
remarks as in the cap- 
tion of Fig. 3 apply to 
the solid and dashed 
curves. 
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Fio. 6. Experimental 
results for argon plotted 
M />/Mc. The data, of 
Smith* (adjusted as indi- 
cated in the text) and 
Cosyns6 are also shown. 
The same remarks as in 
the caption of Fig. 3 
apply to the solid and 
dashed curves. 
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(c) Argon and Neon 

In order to compare Smith's results' on argon and 
neon with the present measurements, it is necessary to 
observe that the quantity measured by Smith is not in 
general exactly equivalent to specific primary ionization. 
While the specific primary ionization, S, measured in 
the present experiment is defined as the number of 
ionizing collisions per unit path length, the "ionization 
probability," P, measured by Smith may be defined as 
the number of electrons released in ionizing collisions 
per unit of path length. If R denotes the average 
number of electrons removed from an atom (or mole- 
cule) per ionizing collision, we have the relationship 

S=P/R. (9) 

The mass-spectrographic measurements of Bleakney' 
show that the R vaiues for H} and He are equal i.o 
unity within approximately one percent tor incident 
electrons in the energy range zero to 500 ev. Conse- 
quently, the Smith data for H» and He have been 
plotted directly in Figs. 3 and 4 without compensation 

•W. Bleakney, Phys. Rev. 36,13C3 (1930); 35,11S0 (1930).        a rather comprehensive agreement over an extremely 

for multiple ionization. An analysis of Bleakney's Ne 
and A data indicate that ic<->1.06 for 500-ev electrons 
in Ne and R~> 1.10 for 500-ev electrons in A. As the R 
values for both of the heavy gases vary quite slowly 
with increasing energy in the range 300 to 500 ev, we 
hi've adopted the procedure of extrapolating if as a 
constant above 500 volts (p/Mc*= 0.048) in transform- 
ing the Smith A and Ne data1 into the curves attributed 
to Smith in Figs. 5 and 6. The uncertainty as to the 
accuracy of the transformed curves in the energy range 
500 to" 4500 ev (0.048<p/Mc<0.133) is of little 
importance in view of a comparable uncertainty in the 
position of the extrapolated theoretical curve in the 
low energy region. The fact that the Bcthe formula 
provides the indicated degree of fit over the energy 
range from approximately 1 kev to 1.6 Mev may be 
regarded as a substantial verification of the correctness 
of the form of the theory at energies exceeding 1 kev. 

CONCLUSION 

The comparison ma.de between the existing experi- 
mental results and the adjusted Bethe formula indicate 
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large energy range. Although it is unfortunate that the 
parameters in the Bethe formula have not been calcu- 
lated from theory for any of the gases investigated 
here, the formula appears to be a reliable tool for 
interpolating between and extrapolating beyond meas- 
ured values of specific primary ionization at energies in 
excess of a few kev. 

At very low energies, there is a systematic departure 
of the theory from the experimental results, which must 
be attributed to the weakness of the present theory. 
The only cases where the Bethe formula extrapolations 
of the present data are inconsistent are the experi- 
mental results of others in the neighborhoods of 
p/Mc*0.OS and p/Mc-19 occur in the case of He, 
where the low energy data of Smith* fall below the 
theoretical curve, and in the case of A where the cosmic- 
ray point of Cosyns* lies above the curve. The decision 

as to whether these discrepancies are attributable to 
the theory or to the experimental technique is difficult 
to make at the present time. 

The data obtained in the present investigation, in 
addition to serving as a useful guide toward further 
development of the theory of ionization, should be of 
value both in the design of low efficiency G-M counters 
and in the analysis of cloud-chamber photographs 
containing the tracks of fast particles. 

Measurements of the specific primary ionization of 
several other simple gases and of some of the complex 
organic vapors utilized in G-M counters will be carried 
out in the near future. 

The writer wishes to express his appreciation to 
Dr. W. F. G. Swann, Director of the Bartol Research 
Foundation, for several helpful discussions during the 
course of this work. 
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The Phosphorescence of Thoria* 
C. B. MANDKVIU.* AND H. O. ALSUCHT 

BaruA Rmarch Foundolkn. FrtmUin lulUnU, Swvtitmort. Pintuyirania 
(Received April IS. 1953) 

WHILE observing luminescent effect! resulting from the 
irradiation of various metallic oxides with nuclear par- 

ticles, the writers chanced to note a continuous light emission 
from thoria. This luminescence was detected prior to application 
of any primary excitants such as alpha-particles, beta-rays, 
gamma-rays, or ultraviolet light. The property is exhibited by 
both Norton's reddish arc-melted coarsely crystalline thoria and 
white pieces of thoria sintered from powdered ThO!.1* The 
measurements of light intensity were performed with the use of 
phototubes RCA-5819 and RCA-1P28 as detectors. 

Owing to the natural radioactivity of Tb"0 ssd its daughter 
elements, ThO» emits ~22 000 a's per gram per second, ~15 000 
9*s per gram per sec, and ~20 000 -y's per gram per sec. These 
internally emitted nuclear radiations give rise through self- 
absorption in the thoria to the observed luminescence which has 
apparently attained a nearly constant intensity, decaying with 
the enormous half-period of TV". When a small piece of crystalline 
thoria was placed before the slit "' * mnali Wi!?««- nusrtjt moctro- 
graph, no noticeable darkening of the photographic plate *u 
produced after an exposure of two weeks. However, when the 
crystal was bombarded by ~15 mC ol polonium a's, a spectro- 
gram showing an emission band at ~4500A war obtainable within 
two days, xne emission oaari along wiiii iuc v^uLiittluu lir>^. oi ~ 
mercury arc are drawn in Fig. 1. 

A crystal of thoria was irradiated by IS mC of polonium a's 
for a period of five minutes. A fast decrying alpha-particle excited 
phosphorescence, superposed upon the "natural" luminescence, 
was observed as shown in Fig. 2, curve A. Subtraction of the 
natural luminescent intensity arising from the internally emitted 
nuclear radiations yields curve B, the decay curve of the rapidly 
decaying o-particle induced phosphorescence. Since the curve 
assumes no constant slope in the time interval covered by the 
observations, a likely interpretation is that the decay curve is a 
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FIG. 1. Luminescent emission of thoria under alpha-irradiation. 
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?:c. 2. DECS? <y UK alpha-particle •educed nhaaphoreacence of thoria. 
Curve A ia •> plot o." the obaerved emission; curve B. phoaphoteacent decay 
corrected for i.h» ixoence of tboria's "natural' luinlin.su m t. 

composite one formed by a superposition of two or more power 
laws. 

Numerous auxiliary experimcuia *»«e performed to diminate 
the possibility that the measured natural luminescence be gener- 
ated by irradiation of air surrounding the thoria or by bombanj- 
raent of the glass envelope of the phototube. 

It is to be expected that radioactive uranyl salts abo possess 
an intrinsic luminescence. Uranyl nitrate was observed to emit 
light resulting from interval emission of a-, 5-, and T-rays. Its 
light emissions seem, however, to be confined to fluorescence or a 
very short-lived phosphorescence. Measurements commenced a 
few seconds after cessation of irradiation by polonium alpha- 
particles and ultraviolet light gave no evidence of any appreciable 
phosphorescence. 

• Aaeiated by the joint program of the U. S. Office of Naval Research 
and the U. S. Atomic Energy Commladoo. 1 The autoexcited luminescence of radium corapounda was studied by 
early investigators. See. for example. J. A. Rodman. Phya. Rev. 23, 478 
0924). References to still earlier measurements are contained lu this paper. 

•The luminescence of ThOt activated by Pr, Sm. and Tb ha* been 
studied under x-ray, cathode ray, ultraviolet Sight, and hydrogen flame 
natation by P. C. Wick and C. G. Throop. J. Opt. Soc Am. 33.37 (IMS). 
These authors do not comment upon any self-induced luminescence nor do 
they appear to have studied the afterglow in L«rticuW. A ioectre«aphic 
analysis of the thoria employed by the writers showed that Al, Be, Ce, Cr. 
Cn, La. Si, "I. Yt. and Zr were U present simultaneously in activator 
quantities. 
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IT has been reported1 that the gamma-rays emitted in the disin- 
tegration of Sbm do not show any directional correlation. 

Definite conclusion* cannot be drawn from this itotropy a* several 
y-~t cascade* contribute to the observed coincidence rate. 

Using pulse-height selector* in both channel*, we have inves- 
tigated the directional correlation* of the different cascades 
separately and report here on the 1.7-0.6-Mev and the 2.06-0.6- 
Mev cascade*. 

After a correction for angular resolution, the data on the 1.7-0.6- 
Mev cascade can be fitted with a distribution rV(S) — 1—0.094 
Xcos*8. 

If one assumes spin 0+ for the ground state of the even-even 
Te<" nucleus, the 0.6-Mev excited state has spin 2+.' The pos- 
sible spin combination* are, therefore, 0-2-0, 1-2-0, 2-2-0, 
3-2-0, and 4-2-0, all higher spins being excluded by conversion 
measurement*.1 The assignment 1-2-0 is improbable in view of 
the absence of a strong crossover transition 10 the ground state 
of Te*". A comparison of the theoretical correlation* with the 
experimental points (Fig. 1) eliminates all spin combinations with 

• the exception of 3-2-0. The spin of the 2.3-Mev excited state of 
Te0* is, therefore, taken as 3. 

The correlation coefficient At- -0.094±0.010 allows an ad- 
mixture of at most 10~* parts of quadrupole to the 3-2 dipole 
transition. In comparison with recently measured E2-Ml mixture*4 

this B2/MX ratio is off by factors of 10* to 10*. One is therefore 
inclined to assume that the 3-2 transition in Te* is not M1-E2, 
but involves a parity change and is almost pure £1. In Sr**, which 
exhibits a very similar angular correlation, the 3-2 transition is 
indeed El, as shown by conversion measurements.* 

Recently a group at Princeton' has determined the number of 
1.7-Mev conversion electrons to be 1/30 of the number of 0.6-Mev 
conversion electrons. From measurements with calibrated con- 
verters, we estimate the ratio of the intensities of the 1.7-Mev and 
n rVtfaw 5i=:~i rsys s; C55.sS.12. Cuwuuung wcae, one arrives 
at a conversion coefficient of (2.6±0.7)X10-« for the 1.7-Mev 
transition. This has to be compared with theoretical values' of 
2.2X10-* for El and 5.t XIO"4 for MI+IVE2. It is therefore 
concluded that the 1.7-i.fsv transition in Te** i* almost pure £1 
and that the 2.3-Mev excited state of Te04 has spin 3, odd parity. 

When measuring the 1.7—0.6-Mev ct incidences, one has to 
accept a contribution ot >bcui ten percent from the 2.06—0.6-Mev 
cascade. In order to insure that the 2.06—G.'3-JVfev cascade does 
not alter the 1.7—0.6-Mev data considerably, we investigated the 
2.06—0.6-Mev cascade for itself, accepting in one channel only 
the pLotoeiectron peak of the 2.06-Mev gamma-ray. Although the 
counting rates were low, it was possible to establish that the 
2.06—0.6-Mev cascade shows a correlation of the form 1—0.09 
Xco**© which is practically identical with the 1.7—0.6-Mev 
correlation. From this, one can conclude that the 2.06—0.6-M;v 
cascade will not affect the 1.7—0.6-Mev data, and one can further- 
more ^sigr. spis 3 to the 2.66-Mev level in Te"*. In view ct the 
low intensity of the 2.06-Mev transition, no conversion informa- 
tion is available. However, the similarity of the ft values of the 
two beta-transitions suggest* that both states have the same 
parity, i.e., both are 3 odd. 

The assignment of 3— to the two highly excited states in Te"4 

gives some indication as to the spin of the ground state of Sbm, a 
spin which has been the subject o! some speculation in connection 
with the strong p—y correlation observed in Sbm. Recently 

• Morita and Yamada1 have investigated the consequences of the 
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Fie. I. Directional correlation of the I 7-0.6-Mev cascade of Te'*>. The 
theoretical correlation! expected for different aplna of the 2.3 Mev state 
arc drawn In tor comparison. For the 5-2-0 and 2-2-0 combinations the 
dipole-rjuadnipole mixtures were adjusted to fit the experimental (7(1*0")/ 
Ir(90*) ratio. For 0-2-0 and 4-2-0 the pure quadrupole-quadrupole corre- 
lations are plotted. No mixture la possible for 0-2-0 and only very (mall 
admixture* can be expected for 4-2-0. 

measured fi—y correlation and of the shape of the 2.3-Mev beta- 

probable total angular momentum for the Sb1* ground state. The 
astt probable value, 4+, was excluded on the grounds of the 
relatively low ft value. 

If the ground state of Sb** were 3-, the beta-transition to the 
2.3-Mev excited state of Te1*1 with 3- would be allowed. The 
experimental log/) value, however, is 7.7, which corresponds to a 
first forbidden transition. It cannot be denied that a log/) value 
of 7.7 could be attributed to an allowed transition ("L forbidden") 
but this seems at least as artificial aa the exclusion of spin 4+ 
based on a 1=~ log/) vilue. T!.t uumber of observed second for- 
bidden transitions is still very small, and the grouping of the ft 
values is therefore very uncertain. It might he added that the 
log/! value for the second forbidden beta-transition in Fe*** is 
10.9, i.e., very close to the value 10.3 for Sb•1. 

Based on these considerations, we are inclined to make the 
assignment 4+ rather than 3— to the ground state of Sb1". 

t Supported in part by the Joint program of the 0. S. Office of Naval 
Research and the U. S. Atomic Sr.srjy Commission. 

>j. R. Bevnter and M. L. WledenbecV. Phys. Rev. TO. 169 (1950); 
D. T. ateven ion and M. Deutsch. Plays. Rev. 83. 1202 (1951). 

< F. R. Me tiger, Phya. Rev. SO. 435 (1952} 
> D. R. Hutcninson and M. L. Wiedenbeclt. Phys. Rev. S3, 699 (1932). 
' M. Glautman and F. R. Meuxer. Phys. Rev. 87. 203 (1952): D. Schiff, 

thesis. University of Illinois, 19S2 (unpublished); R. M. Steffen, Phys. 
Rev. 89. 663 (1953). 

• F. R. Metxger and H. C. Amacher. Phys. Rev. 88, 147 (1952). 
• E. P. Tonluuon, private communication. 
' Rose. Goertsel, and Perry, Oak Ridge National Laboratory Report 

ORNI. 1023 (unpublished). 
• M. Morita and M. Yamada. Prog. Tbeoret. Phys. 8. 449 (1952). 
• F. R. Meuger, Phya. Rev. 88, 1360 (1952). 
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'Jm..6 m» |>ii>WM>° erdt^ntf 2ii!*?5«?si B;l>» zr.i pduuwu sipm-paiikla, tK» r>Wpr>nr«(e«ir afterglow 
of the double banded phosphor, silver-activated sodium chloride, has been measured as a function of the 
time with photosensitive Geiger counters and photomultiplier tubes. The decay curves of the phosphorescent 
intensity of the two bands can be represented by appreciably different power laws. Decay slopes greater in 
absolute magnitude than two on a log/—log/ plot have been frequently observed. 

INTRODUCTION 

IN several previous communications,1 •' the writers 
have discussed the fluorescence and phosphores- 

cence of NaCl-Ag irradiated by nuclear particles. The 
earlier reports11 constitute mainly an account of how 
first phosphorescent emission, and later fluorescent 
P'-lses, were detected in photosensitive Geiger counters. 
In the course of qualitative studies of the phosphores- 
cence of the »ar ultraviolet band as detected with photo- 
sensitive Geiger counters, a marked stimulation of the 
ultraviolet band by long wave light was noted. The soft 
radiations from the red and green pilot lights on the 
control panel of the scaling circuit gave rise to a dis- 
tinct stimulation of the phosphorescent emission. It 

• Assisted by the joint program of the U. S. Office of Naval 
Research and the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

»C. E. Mandeviue and H. O. Albrecht, Phys. Rev. 79, 1010 
(1950); 80, 117, 299, and 300 (1950). 

«H. O. Albrecht and C. E. MandeviUe, Phys. Rev. 81, 163 
(1951); Rev. Sci. Instr. 22, 855 (1951). 

was immediately suggested* that NaCl-Ag might serve 
as a dosimeter for nuclear radiation, the phosphorescent 
yield under photostimulation being a measure of dosage 
received much earlier. However, the present discussion 
will concern itself mainly with a study oi the normal 
unstimulated phosphorescence induced in samples of 
NaCl-Ag by alpha-particles and ultraviolet light. 

Since the time of the first reports by the writers,1""* 
the study of the phosphorescence of NaCl-Ag has been 
extended by Furst and Kallmann4 and by Bittman, 
Furst, and Kallmann.* The light emission has been 
shown to occur in two bands'-4 centered, respectively, at 
2500A and 4000A. It has also been known for some 
time that these two bands are emitted when ultraviolet 

1C. E. MandeviUe, privately circulated memorandum  (Sep- 
tember 26, 1950). 

* M. Furst and H. Kallmann, Phys. Rev. 82, 964 (1951); 83, 
674 (1951). 

• Bittman, Furst, and Kallmann, Phvs. Rev. 87, tt3 (1952). 
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Fio. 1. Phosphorescent decay of NaC'.-A« (Harsh* w) irradiated 
on wccosve occasions for five seconds mi * time by the alpha- 
particles of polonium. The curvet are lettered in chronological 
order. 

light is employed as the primary excitant* A discussion 
of previous papers on ultraviolet excitation of NaCl-Ag 
may be found in the aforementioned reference.* 

PROCEDURE 

In the present investigation, the phosphorescence of 
NaCl-Ag irradiated by alpha-particles and ultraviolet 
light has been observed, using as detectors photo- 
sensitive Geiger counters and photomultiplier tubes 
RCA-S819 and RCA-1P28. The G-M tubes were con- 
structed with copper cathodes, and the phosphorescent 
emission was usually introduced through a thin window 
of Pyrex (3 rag/cm1) or through a side wall of thickness 
one millimeter, made of Corning 9741 glass. These 
tubes exhibited a maximum of spectral response at 
~2500A with no detectable response whatever above 
~3000A. With the strongest phosphorescent sources 
used, the counting rates of the photosensitive G-M 
tubes decreased immediately to cosmic ray background 
when one millimeter of soft glass was inserted before 
the counter, indicating only response to the ultraviolet 
of the short wave band. Thus, r-easuremmts with the 
G-M tubes constituted ibservation of the decay of the short 
•woo* land alone.1 The RCA-.5819 photomultiplier was 

~~>»~Et«ei, Scbukuu., Ginthsr, and Clafly, Phys. Rev. 85, 1063 
(1952). 7 The photosensitivity of the G-M tubes was checked at the 
beginning and upon completion of each decay curve by means of 
a standard ultraviolet source. This consisted of en alpha-source 
bombarding a crystal of fluorite. 

utilized for detection of the phosphorescence of the 
long wave band. Although these tubes are not expected 
to respond at wavelengths shorter than 3000A, two 
millimeters of soft glass were interposed between phos- 
phorescent source and phototube as a precautionary 
measure for elimination of an)- last vestiges of response 
to the short wave band. The dc current flowing in the 
photomultiplier was taken as a measure of the phos- 
phorescent intensity. The current was measured in a 
fast galvanometer (7-4 sec), and measurements were 
not commenced until several seconds after cessation of 
irradiation, so that ballistic corrections were small as 
shown by calculation in terms of the constants of the 
galvanometer. The deflection ot the galvanometer and 
the readings of a stop watch were photographed simul- 
taneously with a Sept camera. Measurements with an 
RCA-1P28 photomultiplier tube were also carried out. 
This detector is sensitive to light emitted in both bands. 
The decay curve of the combined emission of both bands 
is of interest for reasons to be discussed later. 

The above discussed detectors can, of course, also 
be used for the detection of "stored light" released by 
thermostimulation' and photostimulation.' 

In general, the properties of two types of crystals 
have been investigated. Single crystals of NaCl \-l per- 
cent AgCl were obtained from the Harshaw Chemical 
Company (hereafter referred to as "Harshaw"), and 
polycrystalline melts of NaCl+0.5 percent AgCl were 
prepared at the Bartol Research Foundation (hereafter 
referred to as "Burtol"). 

1 

RESULTS 

Tfc» «*« _f H.V.. I'M  * _ /»*•     -I        \   -•—«.». J *-_ *— 
C A'I».%^*-* itM ^lUUHiai*/) uiMjjakbu iui uvt. 

seconds by a source of twenty-five millicuries of po- 
lonium alpha-particles, is shown in Fig. 1. For these 
measurements the sanr-? specimen was ucmuarucu tc- 
peatedly, under identical conditions; that is, successive 
decay curves were taken first in the G-M tube, then in 
a 1P28 tube with filter, again in the G-M tube, and 
finally in the RCA-5819 photomultiplier tube. The 
crystal was completely de-excited between bombard- 
ments by photostimulation at the conclusion of each 
decay curve. Because of the response characteristics of 
the vsrious detectors as discussed in the preceding sec- 
tion, it is evident that curves A and C give the decay 
of the short wave band and curver. B and D that of the 
long wave band. All of the curves of Fig. 1 exhibit two 
distinct slopes on the log-log plot.1* The short wave 
band has an early slope of ~(— 2.38) followed by a 
later slope of ~(—0.7). The long wave band decays 
initially with a slope of ~(—1.83) followed by the later 

• H. Friedman and C. P. Glover. Nucleonics 10, No. 6, 24 (1952). 
• Kallmann, Fi:r«t, ar-d Sidran, Nucleonics 10, No. 9,15 (1952). 
10 It is to be observed that at times less than one minute the 

decay curves are relatively flat, and the slopes have not as yet 
assumed in absolute magnitude the value of the exponent of the 
power law which characterises the decay. A slope equal hi mag- 
nitude to the exponent is attained when And»l [see Eq. (2) of 
the test]. 

) 

) 
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slope of ~(—0.7). From the curves of Fig. i, several 
general conclusions can be drawn: 

(1) The absolute value of the decay slopes can be 
considerably larger than two. 

(2) At least two trap depths are involved. The steep 
initial slope represents the depletion of electrons in 
traps shallower than the traps related to the slope of 
~(-0.7). 

(3) The slope of ~(—0.7) is not the terminal decay 
slope of the light emission associated with escape of 
electrons from the deeper traps. It is an earlier slope 
which is encountered in a transition region such as that 
described by Mott and Gumey." 

(4) The short and long wave bands decay according 
to differing power laws in the region below ~5 minutes. 

A second Harshaw crystal was irradiated by polonium 
alphas for five seconds at a time, and decay curves 
were observed with the use of various detectors as 
shown in Fig. 2. The results are essentially the same as 
those of Fig. 1, the short wave band decaying with a 
steeper slope on the leg-log plot than does the long wave 
band. It is to be noted that the slope of curve A is 
intermediate between the corresponding slopes of 
curves B and D (the long wave band alone) and curve 
C (the short wave band). Curve A, obtained with no 
filter before the 1P28, gives the decay of the combined 
emission of the two bands. To ascertain whether the 
slower decay [slope ~(—0.7)] offered any explanation 
for the differing decay slopes of the two bands, the 
slower decay was extrapolated to small values of the 
time and subtracted from the total intensity on the 
interval 0.5 min<«2 min, I being the time. On this 
time interval, the slope of the difference curve of curve 
r. v_-~~- '-3.nm and that of the difference curve of %   — 

2.16). The apparent difference in 

laws and that the decay of the mixture of the two bands 
has an intermediate slope.a It is to be observed that 
the curves of Fig. 3 assume their maximum negative 
slopes at times about ten minutes later than do those of 
Figs. 1 and 2, although the conditions of excitation were 
identical and the specimen sizes comparable. This 
difference could be explained by variation of silver 
content. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

Decay slopes greater than two have been previously 
observed.u For example, a slope of —2.09 was reported 
for ZnS under ultraviolet excitation at 80°C. However, 
this same decay curve, when examined at a relatively 
low value of the phosphorescent intensity, begins to 
exhibit a slope much larger in absolute magnitude than 
2. These data are interpreted by Mott and Gumey" 
as evidence for "Irozen-in" interstitial ions which serve 
as luminescence centers. 

A similar explanation may also apply to the curves 
of the present investigation. Let it be assumed that v 
interstitial ions are present and that » trapped electrons 
and n positive holes result from excitation by the alpha- 

0 

the modes of decay was not erased by this operation. 
The ratio of the slopes remained unchanged. Thus, 

»o/»i.'2.48/1.83-3.00/2.16-1.35. 

The decay slopes are thought to have been measured 
with a probable error of ±0.05. 

The question of whether successive bombardments in 
some way altered the properties of the crystal come 
under consideration. The decision was made to observe 
simultaneously the decay of the two bands resulting 
from a single irradiation. Accordingly, NaCl-Ag (Bar- 
tol) was irradiated for five seconds with polonium al- 
phas. The phosphorescing material was placed between 
a photos—jsitiv? G-M tube and a 1P28 photomultiplier 
tube. Curves I show the simultaneous decay of the two 
bands as observed with the 1P28 with filter and with a 
photosensitive G-M tube. Curves II represent simul- 
taneously observed decay curves using as detectors a 
G-M tube and the 1F28 without filter. Here again it is 
clear that the two bands decay with differing power 

u N. F. Mott and R. W. Gvrney, BUUnmic Process*! in Issic 
Crystals (Oxford Univercitv Press, London, 1948), second edition, 
p. 215, Kg. 84. 
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Fro. 2. Phosphorescent decay of NaCI-Ag (Harshaw) The 
absolute magnitude of the slope of the abort wave band observed 
in the G-M tube is greater than that of the long wave band (5819 
and 1P28 with filter). The slope of decay of the two bands com- 
bined is intermediate. The curves are lettered chronologically. 

u The curves detected in the G-M tubes have been unduly de- 
pressed by dead-time loss at times less than one minute. On the 
interval 1 min^<^5 min where the evaluation of the slope was 
made, the dead-time loss was negligible. 

* V. V. Antonov-Romanovaky, Physik. Z. Sowjetuuion 7, 366 
(1935). 
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Fie. 3. Phosphorescent afterglow of NaCl-Ag (Bartol) observed 
simultaneously in G-M tube and photomultiplier. 

particles. Then, following Mott and Gumey," 

dn/Jt=-An(n+v), (1) 
where A is a constant. For n»v, the solution of this 
equation is 

dn    /dn 

dt    \dt/t-*' <-0 

For n<Lv, ths solution is 

dn   f /rfw1 

--[(-) r dt    l\dt/*.ol 
.At 

w 

(3) 

When the traps are nearly exhausted, at relatively 
large values of the time, Eq. (!) Indicates that a f"?.t 
order process becomes the dominant mode of decay, 
giving rise through Eq. (3) to slopes on a log-log plot 
greater than the slope of two which is associated with 

" See reference 11, p. 212. 

the normal bimolecular decay of Eq. (2).f For large 
values of the time, the slope of an exponential process 
approaches infinity on a log-log plot. 

A general conclusion which can be drawn from these 
measurements is that, for a given set of conditions of 
excitation, the two bands decay according to different 
power laws. It has been previously shown* that the 
long wave band arises from the presence of paired silver 
ions in the crystal lattice. It seems, therefore, probable 
that the trap depth distribution associated with paired 
silver ions is different from that related to the single 
silver ions.1* 

ADDITIONAL REMARKS 

The decay curves of this paper are representative of 
about two hundred similar curves which have been re- 
corded in connection with the phosphorescent decay of 
NaCl-Ag. Although Figs. 1, 2, and 3 refer specifically 
to the alpha-particle induced phosphorescence, as 
stated in the introduction, ultraviolet light was also 
employed as a primary excitant. The decay curves ex- 
cited by ultraviolet did not differ markedly from those 
arising from alpha irradiation. Slopes greater in abso- 
lute magnitude  than  two  were often encountered. 

Although not shown in the accompanying figures, 
negative slopes having absolute values greater than two 
were often observed for the decay curves of the long 
wave band under both ultraviolet and alpha-particle 
excitation. For one such curve, the "light sum" was 
calculated for an irradiation with 25 mC of alpha- 
particles for five seconds. This rough estimate gave a 
phosphorescence yield in the long wave band of 0.54 
photon/alpha on the time interval 5 sec<<< <». Taking 
into account the presence of the short wave band, a 
tntal ewtinaiort nf cm* vw tr,-o photons per aipka.-partide 
is suggested. In the course oi Lh<* present measuremeiits, 
it was estimated that specimens of approximate dimen- 
sions 1 cmXl cmX0.4 cm were irradiated by ~10* al- 
phas to give a light sum of ^lO* photons. 

The question arose as to whether the long wave band 
might be sufficiently intense to photostimulate the 
decay of the short wave band. Two identical crystals 
of NaCl-Ag were placed adjacent to each other with 
one millimeter of soft glas-s intervening. The long wave 
emission of one seemed to have to effect on the short 
wave emission of the other. 

The writers wish to express their appreciation for the 
interest and suggestions oi Dr. W. F. G. Swann in con- 
nection with these measurement's. They wish also to 
acknowledge very helpful commentary by Dr. Ray- 
mond T. Ellickson of the University of Oregon. 

t An alternative cxplanatio t of *he tarse iterative slopes mey 
be related to the storage of electrons in deep traps. Equations (1), 
(2), and (.">) would also apply were there no interstitial ions but 
y electrons stored in deep traps and n electrons in shallow traps. 

'* See Preparation and Ckaracteristcj of Solid Luminescent 
Materials; Cornell Symposium of the American Physicei Society 
(John Wiley and Sons, Inc.. New York, 1948} and remarks by 
darlick, Hrongsheira, anci Ms.urer, p. 3<*7; also statements by 
Garlick, paper No. 5, p. ill. 
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Extending the Efficient 
Range of G-frA Counters 

A two-tube cut-off circuit reduces 

G-M tube deadtime to 1.5 M$ec and 

permits operation up to 20,000 cps 

with deadtime losses of only a few 

per cent.    Other methods reviewed 

are too elaborate, or they correct 

for deadtime without reducina it 

By W. C. PORTER 
Bartol Research Foundation 
of The Franklin Institute 
Swarthmore, Pennsylvania 
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FIG. 1. Oscilloscope sweep Triggered by G-M counter. 
(Top) Stever's method of deadtime presentation under 
normal operating conditions. (Bottom) With cut-off circuit 
applied to counter 

THE G-M TUBE DEADTIME effect, nor- 
mally of the order of 10~* sec, has led 
many investigators to employ more 
complicated detection instruments. 

During the past ten years, numerous; 
methods of reducing deadtime have 
been developed. In general, the pro- 
cedures have been either too com- 
plicated or have not yielded sufficient 
improvement to encourage wide appli- 
cation. A "cut-off" circuit has been 
devised (i) which overcomes both of 
these difficulties and reduces the in- 
operative time to approximately 1.5 
j*sec. 

To define deadtime and to convoy 
some quantitative insight into its 
effect on the counting efficiency of a 
G-M  counter,  we  shall  discuss  the 

mechanism of discharge as it is 
presently understood, and shall review 
the methods which have been used to 
achieve improved efficiencies at high 
counting rates. 

Dead lime Discussion 
According to the discharge mecha- 

nism of G-M counters, first suggested 
by the work of Ramsey (2) and Mont- 
gomery and Montgomery (S), the 
active discharge oi' the tube occurs in 
&bout 10-6 sec. In many counters, the 
total transit time of the popitive-ion 
sheath to the cathode is of the order of 
several hundred microseconds. In gen- 
eral, the voltage pulse initiated by a 
discharge is characterized by a rapid 
negative potential change during the 

period of eleutrou collection, followed 
by a relatively slow negative continua- 
tion induced by the migration of posi- 
tive ions toward the cathode. 

Usually, the RC time constant of the 
external circuit is small compared to 
the positive-ion collection time. Thus, 
the central wir) reaches a peak nega- 
tive potential and returns almost to 
its quiescent voltage long before the 
ion collection is complete. However, 
a new discharge does not occur until 
the positive-ion sheath, which domi- 
nates the field around the wire, has 
migrated enough to allow the field to 
reach the G-M threshold level. 

A new discharge which occurs after 
the insensitive interval, but before the 
ions are completely collected, is smaller 



in amplitude than one produced when 
the counter is in its quiescent state 
because of the reduced field between 
the wire and the uncollected sheath. 
The counter response following a dis- 
charge is shown in Fig. 1 (top). 

Stover's method. Deadtime may 
be studied with a technique devised by 
Stever M). A counter discharging at a 
moderate rate triggers repetitively the 
sweep of a cathode-ray oscilloscope; 
the counter output pulses are applied 
to the vertical-deflection amplifier. 
The counter dimensions are 6 in. long, 
1 in. in diameter, with a 0.003-in.- 
diameter central wire. 

The upper picture of Fig. 1 is a time 
exposure showing many superimposed 
sweeps. The vertical descents of the 
pulses are not visible due to their 
rapidity. The triggering pulse of each 
sweep occurs at the extreme left; the 
pulses farther to the right occur at 
random times after the sweep-initiating 
pulses. Each triggering pulse is suc- 
ceeded by a 100-jisec deadtime period. 
The randomly occurring pulses follow- 
ing the deadtime interval define an 
envelope which reaches a constant 
level at approximately 250 jisec. The 
increasing site of delayed pulses reflects 
a dependence of pulse height on the 
position of the moving positive-ion 
sheath. 

Muehlhause (£) has shown that when 
a counter is discharged within the time 
required for recovery from a previous 
pulse, the insensitive time after the 
secondary pulse is shorter than that 
following a full sised pulse. The effec- 
tive deadtime thus depends upon the 
distribution of time delays between 
successive discharges. 

Correction of constant deao'i«mc. 
The information gained from a pre- 
sentation such TM Fig. 1 is insufficient 
to predict the deadtime loss of a 
counter at arbitrarily high counting 
rates. Where the deadtime may be 
considered a constant, a simple expres- 
sion can be derived for correcting the 
counting rate of a single counter. If 
N is the recorded counting rate and N' 
the rate at which the counter would 
count if it suffered no deadtime loss, 
then 

N' - AVd - Na) 

where <r is the period of time retired 
after a full discharge before the counter 
is again capable of yielding a pulse 
large enough to trigger the recording 
apparatus. 

This expression gives N' correct to 
1% as long as the probability of an 
initiating particle entering the counter 
within the complete recovery time of a 
previous  discharge  is  less  than  0.1. 
For example, as applied to a typical 
counter having a deadtime a «• 10~4 

sec and a complete recovery time of 
3 X 10~* sec, the formula would give 
N' correct to 1 % for N up to 300 cps. 

To utilise ordinary counters for pre- 
cise quantitative work at rates higher 
than a few hundred counts per second, 
an empirical method of calibration is 
necessary,  using some linear device 
such as an ionisation chamber or a 
photo-electric cell.    Precautions must 
be taken to avoid statistical uncer- 
tainties in the calibrating device. 

The effects of deadtime are generally 
more serious in coincidence arrange- 
ment* of G-M counters than in the 
case of single-counter operation. Sup- 
pose, for example, each of n identical 
counters in a coincidence array counts 
a fraction / of the rays which traverse 
it. Then the n-fo!d coincidence effi- 
ciency is /", which is a smaller value 
than the individual counter efficiency. 

As has been seen in the preceding 
discussion, the positive ion sheath 
which remains near the wire after a 
discharge is the principal factor deter- 
mining the deadtime of a G-M counter. 
Consequently, the methods which have 
been devised to render a counter 
operable at high rates have been aimed 
at removing the sheath as rapidly a* 
possible, or limiting the spread of the 
sheath to a short segment of the wire. 

Beaded-Wire Counters 
Brodie and Stever (4) observed that 

when beads were placed on a counter 
wire, the spreading process was limited 
to a segment of the tube length. With 
a single bead at the center of the wire, 
the two halves of the counter could 
be discharged independently. Appar- 
ently little use was made of this obser- 
vation until Curran aid Rae (6, 7) 
made a further study of the recovery 
properties of beaded-wire counters, and 
were able to obtain with a 15-bead 
counter an effective resolving time of 
~i0 Msec. Pftrr&tt, Hsmpstead and 
Jossem (8) have reported measure- 
ments with beaded counters over the 
range 1—10* cps. 

An interesting theoretical analysis of 
counting louses of long beaded X-ray 
counters was made by Nonaka (9). 
His calculations show that, for a given 

percentage loss, a long counter having 
a wire divided by beads into n equal 
segments should be capable of counting 
n times the X-ray intensity which an 
unbeaded counter of the same length 
could count. It was assumed that the 
X-ray beam was directed along the HUB 
of the counter, and that the absorbtion 
of the beam in the gas was small. 

Some of the disadvantages which 
arise with beaded counters are: (1) 
difficult construction and duplication; 
(2) poor plateaus as a result of the per- 
turbing effect of the beads upon the 
electric field near the wire; and (3) an 
extremely large number of spurious 
counts. In fact, Farratt et al. (8) 
utilise such counts to render the ob- 
served counting rate of a beaded 
counter more nearly proportional to 
source strength. In virtue of the fact 
that the number of spurious counts 
varies with aging, this latter procedure 
seems of questionable value. 

High-Gain Amplifier 

At very high radiation intensities, 
most of the pulses from a G-M counter 
fall below the level required to trigger 
an ordinary recording circuit. It was 
shown by Trust (10) that the inte- 
grated pulse current in counter tubes 
continues to increase far beyond the 
"choking" region for counting with an 
ordinary circuit. 

Muehlhause and Friedman (5) fur- 
thered the work of Troet by using a 
high-gain video amplifier of 0.01-volt 
sensitivity. Their work indicates that 
the effective deadtime varies with over- 
voltage and with counting »».•». Their 
range of deadtimes (at low rates) varied 
from about 500 psec, near the Geiger- 
MQller threshold, to abcut 150 psec 
near the limit of the plateau. With a 
fixed overvoltage. the effective dead- 
time varied from 220 usec, at 100 cps, 
to nearly 10 jtsec at 60,000 cps. Thus, 
the maximum counting rate of a 
typical G-M counter may be pushed 
to 100,000 cps by providing sufficient 
pulse amplification, but the gain in 
resolving power up to 10,000 cps is 
relatively slight. 

Circuit Control 
Neher and Harper (11) first success- 

fully increased the working rate of 
counters electronically. Their circuit 
was a simpie one. The initial voltage 
developed by a counter when applied 
to this circuit resulted in a reduction of 

. 
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potential to a point below the starting 
value. For each pulse, this reduction 
was sustained until the original work- 
ing potential could be restored without 
subsequent breakdown. A lime in 
excess of 10 * seo was usually required. 

The circuit was intended for non-self- 
quenching mixtures which in norm»l 
use gave inoperative times from 10~* 
to 10"' sec, and were workable only at 
very low rates. The limitation for 
such mixtures is the time required to 
eliminate all particles capable of releas- 
ing electrons from the gas or from the 
cathode—a period which may be 
longer than the time required to sweep 
positive ions to the cathode. 

Self-quenching counter. The self- 
quenching counter greatly extends the 
possibilities of circuit control of dead- 
time. In such counters, processee 
occur which greatly reduce the proba- 
bility of ejection of electrons from the 
cathode at the time of arrival of the 
positive-ion sheath. Furthermore, de- 
excitation of gas atoms excited to 
metastable states is greatly accelerated, 
so that the wire potential may be 
restored to normal very soon after the 
start of a discharge without danger of 
initiating spurious counts. 

Since the deadtime in a self-quench- 
ing counter is determined solely by the 
time which the sheath requires to reach 
the critical radius, Simpson (It) 
reasoned that a reversal of potentials 
would draw the sheath back to the 
wire—and in a time considerably less 
than the normal deadtime. Following 
this collection, the usual working 
voltftges could be restored. His pro- 
cedure led to a minimum insensitive 
time of 2.0 X 10-1 sec, reducing the 
normal deadtime by a factor of five. 

The elaborate circuit used to achieve 
these large chort-time alterations in 
potential discouraged wide use of the 
original procedure. However, Simp- 
son's work introduced a basic idea and 
stimulated other investigators to seek 

Cut-O'f circuit 

j3i rvt »"vlt fi n o• I /\T» _ 

Flip-flop circuit. Hodson (IS) 
achieved a great simplification cf Simp- 
son's procedure when he was able to 
reverse the sign of counter potentials 
using a two-tube flip-flop circuit in 
place of the nine-tube arrangement. 

>.— Ho observed an insensitive time of 
O     3.0X10''sec. 

The work of both Simpson and Hod- 

Viewing circuit 
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FIG. 2.    Two-tub* cut-off circuit with rate-measuring circuit for high speeds 

it ..   1L. Fon was uoiiuimubu i»y me iuea wmi> ure 
|   )     reduction in deadtime was due to » 

*       rapid collection of positive ions.   How- 

ever, it wu becoming increasingly 
obvious that some of the improvement 
afforded by the potential-reversing 
circuits arose from an interruption of 
the spreading of the discharge along 
the wire—a real quenching of active 
ioniiation. Hodson, in a later private 
communication to Smith (14), sug- 
gested that such a quenching must 
have occurred. Smith estimated that 
the spreading was limited to about 40 % 
of the length of a 60-cm counter, and 
referred to further work by Hodson 
which displayed the same deadtime 
reduction when the potential across a 
counter was reduced only 250 volts. 

The trend for reducing the deadtime 
now was to limit the discharge before 
it had spread the entire length of the 
wire. Elliot (If), using a two-tube 
multivibrator arrangement, succeeded 
in limiting the discharge to 26% of the 
length in a 60-cm tube, and Collinge 
(16) later limited the spreading of the 
discharge to r) cm or less in a 30-cm 
tube. Unfortunately Qollinffls'fi cir- 
cuit involved a large number of tubes 
and his minimum deadtime was not 
under 2.0 X 10-5 sec. Neither of the 
last two investigators made use of a 
reversing potential, and both achieved 
their reduction of insensitive time 
solely by interrupting the ionizing 
process. 

Fixed deadtime. In another ap- 
proach to the problem, den Hartcg 
and Muller (17) developed an In- 
genious arrangement which externally 

fixed the deadtime, setting it at a value 
in excess of the total collecting time of 
the ions. Although a counter tube is 
thus inoperative for a relatively long 
time, the circuit provides s meter 
which indicates directly the percentage 
of sensitive time for each counting 
rate. Den Hartog and Mulkr state 
that corrected rates up to 20,000 cps 
were successfully handled with this 
circuit. 

In one specific instance, a 12-mm- 
diameter counter with an active length 
of 30 cm was used. With an incident 
radiation of 20,000 cps, the counter 
was operative for 15% of the time. 
Thus, only 3,000 cps were ar aiiy 
recorded. While use is not nude of 
the fact to achieve short deadtimes, 
this circuit also interrupts spreading 
and confines the active discharge to 
4 cm along the counter wire. 

Cut-Off Circuit 
Ramsey, in 1949 (unpublished), suc- 

ceeded in confining the discharge to 
1 cm of the wire' :ngth in a 20-cm tube, 
and thus achieved a drastic increase in 
operating speeds. 

Porter and Itamsey (1) were able to 
simplify the procedure and confine the 
discharge equally well with a two-tube 
feed-back arrangement. They made a 
deliberate effort to limit the spreading 
process in order to increase speed and 
life. Previous studies by Ramsey (IS) 
en current time and spreading velocity 
suggested that, with the argon -ether 



FIG. 3.    Counting rates obtained by placing *ourc«i to yield 10,000 cps each. 
Inset curve obtained by placing sources to yield 2,500 cps each 

and argon-butane mixtures used, such 
a simplification might be possible. 

By working within 30 volts of the 
potential characterized by pulse equal- 
isation, and minimizing stray capaci- 
tances, Porter and Ramsey were able 
to achieve an insensitive time of 1.5 
jisec. An examination of the charge 
distribution indicated that active ion- 
ization had been confined to 1 cm of 
the tube length. 

Circuit operation. Figure 2 shows 
the two-tube cut-off circuit with a rate- 
measnring arrangement used for high 
speeds. All tubes are 6AK5's and 
all un labeled by-pass capacitors are 
0.0025 (if. 

When the pulse from a G-M counter 
has developed approximately 0.2 volts 
across R\, the pulse is amplified enough 
in Vt to cause the grid of Vt to come 
from below cut-off bias; hence the 
plate current of Vj adds to the voltage 
drop of J?i~a cumulative action which 
proceeds until Vi is cut-off. The grid 
of Vt starts to recover rapidly by 
virtue of the short time constants in- 
volved. As the grid of Vt recovers, 
the plate current of V» decreases until 
the voltage drop across R\ is less than 
the cut-off bias of Ft. The resulting 
negative pulse on the plate of V\ 
abruptly returns the grid of Vj below 
its cut-off value. The time required 
for an entire cycle of the circuit opern- 
tion is approximately 1.5 peec. After 
this period, the circuit is again ready 
to accept a new pulse. 

Continuous oscillographic observa- 
tions of both wire and cylinder were 
made at all rates. This examination 
of the wire potential indicated a pulse 
form controlled by the feed-back cir- 
cuit, and independent of counting rate 
up to rates as high as 200,000 cps. It 
also demonstrated that the normal 
operating voltage is restored in about 
7.5 X 10-7 sec. 

Measurements of charge on the 
cylinder, with and without the circuit 
operating, indicated that this cut-off 
procedure reduced the charge to that 
which would be observed in a tube 
1 cm in length. Further discussion 
of the charge distribution as observed 
with a tube made with a segmented 
cathode can be found elsewhere (J). 

Figure 1 illustrates the difference be- 
tween the usual deadtime picture using 
Stever's original procedure, and the 
picture obtained when the cut-off 
circuit is in operation. 

Effect of radiation intensity. To 
obtain information on the variation of 
the counting rate of a circuit-controlled 
counter as a function of the relative 
intensity of incident radiation, the 
following procedure was used. 

Each of seven radioactive sources 
was so placed in relation to the counter 
that ft counting rate of 10,000 cps was 
obtained; the position of each source 
was carefully marked. Then, starting 
with one source and adding one source 
at a time in its marked position, the 
counting rates corresponding to one, 
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two, three and so on up to seven sources 
were recorded. In this way, the main 
plot shown in Fig. 3 was obtained. A 
thin-walled glass counter. 20 cm long 
and 0.9 cm in diameter, *ith a 0.003- 
in.-diameter wire was used. The inset 
curve was gotten in a similar manner, 
with four sources located in relation to 
the counter so that each source gave 
a counting rate of 2,500 cps. 

The indicated uncertainties in the 
measured counting rate represent the 
approximate fluctuations observed on 
the meter in the integration circuit. 
A straight line can be drawn through 
the origin and all of the points on the 
low-counting-rate curve. All of the 
rates indicated in this figure are far 
above those for which the average in- 
vestigator would trust his counter if 
used under normal operating conditions. 

This circuit has been used success- 
fully at this laboratory with ga< 
mixtures of argon-ether (6.5:1) at 
approximately 5.5-cm-Hg pressure; ar- 
gon-butane (6:1) at approximately 8.5 
and at 12-em Hg; and argon-alcohol 
(4:1) at 8.0-cm Hg. With any of 
these mixtures and a photon source of 
radiation, the reduction in pulse height 
at the cylinder indicated that the dis- 
charge had been limited to I cm of the 
total length of the counter. How t!,p 
circuit will work with other mixtures 
and with other pressures is not yet 
known. 

The author withe* to express his apprecia- 
tion to Dr. W. F. O. Swam,, Director of The 
Bartol Research Foundation. Dr. G. W 
McClure and Mr. W. E. Ramsey for many 
helpful aitcussions and adviest. Thit viori 
toot assisted by the joint program of the ONR 
and the ABC. 
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Gamma-Radiations from Zr" and Nb96t 
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By employing lead absorption, coincidence counting techniques, and scintillation spertrom*trv, it has 
been shown that each bel*-ray of Nb" is followed by a gamma-ray of energy 0.76±O.02 Mev and that most of 
the beta-rays of the parent element Zr*» are followed by a single (jamma-ray at 0.73±0.O2 Mev. A dis- 
integration scheme is proposed. 

INTRODUCTION 

IT has been shown that the 65±2 day Zr*» and the 
35±1 day NbM are formed in several different 

nuclear reactions.1 

In a magnetic spectrograph,* the energies of the 
gamma-rays emitted by Zr** have been measured at 
0.73 Mev (93 percent) 0.23 Mev (93 percent), and 0.92 
Mev (7 percent). Approximately two percent of the 
beta-ray disintegrations of ZrH have been shown to 
terminate at a 90-hour metastabie level8 of the residual 
nucleus, radioactive Nb**. The energy of the isomeric 
transition has been measured as 0.216 Mev4 and 0.24 
Mev.1 The radiation is totally converted. The energy 
of the relatively hard abundant gamma-ray of ZrN has 
also been measured as 0.708 Mev.4 

Spectrometric measurements have yielded quantum 
energies of 0,75 Mev,* 0.758 Mev,4 and 0.77 Mev7 for 
the single gamma-ray of Nb**, the 35-day daughter 
element. The energy of this gamma-ray was also meas- 
ured as 0.92 Mev by the method of coincidence absorp- 
tion.* In these latter measurements, the gamma-ray 
which appeared to have an energy of 0.92 Mev was 
found in both the zirconium and niobium fractions. 
However, the beta-gamma coincidence rate of ZrM was 
such as to suggest that on the uvevuge, each beta of 
ZrM is followed by less than 0.3 Mev of gamma-ray 
energy. When a carefully purified source of NbM 

yielded a beta-gamma coincidence rate sufficiently 
large to account for the presence of the hard gamma-ray 
thought to be of energy 0.92 Mev, it was concluded 
that the presence of this gamma-ray in the zirconium 

t Assisted by the joint program of the ONR and AEC. 
i At present at Tracer-lib, inc.. Boston, Massachusetts. 
f Frankfcrd Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. 
'Sagane, Kojima, Miyamoto, and lkawa, Phys. Rev. 57, i'80 

(1940): B. L. Goldschmidt and 7 Perlman, Ridiockemicai Studies: 
Th$ Fission Products (McGraw-Hill Book Cwapaay, lac.. New 
York, 1951), Paper No. 34, National Nuclear Energy Series, 
Plutonium Project Record, Vol. 9, Div. IV; Brady, Engelkemier, 
and Steinberg, Papers 85 and 88; L. Jacobson and R, Ovtrstreet, 
Paper 91. The volume in which these latter references may be 
found will hereafter be referred to as NNES 9. 

1V. A. Nedrel, NNES 9, Paper 87. 
•D. W. Engeikemier snd E. L. Brady, NNES 9, Paper 92; 

E. P. Steinberg, NNES 9, Paper 93. 
4 G. E. Hudgens and W. S. Lyons, Phys. Rev. 75, 206 (1945). 
• T. S. Levinger, NNES 9, Paper 94. 
•W. Rail and R. G. Wilfcinson, Phys. Rev. 71, 321 (1947). 
7 V. A. Nedsel, NNES 9. Paper 90. 
"C. E. Mandeville and'M. V. Scherb, Phys. Rev. 73, 1434 

(1948). 

fraction arose from an incomplete chemical separation, 
and that it is actually only associated with the daughter 
element. Because of the various conflicting reports 
concerning the gamma-radiations, the properties of 
Zr*»— Nb** have been re-investigated. 

PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 

A source of Zr**—NbM was produced in the fission 
process at the Oak Ridge pile. Pure separated sources 
of Zr** and NbM were prepared repeatedly by Stein- 
berg's oxalate procedure.* The gamma-rays of Nb", 
Zr**, and Zr**—Mb* were absorbed in lead as shown in 
Fig. 1. From the slopes of the curves it is evident that 
the gamma-rays emitted by the ihree different radio- 
active sources are essentially the same in energy. No 
evidence appears on any of the absorption curves to 
suggest the presence of any gamma-rays of lower energy 
and comparable intensity. Repeated chemical separa- 
tions always gave absorption curves similar to those of 
Fig. 1. The quantum energy taken from the slope of 
the curve is 0.80i0.05 Mev. 

FIG. 1. Absorption in lead of the gamma-rays of NbM, 
Zr**,andZr»»-Nb,». 

«E. P, Steinberg, NNES 9, Paper 243. 
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THE DISWTBGRATIC-i? SCHEME 
The 1.0-Mev beta-spectrum of Zr" (A;-2, yes I)12 

terminates at the 90-hr level of NbM(j>i/i);M so the 
orbital of the last odd nucleon of Zr" is taken to be 
dyt- Log/*" for the more abundant beta-spectrum of 
Zr" is 6.62, permitling the interpretation tb-.t the spec- 

Fio. 2. Puke-height distribution of gamma-rays from Zr** 
and Nb*» on NaI(Tl). 

With the aid of a scintillation spectrometer, the 
photoelectric lines of the gamma-rays of freshly sepa- 
rated Zru and NbM were observed in a crystal of 
NaI(Tl). The pulse-height distributions are shown in 
Fig. 2, where it is clear that the gamma-ray of Nbw is 
somewhat more energetic than that of Zr*1. Calibration 
of the spectrometer with the gamma-rays from Au!M, 
Na", Csm, Sc**, and Co** yielded quantum energies of 
0.73±0.02 Mev and 0.76±0.02. 

The beta-gamma coincidence rates of NbM, Zr**, and 
Zr**— NbM, as a function of aluminum absorber thick' 
ness before the beta-ray counter, are shown in Fig. 3. 
It is evident that the average value of the coincidence 
rate is approximately the sr.me in the three cases, 
amnrming that most of the beta-rays of Zr** are fol- 
lowed, on the average, by approximately the same 
amount of gamma-ray energy (0.71 Mev) as are the 
beta-rays of Nb**. The beta-gamma coincidence count- 
ing arrangement vvas calibrated by the beta-gamma 
coincidence rate of Sc4*. In a separate group of coinci- 
dence measurements at certain selected thicknesses of 
absorbers before the beta-ray counter, the amounts of 

TABLE I. Average gamma-ray energy per beta-ray. 

Radionuclhie Absorber thickness 
G»mmm-r»y energy 

(Mev) 

No** 
Zr" 

Z(»»-Nb" 

5 tag/an* 
40 mg/cm* 
40mg/cmt 

0.71*0.09 
0.67*0.08 
0.73*0.09 

o.t- 
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Fio. 3. Beta-gamma coincidence rate of Nb**, Zr**. and 
Zr**—Nb** as a function of aluminum absorber thickness before 
the beta-ray counter. 

"The present coincidence rates and associated gamma-ray 
energies are in contradiction with the nrevious report (reference 
8) that the beta-ray* of Zr** are coincident with less than 0.3 
Mev of gamma-ray energy. The earlier results must be ascribed 
to the pre&enci of unidentified impurities having relatively 1c• 
beta-gamma coincidence rates. 

u When a radionuclidct is grown from a parent element of com- 
parable half life, it can be shown that if a chemical separation is 
effected at a considerable length of time after onset of growth, the 
disintegration rates are in the ratio of 

C»/C*-Xi>/(Aj>-Xj.), 
where the subscripts P and D refer to parent and daughter, and 
the X's are the decay constants. For the 65-day Zr** and the 35- 
day Nb~. this ratio in i.16*0.2. In the present investigation the 
ratio of the gamma-ray activities was observed in both scintilla- 
tion counters and Geige? counters and found to be 2.2*0.1 con- 
firming a good separation if the gamma-radi&tions of the parent 
and daughter are essentially the same. 

u Mayer, Moatkowski, and Nordheim, Revs. Modern Pby* 23, 
315 (1952). 

u M. GoWhaber and A. W. Sunyar, Phys. Rev. 83, 906 (1951). 
" A. M. Feingold, Revs. Modwn Phys. 23, !0 (195!). 
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( trum may be once forbidden (A;=»0, dfcl, yes I) or 
/-forbidden (Ay— 1, no 1, A/«= 2). According to the former 
classification, the excited level at 0.7.>±0.02 Mev in 
tht residual nucleus Nb", could have the orbital pV2, 
hiu or fin- Were it either of the first two values, a 
relatively intense gamma-ray of energy ~0.5 Mev 
would be expected to appear among the radiations cf 
Zr'\ emitted in the transition between the level at 
0.73dc0.02 Mev and the 0.21-Mev metastable level of 
the 90-hr NbM (see Fig. 4). Only in the case of fvr-*gt/t 
does the probability of a transition to the ground state 
of Nb" exceed that of a transition to the metastable 
level (Ji/t-*Pvt)- Since no gamma-radiation at 0.5 Mev 
is observed, the most likely of the three orbitals associ- 
ated with the assumption of a once forbidden transi- 
tion n fvt- 

If ai v forH'dden beta-transition is assumed, the 
orbital assignment of the 0.73±0.02 Mev level is 
uniquely gvt. The transition gvt-*gm is, of course, far 
more probable t'jan gyr-*Put- Since the fvt shell 
closes at V _-"_!eons, the gv* subshell, closing at 58 
nucieons, u favored. 

From shell mcxH considerations and tbr conversion 

FIG. 4. Disintegration scheme of ZrM—NbM. 

coefficients of th#> n 7*iu.iw Mev gamma-ray of Nb'*, 
it has been previously shown1* that the decay of Nb** 
to M ** can be characterized by gni-^Zvt-*dn%. 

UC. Y.~F*n, Phy». Rev. 87, 252 (1952). 
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RADIATIONS FROM Zr" AND Nb" * 

DY 

C B. MAlfBBVTLLR,' B. SHAPIEO,1 R. L MBNDBNHALL,' E. R. ZUCKBR* 
AND o. L. comam • 

ABSTRACT 

Zr**0« (isotopic concentration 90 per cent) was irradiated by slow neutrons in the 
Oak Ridge pile. The half-period of the niobium daughter element, chemically sepa- 
rated from zirconium, was found to be 72.1 ± 0.7 min. and that of Zr" to be 17.0 ± 
0.2 hr. By aluminum absorption and Feather analysis, maximum beta ray eneriegs 
of 2.50 Mev end 1.40 Mev were measured for parent and daughter element, rappsc-i 
rively. Lead absorption of the quantum radiations oi tne equiiiorium mixture 
indicated a gamma ray at 0.74 Mev as well as a softer component. Coincidence 
absorption yielded a maximum gamma ray energy of 1.42 Mev. The beta-gamma 
cuiuckkreuc rats of Nb" was constant, independent of the heta ray energy and of 
•**£ !"°^"itude as to suggest that each beta ray is followed on the average by 0.7 
Mev of gamma ray energy. The beta-gamma coincidence rate of the equilibrium 
mixture showed that the hard beta rays of Zr*1 proceed directly to the metastable 
state of Nb**. Very few beta rays of Zr*1 are in immediate coincidence with any 
gamma radiation. 

INTRODUCTION 

The properties of the 17-hr. Zr" and of its daughter element, the 
70-min. Nb", have already been the subject of considerable investiga- 
tion (1-5).' Absorption techniques have been employed to show that 
the beta rays of Zr" have a maximum energy of 2.2 Mev and those of 
Nb" a maximum energy of 1.4 Mev (3). The gamma rays of either 
isotope were measured by lead absorption to be approximately 0.8 
Mev (3), and it was concluded that in the case of both actitivies, each 
beta ray is accompanied on the average by one gamma ray. Subse- 
quent spectrometric measurements (5) have yielded beta ray energies 
of 1.91 ± 0.02 Mev and 1.267 =b 0.02 Mev and gamma ray energies of 
0.747 ± 0.005 Mev for Zr" and 0.665 ± 0.005 Mev for Nb". The 
gamma ray at 0.747 ± 0.005 Mev was shown to be emitted from an 
isomeric level in Nb" of half period 60 sec. (5), 

In the present investigation, Zr*Oi (isotopic concentration 90 per 
cent in Zr*), obtained from the Y-12 plant, Carbide and Carbon Chemi- 
cals Division, Union Carbide and Carbon Corportion, Oak Ridge.Ten- 
nessee, was irradiated by slow neutrons in the Oak Ridge pile.    The 

* Assisted by the joint program of the ONR and the AEC. 
1 Bartol Research Foundation of The Franklin Institute, Swarthmore, Pa, 
* Frankford Arsenal, Philadelphia, Pa. 
•The boldface numbers in parentheses refer to the references appended to this paper. 
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radioactive materials were received within twenty-four hours after 
cessation of irradiation and chemical separations were immediately com- 
mf»nred. 

Fio. 1.   Decay of the 72-min. Nb". 

The slow neutron irradiated zirconium dioxide waa dissolved by 
potassium pyrosulfate fusion. The separation of the niobium daughter 
activity from zirconium was effected by the use of Steinberg's "oxalate" 
orocedure (6).   A crystalline precipitate, presumably potassium acid 

) 

') 

. s 
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oxalate, formed on addition of excess oxalic acid to the aqueous solution 
of the fusion mixture. An assay, made after centrifugation, showed 
that most of the activity rema:ned in solution. The centrifugate was 
poured off and retained.   The activity carried with the precipitate was 

I 

10,000 

Ui 

* 100 
AC s 
o o 

to 

0.*     0.4      o.e     o« 
FACTION OP RANGE 

J~. 
100 eoo 200 300 400 500 

M^/CM"-ALUMINUM 

FIG. 2.   Absorption in aluminum of tl.e beta raya of Nb". 

700 

recovered by dissolving the precipitate in hot water, recrystalluing it 
from cold water, centrifuging, and combining the centrifugates. The 
separation outlined above was carried out on several successive oc- 
casions to supply fresh sources of Nb". 
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Nb" 

The decay of Nb", freshly separated from its parent element, was 
followed for ten half-periods, and the half-period, taken from the slope 
of the decay curve was found to be 72.1 =fc 0.7 min. This value is to be 
compared with previously reported values of 68 min. (7) and 75 min. 
(2). Theae decay curves are shown in Fit?. 1. The 72-min. activity is 
present along with a trace of the 17-hr, Zr" and other unidentified im- 
purities of longer half-periods. 

The beta rays of Nb", freshly separated from its parent element, 
were absorbed in aluminum as shown in Fig. 2.   The points of this curve 

so 100 150       200       aso 

Mf/CM»- ALUMINUM 

300 9S0 400 

FIG. 3. Beta-gamma coincidence rate of Nb,v as a function of the surfae? density 
of aluminum placed before the beta ray counter. 

) 

were corrected for radioactive decay of the short lived activity during 
the course of the measurements. A Feather plot (8) of these data, also 
shown in Fig. 2, gave a maximum beta ray energy of 1.40 Mev, in 
apwmeit "^ith the earlier measurements. 

A third souvce of Nb" was prepared to obtain the beta-gamma 
coincidence rate of Fig. 3. It is seen to be constant, independent of 
tha beta ray energy, suggesting that the beta ray spectrum of Fig. 2 is 
a simple one. Calibration of the beta-gamma coincidence counting 
arrangement by the beta-gamma coincidence rate of Scu showed that 
each beta ray of Nb" is followed, on the average, by 0.7 Mev of gamma 
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ray energy.    Each point of Fig. 3 was, of course, properly corrected for 
decay of the source. 

Zr" 

The radioactive decay of Zr"-Nb" was followed for ~200 hr. and 
the resulting half-period for the parent element, Zr»7, was calculated to 
be 17.0 ± 0.2 hr., in agreement with earlier measurements (2,3). The 
decay curve of the equilibrium mixture of the two radio-elements is 
shown in Fig. 4. The 17-hr. period is seen to be present along with some 
relatively long period impurities which were not identified. 

100/XX) - 

10,000 

hi 

z 

K 
u a. 

u 

1000 

100 - 

100 400 
HOURS 

FIG. 4.    Decay of the 17-hr. ZrM. 

500 •00 700 

The beta rays of the equilibrium mixture of the two activities was 
absorbed in aluminum. The assumption was made that at zero ab- 
sorber thickness, half of the counting rate could be assigned to the beta 
rays of the 72-min. Nb" and half to Zr". Assuming this equality of 
contribution at zero absorber thickness, the beta spectrum of Nb" was 
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subtracted from the beta spectrum of the equilibrium mixture to give a 
difference spectrum of maximum energy 2.50 Mev. A semi-logarithmic 
plot of these beta rays also showed that a softer spectrum (end point 200 
mg./cm.*) is also present in the decay of Zr". These absorption data 
are plotted in Fig. 5. 
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FIG. 7. 

200 300 400 300 
M$/CM«- ALUMINUM 

Coincidence absorption of the secondary electrons of the gamma rays of Zr" 

The gamma rays of the equilibrium mixture of the two activities was 
absorbed in lead as shown in Fig. 6, and the quantum energy taken from 
the slope of the curve was found to be 0.74 Mev. Frcm the initial 
points of the curve, it is evident that a softer component is also present. 
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Beta-gamma coincidence rate of Zrw and Nb'1 in equilibrium. 
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FIG. 9.    Disintegration scheme for Zr-*Nb—*Mo". 
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To measure the energy of the most energetic gamma-ray emitted in 
the decay of Zr"-Nb", a source was placed on an aluminum block before 
two coincident thin-walled G-M tubes. A coincidence absorption 
curve of the secondary electrons ejected from the aluminum block is 
shown in Fig. 7. The end point of the distribution corresponds, ac- 
cording to a previously published calibration curve (9), to a quantum 
energy of 1.42 Mev. Since the beta-gamma coincidence rate of Nb»v 

showed that its beta spectrum ia simple and followed by about 0.7 Mev 
of gamma ray energy, and since the 1.42 Mev radiation does not appear 
on the lead absorption curve of Fig. 6, it is concluded that the 1.42 Mev 
quanta are of low intensity and are emitted by Zr", coupled, perhaps, 
with the softer component of the complex beta spectrum of Fig. 5. 

The beta-gamma coincidence rate of Zr" and Nb" in equilibrium is 
snown in Fig. e, where it is seen to decrease rapidly to zero, well before 
the end point of the hard beta spectrum of Zr" is reached. This curve 
is interpreted to represent absorption of the beta-gamma coincidence 
rate of Fig. 3 in the presence of the harder beta rays of Zr,?, which are 
not in immediate coincidence with any gamma rays. The essential 
features of the coincidence curve of Fig. 8 have been previously ob- 
served (5), and the lack of coincidences has been interpreted to show 
that most of the nuclear beta rays of Zr" proceed to the 60-sec. isomer 
(5) of Nb".    The measurements of this paper confirm this analysis. 

conclusions 

The absorption and coincidence data of the preceding sections, 
combined with those of the earlier measurements (l-5), give the dis- 
integration scheme of Fig. 9. 
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Gunma-Rays from Snmf 
C. E. MAMwviLiJt, E. SHAMEO, R. I. M«NMLHHAIX, E. R. Zocxan,* AND G. L. COMKIIH 

Bartet Rntorck FotmdatUm of tht f»««,«*» Institute, Swart/more, Pmnsyivonia 
(R«*eived June 23, 1>>52) 

An inner beta-epecUum at ~0.5 Mev, coincident with gamma-radiation, constitutes 10db2 percent of 
the total beta-radiation of the 10-day Sn"». The gamrM-rays hive a maximum energy of 1.67±0.10 Mev. 

THE ten-day activity in tin hat been assignad1 to 
Snm. Spectromctrk measurementR* have yielded 

maximum beta-ray *nerg>es of 2.37*0.02 Mev and 
0,4r±0.0! Mev. The spectrum of lover energy was 
estimated to contain five percent of the total beta- 
radiation. A search was made for the gecuna-fidiation 
Winu        tvunl   jtSCSSySSy   ~* 'JLc inner 
group, but because of low intensity, none was detected 
by the spectrometric method. It was mentioned, 
however, that absorption measurements in lead indi- 
cated the "possible presence" of a gamma-ray at 1.5 
Mev. 

During the past four years, four different quantities 
of metallic tin, two isotopkally concentrated in Snw 

and two of naturally occurring tin, have been irradiated 
in the Oak Ridge pile.* The following chemical procedure 

ha» been followed. Irradiated metallic tin was dissolved 
in HC1 and carrier Sb and Te solutions were added 
Metallic Te precipitated at once, and 3b was precipi- 
tated as a metal by addition of powdered Fe to the hot 
67/—HC1 solution. Sri and some Fe were precipitated 
from the filtrate by addition of metallic zinc. This 

f Assisted by the joint 
* Frankford Arsenal, F 
>f. C. Lee and MTL. Pool, P 1R. w. liayward, Phys. Rev. 
»tiotopically concentrated S 

aUtfatory, Carbide and Car 

m of the ONR and AEC. 
thia, Pennsylvania. 
iya.Rev. 76, «K (1949). 
79, 409 (1950). 

o too       «oo       eoo       aoo 
w | /CM' - ALUMINUM 

Fio. 1. Coincidence abeorption of the lecondary electron* of the 
  gamma-rays from Sn**». 

preCiptUtiC *« unawtw w, 
and Sn and Fe were separated by addition of NaOH 
to excess to form soluble Na<SnOi and insoluble 
Fe(OH),. Tht nitrate was addified with HC1, then 
made slightly uamoniacal, precipitating SnO» xHtO 
whkh was ignited to SnOt. 

A gamma-ray at 1.7 Mev was noted in the tin fraction 
in 1948 but was dismissed as the intense hard gamma- 
ray of Sb'~. More recently this gamma-ray has been 
observed in a coincidence absorption counting arrange- 
ment, and the quantum energy has been measured as 
1.67:4:0.10 Mev. This coincidence absorption curve 
(Fig. 1) of the secondary electrons of the gamma-ray 
was observed repeatedly for forty days, and the ordicate 
values were observed to decay with a half-life of ten 
days. 

A source of the ten-day tin was placed in a beta- 
gamma coincidence counting arrangement, and beta- 

Sn°» supplied by Y-12 Research 
Laboratory, Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Division, Union 
Carbide and Carbon Corporation, Oak Ridge, Tenne 

so     too    iio 
Md/CMt- ALUMINUM 

Fio. 2. Beta-gunma coincidence rate of So.— u a function of the 
surface density of aluminuu before the beta-ray counter. 
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gamma coincidences were measured as a function of 
aluminum absorber thickness before the beta-ray 
counter. The data are shown in Fig. 2 where the beta- 
gamma coincidence rate is seen to decrease to zero at 
180 mg/cm' of aluminum, indicating an inner beta-ray 
group at ~0.5 Mev. These beta-gamma coincidences 
were observed to decay over a period of 40 days with 
the 10-day period. On calibration of the be to -gamma 
coincidence counting arrangement with the beta- 
gamma coincidence rate of Sc4*. the beta-gamma coinci- 
dence rate of Fig. 1 indicated, on extrapolation to zero 
absorber thickness, that the gamma-ray at 1.67 Mev 
is coincident with 10±2 percent of the beta-rays of the 
10-day Sn!». 

The 15-day SnnT", a possible contaminant, has been 
observed to decay with the emission of 7-rays at 159 
kev and 162 kev in cascade, and y—e~ coincidences 
have been noted.4 In the present measurements, suffi- 

* J. W. Mihelkh and R. D. Hill, Phys. Rev. 79, 781 (1950). 

cient lead was placed before the gamma-ray counter 
to reduce the intensity of a gamma-ray of energy 160 
kev by a factor of four. However, the beta-gamma 
coincidence rate of Fig. 2 remained unchanged, further 
confirmation of ihe assignment of the coincidences to 
Sn"». 

Measurements by Boyd and associates' at Oak Ridge, 
employing a scintillation spectrometer, yield a quantum 
energy of ~1.9 Mev for this gamma-ray. 

Note added in prrof—The orbital of the 60-day level in Te"* is 
knit. The beu-»p«:trum of Sb** terminating at that level obeys 
the selection rule A/ - 2, yes I, sugfc esiing that the ground state of 
Sb35 is gtn. Knee the 2.4-Mev spectrum of Sn'» 7s of the form* 
Al -2, yes I, an orbital of *•</• is predicted for the ground state 
of Sn"*. For the inner spectrum of Sn"*, log ft is 7.2 (A/-0, 
t, yes!). No satisfactory orbital arJgnmcnt appear* to be avail- 
able for the 1.67-Mev level in Sbl>, suggesting excitation of the 
nuclear core to that the single particle model breaks down, or 
that the harder beta-spectrum leads to a metastable level in Sb"* 
rather than to the ground state. 

' Nuclear Date, National Bureau of Standards Supplement 2 to 
Circular 499 (1951). 
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